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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Economic Champ and the American Workforce

Over the past two years,- for the Future undertook a unique program designed to enhance
the ability of four states (Colorado, Wham, ilisaissippl, and Missouri) to menage economic
change. JFF analyzed whet was happening in the slate economko, espedally the kinds of jobs
that were being created, and sought ways to help the states impart *dr waken by making
state human development systans more responsive to the fundamental charges ot today% com.
petitive global economy. The goal was to improve the states' capadty to plan for the long
term, to integrate their systems for economic and humanresource development, and to accelerate
the adoption of more effective policies and practices for workforce preparation.

This volume tells the story of WF's state work. It reports the findings from extensive re-
search and communications activities in the four states. It suggests ways that sr state can suc-
cessfully build economic opportunity through a stronger lifetime wodcfonre development sys-
tem.

The report is organized into nine sections.

1. Inkoducdon

2. Econondc Summary of the RV States

3. The IFF Employer Survey

4. The IFF Worker Survey

5. The JFF Employer Field Interviews

6. The JEF Focus Groups

7. The IFF Regional Congresses

8. Conclusion: A State Agenda for the Nineties

This Executive Summary outlines key findings from each of the eight sections.

Intnydu Mon

The governance and orgardzedonal structure for each ;FP program varied according to the
economic and political situation in each state. Nonetheless, the strategies that IFF undertook
to achieve its goals involved common activities in four states. These included:

providing, through mem research and conceptual naldela, new insight into the education
and skill needs of a state's workforce, the competitive position of employes, end ihe
economic development opportunities of communities, sub-state regions and the state as a
whole;
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developing sew collaborative working groups of players from important sectors of a
states economy: gmenunent, labor, business,education, and anauvanfty organleatlens;

providieg new lamas * Use general public to create and inform an action agenda;
institutionalizing an Improved process of state planning for economic development, edu-
cation and txainhvo and

delivering sewn* in the form of new initiatives, priorities and spending to meet identi-
fied needs.

Several guiding prindples wese common to all states as well:

economic development depends on human development

states need to address an existing skills mismatch;

sub-state and regional economies differ vastly and workforce preparation strategies
must be targeted accordingly; and

ordinary citizens must be involved in the process of improving a state's economy.

The Findings

Shifts in the economic landscape have affected the four states in similar ways. States are
losing their 'middle grouncrthe well-paid traditional blue collar jobs that used to be a safe-
haven for high school graduatesand dropouts alike. The mushrooming service sector is gener-
ating both high-wage, high-skill and low-wage, low-skill pbsa shift thai hes contributed
to a polarization of job opportunities.

These economic realities are by now familiar. But, as the PP research shows, the ways in
which they play out in different states raise fundamentally different policy challenges for
state governments: from a Connecticut in which service sector growth means expansion of high
value-added producer services, to a Mississippi in which growth concentrates in low-wage re-
tail and personal services; from a Colorado in which manufacturing growth has spawned high-
technology industries, to an Indiana which fans the challenge of modernizing basic industry.

Regardless of their partiodar economic circumstances, all the states seem to be paralyzed
by the far-reaching economic changes they face. The major institutionsgovernment, business,
education, and laborappear unable to respond with the requisite speed and scale. ;Ws re-
search has revealed some of the barriers that have impeded action by each of these sectors.
States. The IFF states spend 60.80 percent of thefr budgets on human resource development. 'The
lion's shareover 90 percentgoes to traditional education: K-12 and higher education. Less
than 5 percent of the total is spent on adult education or direct worldorce preparation.
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And yet

in Indiana, 400,000 skilled workers will retire by 2000, and only 75,000 young peoPle
will enter the wodcfrice to apiece then

in Missouri, the fastest growing part of the voorkfasee is among workers who are be-
tween 45 and 55 years oldthis 'widower gement will inmate by 00 potent by the
year 200'.%

in Colorado, less than one in a thousard slate dallies goes to adufts In need of bask edu-
cation. Of 400.000 functionally illiterate adulb, only 5 percent wens awed by adult
basic educaticm programs in 1989 and only 9,000 of these 22.000 individuals completed
their GEM At that rate, it will take 44 years simply to reach every dtizen who is
functionally illiterate. today.

clearly, the old rulebwest in traditional educational institutionsdoes not serve well in
this new situation of increased need to raise the skill levels of working adults. Public policy
must change to meet new realities.

Private Sector. One of the most strildng findings in the enployer survey data is a gap between
theory and practice. While firms in different states wee generally aware of the economic
changes and their impact on labor markets and skill levels, few firms have committed them-
selves to ection.

Employers in all states don't fully realize that the workforce challenges they face today
will only intensify iv the years to come. Many employers antidpatt labor shortages in criftal
occupations and many report workforce skill deficiencies bt predsely those areas that will be
more important in the future workplacecommunication, problem solving, and prioritizing.
Yet few firms Me taking the necessary steps to develop the skills that will ensure competi-
tive workforce for the future.

A few examples help illustrate the discrepancy between what finns think and what they
do:

Two thirds or more of employers in all states say education and training is a good or ex-
cellent investment of company mourns, yet the majority of firms Interviewed spend
las then ONO annually on education tad training.

Employes in all four states believed that workers lacked skills in areas such as setting
priorities, problem solving, and communkating effectively, yet the majority of training
Or all firms revolves mound job-spec* skills.

Employers cit,, the greatest skill deficlendes among their semi-skilled workers, yet
the majority of training in firms in di states goes to managers and professionals.

Firms in all states experience considerable difficulty hiring skilled craft workers yet
few firms develop skilled workers in-house.
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Firms are concerned about the coots of education and training, but employers in all states
utilise private &axing resources to a muds grater attest tluve public training re-
110111FCCS.

Workers. Workers surveyed by 112F are ambivalerd about getting more training and about half
are not willing or able io do much to obtain training. This reflects a larger ambivalence about
how training will help them. Mew key findings help illustrate tide amMvalence

Majorities of workers bdievee ihat their employers already provide more than enough
training for them to do their jobs well, and that their skills and education and those of
their co-workers are underutilized.

Significant number'sdose to 50 percentsaid that they would attend training only if
their employers required it and only on company time.

Many view 'training' as negative, as someaow connoting failure.

Yet those who hod parddpated in some form of structured training over the put 5
years were positim they want more. Indeed, over 70 Fount Ed workers aureerd felt
they needed more training in order to advance in auk jobs.

Unfortunately, workers perceive tignifitint obstacles to their participation in training
opportunities. A majority said it was not offered at a convenient time or place, SO per-
cent said it costs too much, 40 ;sercent said good program are not available, and almost
two out of five workers had no time or energy for training.

Taken together, these findings suggest that employees will not respond to training opportu-
nities without stronger motivation and help in overcoming obstacles to training.

This situation analysis adds up to the need to make major changes in the way that govern-
ment, business, the education establishment, and individuals operate. Workers need to dedi-
cate themselves to the new reality that rapid change means the need for constant upgreding in
order to maintain job security. Businesses need to understand that they must adapt to a new
world order based on high performance operations that require major invesnnents in their work-
force. The education sector must internalize the need to directresources at the learning needs of
the adult worker and to deliver more learning services at the work site.

Must important. the new eamomic paradigm affects state government because it revolution-
izes the way that states govern. Now state polkymakes are looldng to human capital as the
next frontier in economic development. They are transforming narrowly targeted, programmtic
afficuachea in education, job training, and human services to broader, °wholesaler bdtiatives.
They are making changes in state systems that carry the potential of reaching and changing
the behavior of a greater number of individuals and Ansa.

State economic development for the 1990s muat be viewed as an essential collaboration be-
tween the public and private sectors that focuses on preparing and maintaining highly skilled
and flexible workers.
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Yet state education and training systems, designed in another economic era, am net yet
equipped to prepare workers for a high-skill economy. Integrating education and &ebbs pod-
des into a single workforce preparadon system that links learning with the economic goal of
mating and nurturing high performance competithe dans, Is todays primary slate chailenr.

A states Agenda for the Nineties will need to Include the following key elements:

establishment of a lifelong learnbtg system that will bring coherence and continu-
ity to human investments;

integration of =non* and human new= development

adoption of high performance work aganization founckd on skilled work;

ovation of opportunities and transition mechanisms for the new, non-traditional,
labor force entrants;

scale of effectengaging enough finns, communities, and workers to make a dif-
ference;

leveraging of private sector investment

improvement of transitions: from school to work, and from work to more school;
and

narrowing of regional differences.

To be effective, this Agenda for the Nineties should be designed and implemented saws
many sectors of the economy, in a process :hat involves all the key constituendesgovernment,
business, labor, education, and commur:cy. Information should be used to ante a common
ground for action. A combination of topdown and bottom-up building of constituendes creates a
powerful mix of both political pressure and permission for political leaders to implement new
policies.



INTRODUCTION

Jobs for the Foam's Mission in the States
Jobs for the !Nature, Inc., QFP) was awarded a grant by me United States Department of

Labor (DoL) to undertake a unique program designed ID enhance the ability of four states
(Colorado, Indiana, Missouri, Mississippi) to adapt ID INOWNxnic change. JFP was charged with
helping the states respond to the dulling denunds on the workforce of todays competitive,
rapidly changing, knowledge- and technology-based global economy by integrating human
resource and economic development polides and structures that would improve a stste's
capacity to plan for the long-term and to coordinate its programs and institutimts.

JFF and DoL agreed that DoL's funding of its workin partnership with state government
and the private sectorwould

address the urgent need in the United States for better long-range economic
development planning and coordinated application of economic development,
education, and training resources at the state level. This need is due to the rapid
changes occurring in all facets of state economies, from the types of technology used in
the workplace to the levels of international competition.

DoL's hypothesis, supported by the success of similar Jobs for the Future's work in Arkansas
and Connecticut, was that a neutral, outside third party could be helpful in convening
representatives from business, labor, government, education, and community organizations in
ways that were not happening internally in the states. The idea was to help states adapt to a
changing world economy.

Another hypothesis was that economic development ane growth depend most
fundamentally on workforce skill development through education, training and re-training, and
that states were ill-equipped to meet the challenge of assuring the capabilities of the current
and future workforce.

The strategies * accomplish this broad mandate, JFFand DoL agreed, would involve JFF In
several key activities:

provide through new research and conceptual models, new Insight into the education
and skill needs of a state's workforce, the competitive position of employers, and the
economic development opportunities of communities, subitate regions, and the state as
a whole;

develop new collaborative worldng groups of players from important sectors of a state's
economy: government, business, labor, education, and community-organizations;

provkle new forums for the general publicto create and inform an action agenda;
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institutionalize an improved process of state planning for economic development,
reducadon, and trainim and

ci.tliver results in the form of new initiatives, priorities, and spending to meet
identified needs and ',Induce lessons, transferable techniques, and programs for other
sta tes;

Jobs for the Future's State Programs
The structure, procedwes, and peculiarities of each state program required the development

of common outlines, guiding principles for intervention, and key acdvities. Theseelements were
aitical to the success of each of JFFs state initiatives.

1. Structure of the IFF program.

In Colorado, fobs for Colorado's Future was constituted as an indepaident organization
governed by a six-member executive board comprised of two cabinet-level officials, the
director of the Colorado Governor's Job Training Office, the ddef tocecutive officer of
the largest employer in the state, the chair of the Education Committee of the
Colorado Senate, ar 4 the chairman of Jobs for the Future, Inc. In addition, the program
worked with a thirty-member advisory council, appointed by Governor Roy Romer,
which reviewed the research, communications, and implementation work. The council
membership represented business, labor, education, state and local government,
community groups and advocacy organizations. JCF employed a full-time state director
and one support staff.

fobs for Missouri's Future proceeded under the direction of an advisory board appointed
by Governor John Ashcroft. The fifteen members of the JMF board represented
legislative, labor, education, and private sectors. The work proceeded in partnership
with the Missouri Department of Economic Development and the Division of
Employment Security. For the first year of the program* JFF employed an in-state
executive director who worked out of the offices of the Mtuouri Division of Job
Development and Training.

In Mississippi, JFF staffed the work of the Special Task Force on Economic Development
Planning, a new organization created by tie Mississippi Legislature charged with the
responsibility of preparing a long-term strstev for economic gtowth. VT was ssked to
supervise the work of tie forty-rnember, nudd-sector Task Fame looking at issues of
developing finance, infrastructure, and ammunity economic development in eddition
to workforce preparation. JR worked with a variety of state agencies and agency staff
assigned from the governor's office.

In Indiana, JFF assisted the newly-created Indiana Commission on Vocational and
Technical Education. The Commission was responsible for developing a strategic plan
for Indiana's vocational workforce training system. As part of this effort, 1FF

I 0
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performed a one-year fobs far huliasses Mare program combining research and
communications activides te inform the work of the Commission and increase the
visibility of werkforee isms in the &come of state economic development.

In each of the four gates, RP developed a similar workplansefined by die learning
process that occurred as IFF Formed from one gale to die neat. The research portions of Mrs
work generally included the reparation of state and sub-state economic, demographic, and
workforce skill anslysis; analytis of the public sector system for education and training;
analysis of private sector needs, omens, and investments hi education and training through
surveys and field work; involvemeit and recruitment of key amstitumcy your; focus woups,
worker surveys, and other fonmis for ddzen input and public educetion about research results
and recomnvendations for action.

2. Guiding Prindples. DoL provided PT with general strategic guidance, which was made
operational through detailed workplans developed for each state. The workplans were
informed by a sense of what needed to be examined and what needed to happen in the stetesa
sense derived from already existent public and private sector research and policy development
efforts in each state, as well as from the knowledge of the members of j'FF state advisory
boards.

Several common principles introduced in each state appeared to have a powerful impact on
state partidpants and on the ultimate success of the JF7 progranw. These prindples include:

Economic developmext *peas on kenos development. To be improved, the human
investment effort must be seen es a whole system for lifelines learmiag, net as
disaggregated pieces (e.g., public eel private, kindergarten through 12th grade,
higher education, and workforce tetrairtin). 4IFF lwoadened the view of what states
needed to focus on and, in ?at% so, expanded their nodons of the possibilities of an
integrated workkeve development system in each state. One common feature of the 1FF
research was the preparation of simple graphics that represented the level of need
within a state. Figure One, for example, depicts one stage's population according to
how it is distributed among the major programs or institutions that together make up
die learning system'

As" existiv skills 'mismatch was to be airesedthat is, the pp between the skills
firms need and the skills existent in the labor marker, a gap virtually hidden beneath
the standard economk and employment data. Awareness of the eliddef skills gap led
JFF to a detailed examination of privsteeector skill needs that often provided the
most intense:1g and usehd information for stale participants.

Sub-state out regimel commies differ greatly, and workforce skill needs must be
understood and met in the labor market. DT exsmined regional information in each
state in detail. IFF also developed local and regional fonams for improving the state's
workforce development system and eormomy.
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Ordixary citizens angst be bivalved ía tkeprowl of faaprovin a state's ogniosay and be
informed about how they can work to improve the wodtforce development system and
their own prospects.

Using these common principles, It was possible to address the particular characteristics of
each state in an effective and coherent way.

117 painted the picturbr as a whole.
The efforts to bok at disconnected pieces of the workforce developmentsystem, and to show

if and how they relate and/or miss important challenges, wee an integral part of the review
process and produced many revelationsparticularly for state busesuaacies.

Particular pieces of research developed and supported this general conceptual framework.
For example: assessment of the total level of state spending and investment in education,
training, and support services for different target populations from cradle grave clarified (a)
the implications of demographic trends; (b) the education and skill needs of t ivget populations;
and (c) pointed out where investments wm dearly lacking.

JFF clarified challenges aates face by preparing something as simple as a map of every-
state and local burtaucracy that was a piece of the human investment puzzle. The nup helped
people in the system see it as a whole. JFF helped states realize that looking comprehensively
at a state's human investment system can reveal pieces that art missing or require greater
attention. Figure Two presents the institutional map that JFF created for the Jobs br Missouri's
Future program. Similer 'pictures' were prepared for other statu.

The private sectorto whom the myriad of state programs and institutions for workforce
development often seem art incomprehensible bluralso responded positively to this holistic
assessment of the state system. In particular, the research illuminated the limited scope,
reach, and perceived competence of public sector education and training efforts in the face of
tremendous need. This information prompted, in time, private sector partidpants to want to
"do something.° In the case of the four states, knowledge facilitated action.

JFF is clearly not the first organization to spot the need for states to unify the scattered
pieces of the workforce development system in order to assess and impeove the system as a
whole. But In the four states, thee efforts were just beginning, and a neutral, outsick observer
dramatically facilitated the process.

JFF introduced a private sector perspective to the discussion of workforce
skills.

Driven in part by a need to explore the "skills mismatch° and in part by a commitment to
develop effective public-private partnerships, J'FF undertook an ambitious research plan
involving employers, both large and small. This work provided quantitadve and qualitative

1 2
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auessmenb of what was wrong and what was needed in the states' workforce development
systems from the perspectin of employers, It also provided quantifiable measures of
employers' commitments to education, and training and retracting, and their assessments of
public efforts in these areas.
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This research proved particularly provocative, both in "discovering a profound skills
mismatcheven in the most economically disadvantaged states like Mississippiand in
providing key private sector data and input to close the gap. Nothing could galvanize
attention around an issue like an objective surety of private employers. The surveys and field
work also revealed just how slow most private sector firms were in meeting their own
competitive challenges of upgrading the skills of their workers. Furthermore, they generated
new assessments of the poteutial of both public and 'Myatt sectors to meet the challenge of
improving the workforce.

Figure Three

Training Preferences of Business Firms

so ,

60

g 34°0

20

10

0
Cobrado Missouri Indiana

Source: Jot's For the Future Employer Surveys - Colorado, Missouri, Indiana

Employers generally had a far different perspective of the workforce development system
than public providers of education and training. Our research shows that employers neither use
the public system extensively (see Figure Three), trust it to meet their needs, nor really know
much about itpreferring to rely on in-house or private training and education methods.
Employers want help in dealing with the increasing strains of upgrading the workforce and
improving the educational system that produces the workforce of the future, but do not know
how to get help. At the same time, such employers consistently are slow to invest company
resources in training their own workforce.

Our analysis demorstrated both a tremendous potenfial for tapping private sector resources
and energy to improve the system, as well as dramatic problems that must be overcome. By
focusing so much of its enew on private se..-tor needs and current activities, JFFs work helped
shift the debate toward the demands of today's workplace and away from traditional issues of
public sector supply and management of education and training.
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This information and a shift in perspective supported by data from employer surveys that
assessed training needs and practice activated many partidpants, including political leaders,
around the need for change and the direction that change had to take.

For example, employer surveys and interviews in Indiana revealed a strategic need for
training that the public training system was not meeting. JFF's work showed that the
implementation of new production technologies and new methods of organizing work in
manufacturing plants was orating new needs. For example, the greatest sties, among employers
was centered on the new skill requirements among first line supervisors and sales
representatives (see Figure Four) as decision-making moves farther down into a firm's
hierarchy.

Figure Foto

Jobs Where Sklit Deficiencies
Threaten Business ProlitabifityIndiana

1st Line Super.

Sales

Operators

System Analyst

Afiddie Mgr.

Engineers

Production

Tool and Die

0 10
(Perms ot Responses)

20

Source: Jobs For the Future Employer Survey - Indiana

Sales personnel today are really engaged in market research for product development, not
just responsible for selling from a company's current product line. Yet neither of these shifts in
t!=e skill needs of critical occupations had been detected or addressed by the public training
resources.

IFF introduced a discussion of regional economies.

Analyses of demographic, economic, and skill needs on regional and local bases proved to be
another powerful tool for crafting effective workforce preparation strategies at a local level.

In the four states, some deg tie of research and analysis similar to PF's work had been done,
at a state-level or along th 'ines of often arbitrary and conflicting regional and local

1 :4
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boundaries drawn by service delivery area, county governments, and the like. IFF suggeste4
that regional and local economies be defined by their natural economic, geographic, and
cultural boundaries, and that meaningful improvement would °caw when private and public
sector institutions and programs began to work together. An eumpk is Flpre Fivethe term
'SDA 5&9' doesn't mean anything to the average Missourian, but they do approximate natural
regions referred to locally as the Ventral Ozarks' and Ventral MissourrPresenting data in
this way made it more user-friendly.

4

3

2

-1

Figure Five

Average In Employment Growth 1984 - 1987

Central MO Central Ozarks State

Source: Jobs For Missouri's Future., Regional Congress Fact Book

Just as at the strAte level °painting a whole picture of tie system and providing new data
about it proved a powerful impetus to action, the same results occurred at the regional and
community level through using data in a way citizens and practitioners in the field could
understand. Fartidpants in JFF's regional meetings, organized to cut across traditional
bureaucratic lines, began to see themselves and their firm or organization as part of a regional
economy and community and were inspired to work together in new ways.

1FF brought the voice of the people to state discussions of economic
development and workforce improvement.

Finally, JFF entered each state with a commitment to inform and engage individuals in
their own efforts to improve themselves and their economic position. This commitment on the
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part of YFF has resulted in key tangible assets in its ability to focus attention and push action on
state economic and workforce issues.

'The simplestand most powerfulmechanism for involving the public were focus groups
organized in all four states. These discussions with ordinary dtizens emphuized the
constnints and opportunities they faced in improving themselves, their communities, and their
state. These groups provided the language for the discourse on workforce and economic
development and a guide to the concerns and motivadons of ordinary citizens that would have
to be addressed for any plans to materialize. The findings were eagerly digested and
internalized by the governor and the administration, legislators, and the w'visory board or
task force supervising the JFF project.

While the focus groups were the most powerful tool for involving the ublic, other efforts
also aided this process and resulted in better policy prescriptions as well. Worker surveys,
public service announcements on telposion, community workshops, and tergeted public
education campaigns have enhanced Ors strategic position by adding new dimensions to and
highlighting the potential of its work in the eyes of state participants.

IFF built a multi-sector constituency.

In each of the four states, PT sought broad input and ownership by reaching out to involve
key business people and associations, advocacy and interest groups, and others with a stake in
its work. These tangible steps to build constituencies for change proved to be one of the most
effective means for speeding action along the lines DoL first envisioned. Such an approach
afforded state leadershir t simple but seemingly oft-neglected opportunity to promote
improvements in their wo force and the economy.

In many ways, the single most powerful multi-sector constituency-building mechanism was
the regional and community meetings. While the format and means of organizing them varied
from instructive (a JFF-led discussion of changes in the economy and workforce effecting a
region) to extractive (listening to participants' concerns and priorities), and from an RFP process
for interested communities to targeted and active recruitment, the prindple was the same:
foster broad multi-sector, cross-jurisdictional participation in meeting the complex challenges
of todays economy.

In Mississippi, the Regional Congresses (as they were called) were sessions at which local
leaders identified major needs and constraints concerning economic development, and identified
prospective remedies at both the state and local levels. JFF trained state employees as
discussion leaders. The most important results were not the specific problems identified and
solutions proposedalthough these did inform the workbut the creation of an audience that
expected something to happen, and expected to be a part of it. A second round of Regional
Congresses were held to discuss and plan implementation of j'FFs final report. Apparently, the
governor's office would not have conceived of the congresses as a way to "do" economic
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developmentbut once in motion found it an extremely valuabk technique to push economic
development issues forward.

A similar result emerged in Indiana, where regional meetings were convened at which the
governor and state officials discussed first-hand ways of meeting the workforce challenges
identified in the Jobs for Indiana Future's Report, a special research report on workforce issues
conducted for the Indiana Council on Vocationsl-Techniad Education.

Similar results occurred in other states. In essence, PP did nothing in these regional forums
Slat a governor, public-private partnership, or private *actor task force could not do on its own.
But it demonstratedat least to thew partners in the states who hod not seen this type of
effort beforehow developing a constituency that !eels integral to change is essential to
creating change and how to ingrain this idea into policy efforts in the state.

ATI constituency-building efforts distinguish it front exclusively top-down efforts at
improving the state °system" for workforce development because they act on the premise that
complementary "bottom-up" initiatives are required. Political leaders especially recognize
the benefits of this strategy. A governor armed with the demands of constituents at the local
level can suggest more easily that something different needs to happen, especially within the
bureaucracies he or she controls. Well-articulated challenges at the local level are essential
for effective change to occur at the state level.

Results in Four States

The strategy outlined above has clearly been effective in developing and facilitating a
process that opens new horizons for state economic development and sets new priorities for a
variety of public and private sector leaders.

When originally proposed, the two-year plan entailed one year of research and analysis
followed by a second year of action and implementation. In reality, the typical timetable
worked differently: first year research, analysis and ownership-building; second year
communication and translation of new priorities and recommendations to workable legislative,
administrauve, and community and private sector actions.

The cycles of state planning, legislation, and elections have helped to dictate some of the
timinga good recommendation after year one requires additional legwork to develop into a
legislative proposal for the start of the next year's legislative session.

JFF is in remarkably similar position after two years in three of the states: a new and
enthusiastically received roadmap for economic growth is being made operational in an ongoing
process with state and community leaders. None of our reports is 'sitting on the shelf"; all are
the text for a wide variety of state actions.
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State-by-State Program Outline
The common vision, strategies, and toolbox of operational techniques had to be tailored to

the dqferent political cultures and institutional and economk dynamics of each state. In each
state, a different historical penpective and dynantic erdsted concerning the theory and practice
of economic development and the place of workforce skill enhancement in that pumas. The
locus of political power and the nature of public and private organizations concerned with
economic and workforce issues varied greatly.

While IFF secured the support of the governor in the participating states, put together
multi-sector board and secured funding, it operated from different strategic positions within
each state. Inevitably, interest and personal support for the research and reform initiatives
came from one or more key allies. JFF's state allies have characteristically been those with a
larger view of economic development than generally odsted among state officials, and with a
predisposition to believe that better coordination and planning of economic, education and
human service institutions was necessary. These patrons were philosophically attuned to WF's
and Dot's premise and methods, and eager to develop multi-sector forums, cross-administration
coordination, and the public constituency buildingnecessary for change. The political strengths
and weaknesses of thesesponsors had much to do with the ultimate outcome.

The State of Indiana
Indiana is the archetypical "rust-belr state. It has one of the highest proportions of blue-

collar employees of any state in the country and a rapidly aging workforce and industrial base.
Indiana's challenge is to transform its economy and the attitudes of its citizenry to support a
new type of workplace dependent on higher skills.

This transformation is complicated by the fact that, with the exception of Indianapolis, very
iz.w urban centers have developed as hubs of a new service and high-tech economy. While
trOitional manufacturing had been scattered across the state, these small cities and towns
have not seen new industry replace lost jobs. One consequence has been a tremendous
outmigration from Indiana's cities and towns. Indiana has lost between 6 and 8 percent of its
total population in recent years as people moved to greener job pastures. JFF analysis indicates
that as many as 400,000 workers in the state, especially skilled labor in manufacturing
industries that are at the heart of the state's economy, will be retiring from the labor force in
the next five to ten years. At the same time, less than 75,000 young persons will be entering the
labor force as replacements. Figure Six presents picture of the dramatic shifts in the Indiana
population that we can expect in the next decadesthe severity of which is surprising to even
the most ardent readers of Workforce 2000.

The legacy of a relotively prosperous manufacturing culture includes a consistent
undervaluing of education. For many years, Indiana workers needed at most a high school
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diploma to walk into a well-paying tob at a steel mill or automobile assembly plant. That is
obviously not the case today, but these attitudes persist across Indiana oommunities.

Indiana's political culture reflects a histoiy of relatively prosperous and self-sufficient
communities. State govemment policy had reflected for years laissez-faire attitude, and was
not especially proactive in statewide economic development strategy. Coming out of the
recession of the early 1980s, the state exhibited a new desire to act and plan more aggressively
for Indiana's economic development in the future. Busi=s leaders and Governor Orr created

Figure Six

Paroent Change In Indiana Population
B Group, 1605-2000

04 59 10-14 15-10 20-24 2534 354 5014 65+
Aqa GrouPs

Source: Jobs For Indiana's Future Report-Indiana Business Research Center

the Indiana Economic Development Council, Inc., (IEDC) to act as a public-private statewide
catalyst for economic development Growing out of the Council's work was a restructuring of the
state's vocational training system and the creation of the Indiana Commission on Vocational
and Technical Education (ICVTE).

The l9317 :gatehouse Section brought even more aggressive state attention to workforce
issues. Governor Evan Bayh has continued an emphasis on education reform begun by his
predecessors, and is now developing a more heavily financed and revamped workforce training
system.

JFF's Strategic Position. In Indiana, the executive director of the five-year old IEDC had
recently pushed through a reform of the state's vocational-training structure. Brian Bosworth,
then director of IEDC, saw JFF as a means to implement the newly created ICVTE mandate to
develop a state-wide strategic plan for technical and adult education and to assist the
Commission and its staff to organize in different ways to carzy out the mandate of its enabling
legislation. JFF developed its Jobs for Indiana's Future program, a one-year program that would
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coalesce with a report on how the changing economic and demographic structure of the Indiana
economy required workfone training providers to adopt new approaches and policies.

Theoretically, ICVTE had the authority to develop policy for the whole aystem of adult
and technical education, which was built around a statewide network of vocational schools and
two-year tedurical colleges. The Commission was tentative in its approach and reluctant to
accept the mandate of planning for the whole system. Governor Bayh, who was not involved in
the process of JFF"s work, but eager to promote an education and workforce preparation agenda,
is now working through several initiatives to respond to the challenges outlined in the nic
report.

JFF Program Outline
Status: Project Completed

Chief Clients: Bill Christopher, Executive Director of ICVTE

Brian Bosworth, former Executive Director, Indiana Economic Development
Coundl, Inc.

Rob Fowler, Vke-President, Indiana Chamber of Commerce

JFF provided staff to Indiana Vocational-Technical Commission
responsible for developing strategic plan for workforce development.

Focus groups with Indiana dtiaens

State and sub-state industrial structure, economic and occupational
analysis

Workforce skills analysis and projections

Employer survey and field work

Public education: newsletters, documentary, video for targeted
audiences, nvdia contact., and report release

Labor market information technical worldng group developed

Final Report lobs for Indiana's Future"

Governor Bayh and ICVTE conducted a series of 14 regional meetings to
discuss the workforce challenges faced by Indiana.

The Governor asked in his 1990 state-of-the-state message for a 60%
ino-ease in job training funds for Indiana employeis to help them re-tool
and to help Hoosier workers re-train.

The state is currently working through various task forces to redesign
the state system of job training. WE is providing technical assistance in
this effort.

Structure:

j'FF Activities:

Results:
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The ICVTE recently issued a request for proposals to set up work-based
learning demonstrationslinking high schools and employers around
the state.

The State of Colorado
Colorado has two economies. The Front Range (Denver and the metropolitan corridor

extending north and south of Denser) lass grown dramatically in recent years. Branch plants,
high-tech goods and service firms have located there, supported by a very well-educated
workforce including a significant number of out-of-staters. Elsewhere, the state 4 sparsely
populated, with an economy dominated by the boom and bust cycles of farming and mineral
extraction.

This split defines the state's political culture as welltension between the relatively
prosperous Front Range and "everywhere else (see Table One), the natives versus the new
immigrants and wealthy holiday vacationers. The legislature remains dominated by
representation outside of the Front Range. These economic and political schisms have been
exacerbated in recent years as the Colorado economy as a whole experienced a major slowdown
period following a bomn in the early 1980s when oil, gas, and mineral wealth helped both
Denver and the rest of the state to grow and prosper. In the last several years, for the first time
in history, more people left Colorado than migrated to the state. This factor has led to a strong
desire to build a more sustainable economy for the permanent residents of Colorado, an economy
that does not depend on the skills of imported talent, branch plants, or the fickle shifts of oil,
gas, and tourism.

Communities around Colorado ev wondering what they can do to help themselves and are
beginning to conceive of workforce skills as a critical ingredient in economic growth. The native
Colorado population has one of the highest adult illiteracy rates in the country. This fact is
often masked by the high average education level of Coloradans, largely due to the influx of
college and professionally educated outsiders over the past twenty years. Colorado is just
beginning to develop a state government and economic development policies designed to serve
the very different needs of this far-flung and regionally diverse state.

Coloradans remain independent and .A.I-reliant residents of close-knit communities who
historically have not looked to the state for much help. The challenge remains of developing
state regions other than Denver in order for good jobs exist throughout the state. In this regard,
local residents see the tourism industry as a double edged-sword, providing many jobs in the sub-
state regions of Colorado, but jobs that are not high-skill, good paying jobs.

JFF's Strategic Position. In Colorado, a personal connection between JFFs Chairman Arthur
White, Senator Tim Wirth, and the CEO oi US West-Colorado, Jim Smith, resulted in a
decision to bring JFF to Colorado. The initial operational role was played by a Governor's aide
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who had almost completed a Workforce 2000-type projection of Colorado's labor force and skill
needs and saw JFF as a way to complete the project.

The Jobs for Colorado's Future (JCF) program completed the Workforce 2000 analysis of the
Colorado economy And incorporated this information into a broader process of state policy-

Table One
Distribution of Colorado repulse= and Employment

by Region and Industrial Sector, 1986

Front
Range

Eastern
Plains

Southern
Colorado

Western
Slope

Total Population 83.2 4.2 1.9 10.7

Total Employment 84.5 3.7 1.4 10.4
Farm 37.2 313 8.7 22.6
Agricultural Services 70.3 7.3 1.2 17.1
Mining 76.0 3.3 1.1 20.1
Construction 82.3 2.9 4.6 13.2
Manufacturing 93.7 2.2 0.8 3.7
Trans., Comrnn., Utilities 87.0 3.4 15 83
Wholesale trade 90.2 4.0 0.4 43
Retail trade 82.9 3.2 0.9 12.5
Finance 86.6 2.1 1.3 10.5
Services 85.0 2.6 1.3 11.3
Government 85.8 3.7 0.7 8.8

Source: jobs For Colorado's Future Action Plan, Colorado Dept. of Labor & Employment

making and constitue- 'N., development that culminated with the JCF report and a statewide
conference on Coloradt. Arorkforce preparation needs organized by Governor Roy Romer end the
JCF Advisory Board.

Colorado provides an example of how the active support of a major private sector figure
has helpec: 'e IFF process work. As CEO of US West-Colorado, Jim Smith saw JFF in the same
way that several visionary public sector patrons did (in particular State Senator Al
Meilkejohn and Department of Revenue CommissionerJohn llpton): as taking a broader view of
economic development and mobilizing new groups, armed with new information to act at the
state and local levels. Unconstrained by the internal politics of a governor's office or state
bureaucracy, he encouraged JFF to be very visible, to make bold recommendations, and as a
result, J'FF has been taken very seriously by both the governor and public sector players.
Colorado was also the only state in which JFF employed a full-state, in-state executive
director. This factor greatly enhanced JFFs effectiveness.
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JFF Program Outline
Status: Pilled complete

Chief Clients: jim Smith, CEO, US West Communications

John Tipton, Commissioner, Colorado Deportment of Revenue

Al Meilkejohn, Colorado Senate

Structure Jobs for Colorado's Future created as an independent entity, governed by
a six-member executive board

30 person Advisory Council of key public and private sector leaders

In-state executive director

TFF Activifies: Focus gimps

State and sub-state economic, demographic, occupational, and
Ir iushial structure analysis, special sub-state economy and targeted
industry analysis

Workforce skills analysis and proOctions

Employer survey and field work

Employee survey

Lintitid constituency involvement

Institutional analysis of human investment system

Public education: newsletters, media contacts, release of research and
analysis pieces

Publication of workbook for communities to use in assessing workforce
issues within the local economy and prioritizing responses

Regional & community meetings, 3-tier process

The JCF Action Plan: released at Governor-sponsored, statewide
conference

Results: Widely accepted Action Flan Messed with Governor's endorsement.

JCF instituted a series of community workshops and developed and
deployed a technical assistance manual in targeted communities to
help communities plan and organize a tesponse to their workforce
needs.

Community response on several locally-identified issues.
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Business support for small business training initiatives.

Steps taken to create human capital investment board to coordinate
public sector investment in workforce.

The State of Mississippi

Mississippians know they are behind and need to catch up. There is a tremendous
willingness among the state's leadership and a growing number of community leaders to
scrutinize critically and work to change the political and economic culture that has
perpetuated a poor, low-wage economy, while sister states in the South have grown.

Mississippi, in many ways, is one of the last outposts of low-wage manufacturin in the
nation, with a much higher proportion of the population employed in manufacturing plants
than the rest of the U.S. In addition, commercial and subsistence farming still occupies much of
the populationMississippi is the most rural state in the country, lacking major urban
commercial centers.

Mississippi pioneered industrial recruitment of low-wage industries from the north a
generation ago. Today it sees its chief challenge in developing the human capital and
community resources and amenities in this underdeveloped state necessary to support higher-
value added manufacturing and service industries. It has had some recent success in relocating
very high-technology production firms to the state. The education challenge is reflected in
Figure Sevenshowing that the Mississippi population is not sufficiently prepared to meet the
requirements of even the jobs that are growing in the siate's lower-skill economy.

Mississippi has had a constitutionally weak state government, and lacks strong statewide
organizations that can articulate and act on a vision of economic development. There is a split
between local white elites who Constitute an "old guard" and others who have the benefit of a
broader perspective. Local interests dominate both state and local government. The state
legislature, in a weak gubernatorial system, exercises tremendous influence but is not widely
seen as progressive. Historically, the legislature has dominAted independent boards and state
bureaucrades such as transportation and education, which consequently operate as separate
fiefdoms from the executive and get their resources and power from the legislature. The result
is a basic need for new coordination of state policy-making, greater than most states.

Local conservatives often look askance at statewide activism in economic development. It
threatens their own power bases. State leaders like Governor Ray Mabus, who have made
issues out of local government corruption and the need for fundamental education reform, and
want to take some of the power into the executive department, are threatening to local leaders.

Another tension is the obviousdeep racial splits define life at the state and local level.
Often, iwo separate univenes in local communities endurewhite and black. Except in some
areas of the Delta where blacks have numerical advantage, black leadership still operates
outside the normal channels of local officialdom. Even in the Delta a few white elites often
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dominate the local scene. Statewide there is reluctant but growing interest and
acknowledgement that efforts should he made to assist the poorest (black) parts of the state-
The fact that blacks live and work disproportionately in rural areas compounds the dilemma of
promoting rural economic development. 'The conventional notion has been 'that's their probm
(black) not ours (white):' But these attitudes are changing.

Figure Seven
Mississippi Workforce Education Is Bolaw What's Needed For Now Jobs
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Source: Jobs For the Future Mississippi Report of the Human Resource Committee
Dot, and National Center for Education Statistics

As JFF entered Mississippi, a newly elected governor (Ray Mabus) was promoting a
consolidation of some executive functions, and trying to institute aoss-agency bureaucratic
planning on budget and policy matten. He also was promoting fundamental reforms and funding
of the K-12 education system. The Administration was also developing aggressive adult
literacy programs and had put in place a tax credit for employers who trained or retrained
their workforce.

The Task Force on Economic Development was created by the Legislature in 1988 when
legislative leaders saw that Mississippi's state governmentwith power fractured and
decentralizedacted only reflexively, with no dear direction for the state's future economic
growth.
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The Task Force members appointed by the governor, and the governor's key staff who wee
assigned to work with the Tuk Force, sought help from JFP in convincing Mississippi about a
new vision of ib own economic developmentone that depended upon both developing the
resources within Mississippi and tying many divergent factors (education, infrastructure,
development finance) into this common vision.

IFF's Strategic Position. JFF is in a good position to help forge a public-private agenda for
Mississippi's economic development. The Task Force enJoys dose links with the governor, but is
characterized by an independence and quality of leadership that make it a credible voice Ls a
non-partisan entity taking the long view.

The Task Force's mandate was broader than JPF'sit was commissioned to look at a range
of issues far beyond workforce preparation. jFF's response was to bring in additional consultants
with expertise in development finance, economic analysis, and infrastructure and technology
issues while JFF concentrated its evaluation on the workforce preparation system. The Task
Force was able to undertake a broad range of research and communication steps which have
proved useful in crafting a widely accepted stntegic plan (the Governor hailed it in his State
of the state as "the best blueprint for Mississippi I have ever seen"). With the assistance of
JFF, the Task Force is beginning the process of communicating and implementing the strategic
plan through legislation and Task Force/administration working groups.

JFF Program Outline
Status: Completing Year Two

Client P. D. Fyke, Governor's Assistant for Economic Development

Mary Buckley, Special Assistant to the Governor

Bill Cole, Former State Treasurer, Task Force Chairman Year 1

Marshall Bennett, State Treasurer, Tusk Force Chairman Year 2

Structure: Staff to 40-member Special Task Force on Economic Development, created
by Legislature and appointed by governor. JFF coordinated work of four
subcommitteesHuman Resources, Innance, Economic Development, and
Infrastructure and Regulatorywith a part performed by outside
consultants.

AT Activities: Focus groups

State and sub-state economic, demographic, and industrial structure
analysis

Workforce skills analysis and projections

Employer survey

Analysis of Human Investment system
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Discussions with key constituencies

Public education: Mew of pieces of research and analysis

Regions' Conglems--two'ller Process
Task Farce administration working groups

Legislative drafting work groups

Results: Widely accepted strategic plan ccanpkted and disseminated broadly
with Govemoes Wag endorsement.

In response to one ot the Task Force's recommendations, the Governor
created a Commission on Workforce Excellencea private sector group
charged with expanding the number of firms investing in their
workforce and making recommendations for reform of the public
training system.

Legislative proposals in several areas of the Task Force report are to be
submitted in the fall of 1990 for the 1991 legislative session.

Governor asked his administrative interagency working groups to work
directly with the Task Force in implementing the Strategic Plan in
agency planning and budgeting.

The State of Missouri
Missouri is truly a cross-section of America. Within Missouri are pieces of almost every

regional economic archetype. The traditional manufacturing of the midwest, the Farm Belt,
the small towns and low-tech manufacturing of the South, the headquarters and service centers
of Fortune 500 companies, come together in Missouri. The attitudes and practices of workers
and firms in Missouri tell about the rest of tne nation.

Missouri has prospered as America has prospered and is now facing the conflicting signals
of an economy that appears to be going in several directions at once. Painful job losses have
come in many traditional industries, while new growth in retirement, services, and some high-
tech sectors has seen parts of Missouri thrive.

Missouri is split into very different economic sub-state tegions, with political and cultural
gulfs separating Kansas City from St. Louis, and the Farm Belt from the Ozarks. The job
performance across the regions has varied dramatically in recent yearssee Figure Eight.
Regionalism has become the dominant factor in Missouri's political culture, with fierce
loyalties and pride in communities and a high regard for the quality of life in "my" part of the
state.
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Missouri does not view itself as being in any particular workforce *crisis." There is concern
over the job losses in various parts of the state and a generalised acknowledgement that better
eduation and skills are an important ingredient in the state's economic growth. When JFF
entered the state very 'little broad attention had been paid to these workforce issues.
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Missouri Division of Job Development & Training

Missouri had already produced a Workforce 2000 style blueprint for action, and a governor-
sponsored report on adult literacy. These reports, while widely acknowledged, did not
stimulate much significant action. Governor John Ashcroft and the state's public and private
sector's leadership are focusing on the issue of funding Missouri's higher education system.
State government economic development policy is still largely focused on industrial retention
and recruitment as opposed to human investment.

A $5 million job development fund for training and retraining existing workers had been
created, which is largely marketed to new company arrivals and retaining firms in the state.
Jff's Strategic Position. in Missouri, several far-sighted offkials in Governor Ashcroft's
administration viewed 1FF as a way to develop a human investment system for the state, a goal
embraced by the governor. 1FF was sought out to provide a comprehensive look at the whole
learning system and how it was performing for the Missouri economy, as opposed to the existing
efforts to segment pieces of the learning system (higher education, worker training). The Jobs
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for Missouri project is still in progress. The research and analysis have been completed, and a
strategic plan is currently being drafted by the Advisory Board.

IMF has a well respected Advisory Board supervising its efforts, comprised of independent
leaders fmm business, labor, and education. While the JMF proceu has been monitored closely
by the Governor's staff and advisors, they have been persuaded that an independent multi-
sector group can help promote some major initiatives to improve Missouri's workforce
preparation system.

IMF has connected and is working closely with the other organizations and commissions
addressing parts of the workforce preparation system, including the Governor's Commission on
Higher Education, tte State Job Training Coordinating Council, and a private sector-led Task
Force examining the higher education system

JFF Program Outline
Status: Completing Year 2

Chief Clients: Carl Koupat. Director, Department of Economic Development

Tom Dueschle, Director, Department of Employment Security

Clarence Barksdale, former CEO Centene Bancorporation, Chairman of
JMF advisory board

Structure: Jobs for Missouri's Future independent entity

12- member Advisory Board.

PP activities: Focus gmups

State and sub-state economic, demographic, and industrial structure
analysis

Workforce skills analysis and projections

Employer survey

Worker survey

lnztitutional analysis of Human Investment system

Constituency building

Public education: release of research and analysis pieces, development
of media contacts

a Regional meetings, two-tier process

Results: To be determined.
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ECONOMIC SUMMARY OF THE JFF STATES

Comparative Findings
Conducting detailed analyses of indusftial strictute was one of the ar4t research projects

Jobs for the Future embarked on in each state. Developing a sense of the industrial landscape
and capturing the forces driving economic change in each state were essential to the jFF entev-,
prise. Comprehemive analysis of how the critical industries in each state have expanded and
declined in :went years was necessary to understand changes taking place in the employment,
occupation, and income structures of each state.

JFF conducted industrial analysis at both the state and regional levels in order to devise
recommendat;:ms for economic development strategies thatspoke to the differing needs of local
communities, as well as to the state's needs as a whole.

The following review of economic landscape in the six states in which JFF has worked is
drawn from research pieces produced throughout jFF's work in each state. It should be noted
that the research methodology employed by jFF in the Connecticut and Arkansas state projects
was different from the methodology employed in Indiana, Colorado, Mississippi, and Missouri.
In Connecticut and Arkansas, the emphasis was on future employment growth rather than on
existing employment and industrial structure. In these two states, JFF used econometric
forecasting to identify the likely future trends in industry, occupations, and skill requirements.
The Connecticut and Arkansas state projects were completed in 1986 and 1987 respectively,
making some of the information dated.

In Indiana, Colorado, Mississippi, and Missouri, JFF conducted comprehensive analyses of
each state's recent history including analysis of each state's economy, educaional and social
welfare systems, and political institutions. iFF focused especially on analyzing the dynamics
of substate regional economies. Less emphasis was placed on employment projections in these
four states and more on economic development strategies that require participation of key pub-
lic and private sector actors at both the regional and state level. This idea reflected a conscious
decision on the part of JFF. Learning from the Connecticut and Arkansas experiences, we felt in-
tervention in the dynamics of economic growth was essential to building a high-wage, high-
skill economy. This decision was taken with the advice of national and state labor experts at a
1988 conference )7F convened at Wingspread in Racine, Wisconsin. The consensus was that
econometric forecasts were of limited utility compared to substate regional economic data.
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Industrial Structure

Industrial mtructuring is occurring in all six JFF states. The service economy has grown
dramatically in all states in the put two decades, but growth has been more dramatic in some
states than in others. Service sector growth has varied in kind as well as in extent in the six JFF
states. Several states have been successful at developing professional, N8h-wage service in-
dustries such as finance, real estate, and business services in the put two decade while others
have experienced growth primarily in low-wage service industries such as tetail and food *ter-
vice. These disparities have contributed to considenble diffeenoes in employment and income
structure in the six states.

The JFF states also vary considerably in terms of the vitality of their manufacturing sec-
tors. Manufacturing as a share of total employment has declined in all of the states in the past
two decades, but the extent of that decline and the implications for arch state economy are very
different. Several JFF states have successfully countered the decline of traditional manufactur-
ing by developing and attracting high technology manufacturing industries in recent years.
Other states, however, remain dependent on their traditional manufacturing base.

Manufacturing. Four RIF states can be considered manufacturing states in as much as they em-
ploy a higher proportion of the labor force in manufacturing than the U.S. as a whole. Indiana,
Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas, and Connecticut all have comparatively large manufacturing
bases. In these stites, manufacturing 414X011103 for one-quarter to one-third of ell employment.
Colorado, on the other hand, has developed into a service-based economy. Only 13.8 percent of
the Colorado labor force is employed in manufacturing industries. Figure One compares the
level of manufacturing in four of the states.

Figure One

Manufacturing Employment in JFF States

Indiana Misalsoippi Missouri Cobrado

Source: Jobs for the Future State Industrial Structure Profiles
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The nature of manufacturing in the six JFF states nue fir= traditional smokestack Wm-
tries to low-wage, low-slcUl manufacturers to higher-technoiogy industries such as aerospace.
As such, several of the IFF states are traditional manufacturingstates while others can be con-
sidered high-technology manufacturing states.

Traditional Manufactiniw

Indiana's manufacturing sector is characterized by traditional smokestack industries
such as automobiles, machinery, primary metals, and steel. Historically, these indus-
tries have paid high wages to blue collar workers. Because these industries are partic-
ularly vulnerable to internstional competition and business recession, Indiana's econ-
omy has been extremely volatile for the past 15 yearsexperiencing large surges in
both employment and unemployment. Indiana's performance in the largest and highest
growth segments of high-tech has been substantially below that of the United States
overall.

Mississippi's manufacturing sector, in vivid contrast to Indiana's, is characterized by
predominantly low-wage industries such as food processing, textiles, apparel, and
leather products. There are growing examples of technology-based industries. But, es a
result of the state`4 wage structure, Mississippi is still able to compete well against
low-cost foreign producers. While as a nation, manufacturing employment has declined
8.7 percent in the last ten years, Mississippi's manufacturing employment has declined
only 1.2 percent.

6-

Missouri's manufacturing base is small and characterized by a mix of light and heavy
industry. The state's traditional low-wage, low-skill industries such as leather goods,
apparel, and textiles have declined precipitously in the pest two decades. Food pro-
cessing, electrical equipment, and transportation equipment have been the largest man-
ufacturing employers in the state for the past twenty years providing fairly steady em-
ployment. However, employment has declined in these industries in recent years as
well.

High-Tech Manufacturing:

Connecticut is considered one of the leading high-tech states in the country. A higher
proportion of manufacturing employment and a higher proportion of firms are in high-
tech production in Connecticut than in the country as a whole. Technology intensive in-
dustries such as chemicals, instruments and transportation equipment are growing
rapidly.

Arkansas ranks 28th in the country in terms of the percentage of employment in high-
technology industries. Thus, while the state is not a leader in high-tech, technology-
intensive industries are developing and are projected to gmw while traditional manu-
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lecturing in shoes and textiles will confinue to decline. Despite this shift, the majority
of manufacturing employment is still in low-wage, low4kill industries.

Colondo's manufacturing base is small, but it is less depaxlent on traditional manufac-
turing and more dependent on high-tech manufacturing than most states Thus, despite
a relatively smell manufacturing sector, Colon& is blessed with a robust and growing
high-tech component. Between 1980 and 1988. Colorado's high-tech manufacturing sec-
tor grew 11.4 perm% In contrast, ovenli employment in durable goods declined by 21

percent.

The Service Sector. The sevvice sector, including services, trade, and finance, insuranceand real
estate has increased its share of employment in the past decade in every RE state. However,
like manufacturing, the nature of the service sectors varies considerably from state to state.
Colorado, Connecticut, and Missouri have the most developed and complex service economies of

the six FP states. Arkansas, Mississippi, and Indiana all have less employment in services

than the nation as a whole and substantially less employment in the higher-wage, higher-
skill service indusnies such as finance and business services.

Colorado, Connecticut, and Missouri all experienced rapid employment growth in pro-
ducer services in the 1980s. Producer services primarily provide services to producers of
other goods and services; they are 'business oriented" and include finance, insurance,
real estate, legal services, engineering, data processing, and other professional busi-
nesses. Producer services include more high-wage, high-skill occupations than other
seggients of the service sector. Producer services tend to grow in metropolitan areas
serving complex goods producing economies. For example, business services was one of
the fastest growing indusbies in Missouri's three major metropolitan centcis between
1984 and 1987.

While service grow. 01 has increased in Arkansas, Indiana, and Mississippi, these
states have not developed higher-wage service industries such as producer services.
The low-wage nature of manufacturing in Arkansas arid Mississippi has not generated
demand for sophisticated services. In Mississippi, service sector employment is
concentrated in private household services, one of the lowest paying service occupa-
tions. Growth in Arkansas' high-tech manufacturing and retirement population will
contribute to growth in higher-wage producer and health services in the future but the
preponderance of low-wage manufacturing in the state has contributed to a Small ser-
vice base.

Ind ianes small service sector is somewhst surprising given the preponderance of high-
wage manui'acturing in the stew,. Private services and trade, both low-wage sectors,
were the dominant sources of new jobs between 1986 and 1988. The lack of high-wage
producer services in the state stems from the proximity of metropolitan areas such as
Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, and Louisville. Rather than building its own high wage
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service sector, Indiana imports most of its high-wage business support services from
ether states.

Figure Two describes a typical 'rub' in the industrial composition of the various states that
clearly affects the kir is of public policy solutions that a state ought to considr.I. Knowing
something about service sector growth is inconsequential without disaggregating the informa-
tion. The implications for skills and workforce preparation are far different between
Connecticut and Mississippi because of which individual service Won are projected to grow.

Figur* Two

64% of Connecticut's new jobs will be in the service sector,
half of which will be in producer services.

75% of Mississippi's new jobs will be in the service sector,
5E% of which will be in retail trade and restaurants.

Sources: Jobs for Connecticut's Future, U. S. Department of Labor,
David Birch Projections, Mississippi Department of Employment
Security.

Skills

jobs for the Future, Inc., developed a special method for analyzing the skill content of occupa-
tions with the assistance of McBer and Co. Based on a great deal of research about jobs and the
skills workers need to do their jobs well, j'FF created a measuring system that describes the
skills needed in a variety of occupations in five dimensions. The dimensions are:

psychomotor skills: hand-eye and other physical coordination;

factual knowledge: brudth and depth of knowledge within a specific field;

interpersonal skills: the ability to work with others to achieve a goal;

cognitive skilk the degree of critical thinking required; and

motivational skill: a combination of personality development and personal initiative..

Each skill dimension is further divided into several competency levels that indicate the
level at which a worker in any given occupation is expected to perform.

JIF applied the skill 'scores' to each of the major occupations listed in the forecasts pre-
pared by each state's occupational information coordinating council.

The multi; are useful for a variety of reasons. First, the JFF skills show the dynamics of an-
ticipated occupational changes between the base year and & forecast year. As the state's occu-
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pational profile changesas its economy adds more technicians or retail service clerks, for ex-
amplethe state's overall skill needs aim change.

The most dramatic changes are expected to take place in the area of cognitive skills (see
Figure Three) and interpersonal aldlls, where higher skill levels will be increasing in relative
share. Educators, planners., and employers should be mindful of the need b develop these idnds
of skills in the future workkam.

Second, the ..esults for any state can be compared against national projections to look for ar-
eas of particular strength or weakness within the economyIt is a diagnostic tool. In general,
the four JFF state skill profiles iag the nation in the growth of occupations that demand higher
level skills across the five dimensions. JFP's five skill dimensions comparing skill need in the
four states with that of the nation appear in the Appendix at the end of this volume.

Indiana's skill profiles reflect the high concentrations of manufacturing jobs in the
state. But they also reflect the true components of the entire Indiana economya state
that has few managers, a weak export-base of professional services, and growth in
lower-skilled retail and other trade industries.

Colorado's profile shows that the state starts the decade of the 1990s with a good skill
increment above the nationreflecting the higher-technology jobs and lack of basic
manufacturing in its economy. However, by the year 2000 the nation begins to catch up.
Diagnostically, the skills profile demonstrates how the current trends favoring the
growth of lower-skilled tourist and service jobs in CrAorado do not help the state keep
its skills edge over the nation.

In Missouri, JFF calculated skills profiles by sub-Atate region. The analysis shows that
the occupational growth in that state will generate only a modest demand for higher
skills. The Missouri economy is not generating the high-skill jobs that it will need to
establish and maintain a higher performance economy into the early part of the next
decade.

Deploying the above type of skill analysis in its state work. JFF reached several conclusions
about the use of skill analysis and the application of its skill methodology to existing data:

Rapid techNologkal innovation makes occupations Jai occupation-specific skills obso-
lete. Conclusions reached about the skill content of occupations are likely to be mis-
leading without full and constant revision and updating. And state economies &re
changing too quiddy to allow detailed assessments of changes in occupational skill re-
quirements.

Detailed analysis of occupations and skills requires employers to provide basic infor-
mation. It is dear that better communication has to exist between educators and indus-
try if the public portions of a state's learning system can succeed. Yet depending on em-
ployers for skill information can be pmblematic for a number of reasons: (a) it is hard
to specifically document problem areas, and specificity is important; (b) employers
have a tendency to overstate their needs; (c) employers do not always nave fixed job
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skill requirementsthe hiring and retraining process is often an exercbe in compromise;
and (d) focusing on Job skill needs often masks larger organintional issues within the
firm that affect workers in more profound ways.

_
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New Jobs by Cognitive Skill Level

Skill Level

Skill
Description

Simple
Occupations

3
Skil Level

4 s

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level S
Rots

Memory
Diagnostic

see of
concepts

(application
and

interpretation)

Diagnostk
use of

concepts
(application

and
interpretation

fequirins
perception of

causality)

Systematk
thitildns

(perception
of multiple

ceusal
relationships)

Spthetic
seasoning
(concept
formaridet
through
pattern

recosnition)

Occupations
Office

Machine/
Computer
Operators

Metal
Workins

Operatives

Cleaning
Service

Workers

Other
Service

Workers

Ltborers

Sales Oaks

Secretaries

Food
Service

Workers

Transpoetation
Equipment
Operators

Science
Technicians

LPNs

Accountants

Soles Reps

Motel
Craft

Workers

Prinfing
Crafts

Tall
Crafts

Other
Craft

Workers

Nurses

Medical
Workers

lawyers

Sales
Managers

Insurance --
Sales

Conamaction
Tredes

Blue
Collar

Supervisors

Enineers

Scientists

Physidant

Writers &
Artists

Computer
-Specialists

Other
Profeuional

Workers

Source» IFF Analysis of U.S. Sureau of Lsbor Statistics and %MCC data.
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Skill demands vary from industry to industry. For example, managers or supervisors in
manufacturing need a different set of skills than managers and supervisors in finance,
insurance, and real estate. Even within the maziufacturing sector, the skill content of a
technician in an advanced technology-based industry will differ from one in a mature
industry. Conducting an occupational analysis across industrial sectors requires even
more time arid resources.

Skill densands vary dependisq on a company's sniusagement style. A company engaged
in participative management will place a presnium on communkation skills whereas a
company engaged in hierarchical management techniques will place a premium on abil-
ity to follow orders.

Skill demands vary depending on a company's marketing strategy, product life cycle,
and the skill training life cycle.

Skill demands vary depending on the individual job holders training and back-
groundlexperience.

State By State Analyses
JFF conducted a detailed economic analysis at the beginning of each state programgeared

toward assuring that information concerning job growth (or decline), industrial shifts, occupa-
tional trends, skill levels, income levels and otherbasic information about the state were gath-
ered together in one place. The mass of information and its technical detail will not be dupli-
cated for purposes of W..; report. Instead, we seek to summarize some of the key issues about
each of the state economies that helped define a problem and offered opportunities for public
debate on solutions.

The analysis differed across the six states depending on the information available prior to
the start of the IFF program. Also, the sb: state programs span almost seven years of effort.
Hence data from the earliest programs (Arkanms and Connecticut) is dated relative to the most
recent (Missouri and Mississippi).

Connecticut
Industrial Structure. Connecticut's industrial base is well balanced and healthy. Structural
change in the economy underlies a strong overall fifteen percent growth in jobs. Manufacturing
will remain a major part of Connecticut's economy; technology-intensive manufacturing will
grow while traditional manufacturing will decline. Service employment will grow rapidly
with the greatest growth in producer services.

4 5
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Matairfacturixg. Technology-intensive industries such a3; chemicals, instrumerft transportation
and electrical equipment are powing and will add 10,000 jobs by 1995. Connecdcut is considered
a leading state in high tech firms and employment. By contrast, traditional manufacturing in-
dustries such as textiles and primary metals will suffer continued decline, losing more thin
9,000 jobs by 1995.

Figure Four

Senrice Sector Job Growth
Connecticut 1980-1990

10 20 30 40
% of all Service Irriustly Jobe

Source: jobs For Connecticut's Future, DoL, Birch Projections

Overall, Connecticut is losing manufacturing jobs. Despite job growth in high-tech manufac-
turing, the state will experience an overall decline of 15,000 manufacturing jobs between 1984
and 1995. Despite this loss, Connecticut manufacturing will employ a larger proportion of the
workforce in 1995 than the national average. In 1986, about 32 percent of Connecticut workers
were employed in manufacturing compared ton percent of the nation's workers as a whole. By
1995, an estimated 27 percent of Connecticut's workers will be employed in manufacturing.

Connecticut ranks first in the nation in terms of the percentage of its labor force employed in
export-related manufacturing industries (6.5 percent). The transportation and electrical equip-
ment industries, in particular, sell many goods abroad. As a result, international aompetition is
a major concern for Connecticut employers.

Services. Service employment is projected to grow to 31 percent of the state's total employment
by 1995up from 22 percent in 1976. When combined with FIRE and wholesale and retail
trade, the service sector will employ 65 percent of Connecticut's population.
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The largest growth in services in the 1980s was in producer services (see Figure Four). By
1994, producer semices alone wIM employ approximately 25 percent of all people in
Connecticut. Producer services include finance, insurance, real estate, business services, legal
services, and miscellaneous professional services. Business services will increase the most of all
producer services as companies increase their use of computer services, software packages, sys-
tems analysis, and leasing. Human services and retail services including erang and drinking
establishments will also grow rapidiy.

Overall employment growth in !services between 1986 and 1995 is estimsted at 200,000.

Job Creation. Most of the Ob growth in Connecticut during the recent past came from the expan-
sion of companies already located in the state. Movement of firms in and out of the state has
had a moderate impact on employment.

During the past four years, firms with fewer than twenty employees have generated about
sixty percent of the state's new jobs, although they account for only twenty percent of total em-
ployment. Small companies will continue to generate growth in the future.

Occupational Structure. In general, Connecticut's occupational structure is moving toward
higher proportions of white-collar work: professional, technical, managerial and clerical jobs.
Producer services and small firms, the engines of job growth in Connecticut, tend to employ high
proportions of white collar workers. There are some signs of bifurcation in the state's occupa-
tional structure with and increase in both high-skill snd low skill jobs anda dem. tse in skilled
and semi-skilled production jobs.

Craft and operative jobs will continue to decline in employment terms. In 1975, 18 per-
cent of the workforce was employed in craft and operative jobs; by 1995 only 9 percent
will be employed in these occupations.

Clerical jobs are the state's number one occupation and will continue to employ the
greatest numbers throughout the decade.

The number of service workers is growing rapidly. Service jobs, which tend to have
fewer skill requirements, will grow rapidly by thirty-five percent or 62,000 workers be-
tween 1984 and 1995. 'The number will have more than doubled in two decades.

Income. Connecticut ranked second in per capita income in the United States in 1986. Since 1981,
its r wth in per capital income has been sixty percent higher than the national average.

Arkansas

Industrial Structure. Despite long term economic restructuring, Arkansas continues its depen-
dence on manufacturing and agriculture. Increasingly, the state's economic future is tied to
high-technology manufacturing. Arkansas derives significantly less of its gross state product
from financial and other services than is the case for the country as a whole. Several industries
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are projected to decline sharply over the next decade. Job losses will be concentrated in many of
the stite's traditional industries including agriculture, leather, and textiles.

Masufachtrisw. While msnufacturing will decline rektive to anployment growth in services,
manufacturing remains aftical to Arkansas' economic health. fly 1995, manufacturing will ac-
count for approximately 26 pavent of employment, douzt from 30 percent in 1977. However,
manufacturing employment in Arkansas will continue to cued the projected national average.

Manufacturing growth will °mu primarily in tedualogrintensive, durable goods products
such as electrical equipment, machinery and metal fabrication. The Ode ranks 28th in the per-
centage of fts workforce in hter-tedutology enployment.

The state will continue to lose employment in traditional manufacturing industries such as
shoes and textiles. Food processing is the only nondurable manufacturing industry predicted to
grow rapidly in the next decade. Projected growth in food processing is largely because of the
dramatic growth of the poultry industry.

Services. Service industries grew from 12 percent of the labor force in 1970 to '7 percent in 1985.
Despite this growth, Arkansas is far below the national avenge in terms or the proportion of
the population employed in services.

Employment growth in services will be concentrated in heAllth services and producer ser-
vices. Health services will grow MOM than any other service industry by 1995, reflecting the
growing retirement community in Arkansas. Producer services, which provide financial,, insur-
ance, real estate, business, legal and other professional services, are expected to grow by 44 per-
cent by 1995. The bulk of growth in producer services will occur in business services.

Income and Earnings. Arkansas does not fare particularly well compared to national averages:
the state's per capita income is low compared to other statesper capita income in 1984 was
$9,807, a figure which is $3,000 below the national average and 47th in the nation; hourly
earnings of production workers are very low, ranldng 44th in the nation; and, the state ranks 3rd
nationally in terms of the percentage of people living in poverty (18 pement in 1985). Poverty is
particularly acute in rural areas of the state.

Occupational Structure. New lob opportunities in Arkansas will be primarily in service-ori-
ented occupdtions for clerical workers, sales workers, and managers. This will be true in both
service and rr Inufacturing industries (see Figure Five).

The growth of service oriented occupations in manufacturing industries reflects a shift away
from production jobs toward information-intensive obi like marketing, planning and product
development. Traditional manufacturing jobs such as laborer and operative will grow more
slowly than overall job gowth in the state through 1995.

Skills. The fastest growing occupations in Arkansas require higher levels of knowledge, think-
ing and interpersonal skills than was the case in the past. Occupations requiring higher order
cognitive skills such as systematic thinking and synthetic reasoning are growing substantially
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more than average. In contrast, occupations requiring only rote memorythe lowest level of
cognitive skill, are growing considerably less than average.

Agin Five

Occupational Change In Manse.% 1982-1995
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Education. Arkansas ranks 42nd in terms of the number of the average number of scholing com-
pleted by adults; the median level of education is 12.2 years. Almost half (45 percent) of
Arkansas adults (25 years or older) do not have high school diplomas. Eleven percent of
Arkansans are defined as functionally illiterate.

Regional Variation

Forty-eight percent of Arkansas' population lives in rural areas and only 40 percent of the
state's employment base is in metropolitan areas, compared to 70 percent for the South as a
whole. In general, counties near metropolitan areas with good access to highways are experi-
encing employment growth. Overall these counties have the best mix of new technologies,
emerging industries and an adequate service sector. The rural economy of the state has a less
well-balanced industrial base.

The rural economy in Arkansas is not homogeneous. Some areas such as North Central
Arkansas are prospering due to the growth of the retirementeconomy and the poultry industry.
Many more rural areas, however, are struggling with economic restructuring due to dependence
on agriculture and little if any high-technology industry. Many rural areas' ability to respond
to economic restructuring is severely limited by lack of wealth and low education levels.
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Colorado
Industrial Structure. Colorado's industrial structure can be described as a service economy with
a strong high-tech manufacturing component. Overall, the state's economy Ms shifted to a ser-
vice base in the past two deades. Manufacturing Ms steadily declined in relative importance
in Colorado's economy in this period although it continues to be critical to the health of the
economy. As in the United States as a whole, manufacturing employment is remaining fairly
constant in absolute numbers in Colorado; it is loeing its share of overall employment because
the service sector is growing at a much faster pace overall. Manufacturing employed 13.3 per-
cent of Colorado's labor force in 1968; services, trade and finance combined to employ 555 per-
cent of Colorado's labor force.

Between 1970 and 1988, the service, financial, and trade industries combined accounted for
71 of every 100 net new jobs. By contrast, the goods producing sector accounted for about 9 of every

100 new jobs. These figures however, conceal the dynamism of Colorado's high technology man-
ufacturing sector.

Maressfacturing. Within msnufarturing there is less dependence on low technology sectors in
Colorado and greater depeodence on high and very high technology than in most states. Total
wage and salary employment in high-tech manufacturing grew by 11.4 percentoutperforming
the Colorado economy as a whole. Transportation equipment and electronic equipment were two
of the five frtest growing industries in the entire state between 1980 and 1988. By contrast,
lower technology industries faired poorly in the 1980s. Employment in primary and fabricated
metals, for example, decreased by 32 pement while employment in stone, clay and glass making
dropped by 30 percent.

Manufacturing employment is highly concentrated in the Front Range region of the state.
Fully 94 percent of all manufacturing jobs are located in the Front Range.

High-technology manufacturing in particular is concentrated in the Denver-Boulder area
and the Southern Front Range. A large proportion of the high-tech manufacturing in the
Southern Front Range is defense-related.

The Northern Front Range is homily dependent on a few manufacturing branch plants, par-
ticularly food processing plants. Approximately half of all manufacturing employment in the
Northern Front Range is concentrated in eight food processing plants.

The Service Sector. Colorado's service economy grew by about 76 percent between 1980 and 1986.
Producer services grew at an astounding rate of 261 percent during this period. They are
'business oriented' and include finance, insurance, real estate, legal services, engineering, ar-
chitectural and other professional businesses. Overall, the fastest growing industrial sector in
Colorado between 1980 and 1988 was business service&

Occupational Structure. Colorado's occupational structure is bifurcating with growth at the
high and low ends of the spectrum and the loss of mid-level jobs. The net change in new jobs in
Colorado between 1980 and 1988 was heavily skewed toward higher-level white collar occupa-
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tions and sales workers. Sixty-two of every 100 net new jobs during this period were created in
the professional, technical, and managerial occupations. An additional 36 percent of the new
jobs involved sales workers. Lew-sIdll jobs projected to increase include helpers and laborers,
janitors, and other service jobs. Together, skilled craft, machine operaton, and general labor oc-
cupations declined by 22 meant.

In 1987, blue collar workers faced unemployment rates three to five Wes as high as pixies-
sional and technical workers in Colorado. 'The changirg structure of bushiest organization and
preduction is largely responsible for the dramatic differences in occupational stability between
blue collar and peofessiotialftedudcal occupations.

Part-time and temporary work *re an increasingly important part of Colorado's occupa-
tional structure as companies down-size and contract out functions like data-processing, public
relations and clerical work.

Skills. JFF's skills analysis shows that the lead that Colorado has over the nation in skill jobs
will diminish over the next decade. This is related to the comparatively lower skill needs of
jobs that are growing fasunt in the state's economyjobs in consumer services, retail sales, and
in tourism and retirement-related industries.

Income. The shift in employment to the service sector in Colorado has adversely affected real
earnings of workers in the 1980s. Earnings levels were directly tied to education levels. Good
employment and earnings opportunities odsted for college graduates despite the economic re-
cession. The 1980s were less kind to high-school graduates and dmp-outs, however. Colorado
families headed by a high school drop-out had a median income of $18,000 in 1987 vs. $26,700
for families headed by a hiet-school graduate and $51,000 for families headed by college
graduates (see Figure Six).

Adjusting for inflation, real annual earnings increased by less than 1 percent between 1980 and
1988. The real median income of Colorado families fell by 2 percent between 1982 and 1987
while the median US. family income increased by 11.5 percent in 1987 dollars. All of the de-
cline in median family income was accounted for by families with household heads who do not
have college degrees.

The bifurcated income structum which characterizes Colorado reflects a bifurcation in edu-
cational attainment. Colorado has the highest proportion of residents with four or more years
of college in the country. However, Colorado also has the eleventh highest rate of illiteracy of
all the states and higher than average high school dropout rates.
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Rain Six

Colorado's Median Family Income,1987

H.S. H.S. Cokes
Dmp-out Graduate Graduate

Source: uS. Bureau of Census, Cunent Population Survey

Regional Variations. Colorado's regional economies differ profoundly in their composition,
earnings profile, skill levels, culture, and future outlook. Rural areas are stagnating or declin-
ingboth in Jobs and population. The income gap between urban and rural parts of Colorado is
growing, and the industrial structure of the most prosperous areas of the state is shifting.

The Front Range. The Front Range has the healthiest economy in the state by far.
Average tob earnings in the Front Range were 18 percent higher than the average in the
rest of the state. The Denver-Boulder iegion is the heart of the Front Range economy
and has long been the commercial and economic center for the Rocky Mountains.

The Western Slope. The Western Slope's economy has suffered MI a result of the decline
in mining activitya high-wage industry. Employment declines have been offset by
rapid growth in the tourism ing.ustry. Over half of the growth in service sector jobs be-
tween 1980 and 1987 was in hotels and recreation. However, the low-wage nature of
service jobs in the Western Slope has contributed to en overall decline in regional em-
ployment and an increasingly bifurcated income stsucture ;see Figure Seven).
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The Eastern Plains. The Eastern Plains' economy is stagnating in several sectors: em-
ployment in manufacturing has decreased 20 percent since 1984, as has employment in
mining and retail trade. The agricultural sector is strong, however. Farming provided
25 percent of all jobs in 1986 and nearly 30 percent of regional income.

Southern Colorado. Southern Colorado's economy has been depressed for many years
and is the weakest economic region in the state. Average earnings in Southern Colorado
are the lowest of any region in the state and transfer payments (social security, welfare
and Medicaid) provided 25 percent of regional income in 1986more than twice that of
any other region.

Indiana
Industrial Structure. Despite industrial restructuring. Indiana remains predominantly a manu-
facturing state. Manufacturing defines the job and wage profile for workers in the state as well
as the skills workers are expected to bring to the workplace. Though shifting to a service econ-
omy like much of the United States, Indiana is still highly dependent on manufacturing for
much of its employment and most of its income.

Because of the dominance of the automotive industry and durable goods sectors, the Indiana
economy has been characterized by extreme volatility. The economy experienced sharp em-
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ployment declines between 1973-75 and 1980-82; modest growth between 1982-86; and substan-
tial gains between 1975-79 and 1986-88.

Afausifadwriv. Manufacturing employment peaked in 1973 but still accounts for 28 percent of all
employmenta much higher percentage than the national average of approximately 20 per-
cent Despite the continued health of Indiana's manufacturing sector, 125,000 manufacturing
jobs were lost between 1973 and 1988.

Within manufacturing, Indiana's industrial structure is highly concentrated in 'I:nature*
firms. Indiana's mature industries indude auto parts, machinery? primal,' metals and steel (see
Figure Eight). Unlike high-technology industries, mature industries have a greater tendency to
stagnate in terms of job growth and are highly vulnerable to international competition and
business recession.

Because of the predominance of mature industries, Indiana I. not likely to generate large
numbers of manufacturing jobs in the next ten to fifteen years.

High technology manufacturing accounts for approximately 1 in 7 manufacturing jobs in the
state. Employment in high-tech industries tends to be in lower growth segments, and Indiana's
performance in the largest and highest growth segments of high-tech has been substantially
below that of the United States.

In general, manufacturing industries in Indiana are downsizing, contributing to employment
losses. The main cause of this change among smaller business units is the implementation of au-
tomated manufacturing technologies.

Figure Eight
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Semites. Service jobs accounted for about 41 penent of all new jobs between 1973 and 1988.
Private services and trade were the dominant somas of new jobs in Indiana between 1986 and
1988, together accounting for more than 50 percent of all net new jobs.

Desr1te this job growth, the Indiana economy cannot be considered service-based for two
reasons: (a) the continued strength of manufacturing; and (s) the lack of evort-oriented service
industries.

Indiana is not developing a significant export-based service sector. Most service job growth
is in retail and wholesale trade and personal and consumer services. Indiana has not success-
fully developed higher paying service industries that provide information and business support
services. As a result, the state still imports a great deal of business service from other states.
This trend stems in part from geography; a high percentage of the state's population and eco-
nomic activity is located at state borders and draws services from Oticago, Detroit, Cincinnati,
and Louisville.

Income and Earnings. Family income in IndL is low compared to the national average be-
cause of lower than average hourly wages. Wage and income loss will continue and worsen for
Indiana's families with the growth of low-wage service jobs. The average service job in
Indiana pays 40 percent of the average manufacturing job.

Pressures keeping wsges low in Indiana include:

Indiana's economy ic relatively under-represented in high-wage service sectors such as
finance, professional, and business services.

Aggregate employment of professional, technical, and managerial workers ;s well be-
low the national average.

Workers in all of Indiana's industrial sectors, except manufacturing, had lower average
earnings than was true of US. workers.

Evidence suggests that Indiana's income structure is bifurcating. Petween 1973 and 1986, the
poorest 20 percent of families lost about 22 percent of total earnings while the 20 percent of tam-
flies with the highest incomes increased its total share of income.

Occupational Structure. Because of continued dependence on manufacturing, employed malts in
Indiana still remain strongly dependent on craft and semi-sldlled operative positions. In 1978,
half of all employed males held jobs in blue collar craft and operative positions; in 1988, 43 per-
cent still held operator, fabricator, or assembler positions.

Only 23 percent of Indiana's employed workers held professional, technical and manage-
rial positions in 1988. This is well below the national average and ranks Indiana 48th among
all states in the country. The low percentages of workers in these occupational categories is ex-
plained in part by the lack of high-wage, high-skill service industries in the state.
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Skills

In the dimension of psychomotor skills, Indiana beds the U.S. at the higher ranges of

the competency levels because of the concentration of jobs in goods productionthose
that tend to require greater physical manipulation of arterials (see Figure Nine).
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Indiana far exceeds the U.S. at Skill Level One in interpersonal skills. This also re-
flects the high concentration of assembly-type workers in manufacturing industries.
The recent changes in work organization that are taking place in some areas of the state

may push more level one jobs to higher levels.

In factual knowledge skills, the U.S. far exceeds Indiana's new jobs at the highest skill
leveljobs that require in-depth knowledge in more than one discipline. In part,
Indiana's scores at this level reflect its lack of professional service jobs that are more
likely to require both broad and deep factual knowledge.

New jobs in the U.S. are expected to exceed Indiana's new jobs at the higher skill levels
in cognitive thinking skills. More of the nation's jobs will require the systemic, syn-
thetic, and symbolic reasoning than those in Indiana.

For motivational skills, the U.S. again leads Indians in new job growth at the higher
skill levels. Indiana's growth occupations are far more likely to fall into the category
of jobs where the worker is motivated by financisl security. In the US., new jobs will be
generated in areas where the workers are motivated by other factors such as power or

entrepreneurial accomplishment.
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Mississippi
Industrial Structure

In the past three decades, Mississippi has moved from being an agricultural to a manufac-
turing state. Mississippi remains a manufacturing state today with a higher percentage of
workers employed in manufacturing than the U.S. average. Manufacturing has played a criti-
cal role in helping the state diversify its economy which has historically been based on api-
culture.

Like other Southeastern states, Mississippi gained much of the manufacturing that the
Northeast and Midwest lost in the 1970s. Unlike many other states in the South, however,
Mississippi has been relatively successful in maintaining its manufacturing industry in tie face
of increasing international competition.

The states non-manufacturing sectors have shown weakness in growth in the past decade.
In every sector except manufacturing, Mississippi's growth lagged behind the US. between 1979
and 1987.

Manufacturing. Between 1979 and 1987, Mississippi !mkt only 2.7 percent of its manufacturing
pbs, compared to losses of 9.2 percent nationally. In 1987, the manufacturing sector employed
26.4 percent of the state's labor force.

Although the overall outlook in manufacturing is positive, in the state three trends raise
concern about the sector's future competitiveness and its ability to improve tie economy and
standard of living in the state:

the state has lost competidve advantage in several major industries including electri-
cal equipment and transportation equipment. These sectors appear to be less productive
in Mississippi than in other parts of the country.

Mississippi has experienced several instances of in-migration of very high-technology
plants in recent years. For example, NASA relocated a solid rocket booster facility to
Mississippi. The state needs to address both bask skill gaps and worker retraining
needs in order to continue building on technology opportunities.

because the state's manufacturing base is in low-okill, low-wage industries, the state
has not been affected by international competition in the same way as a state with a
high proportion of traditional manufacturing industries such as steel and auto. When
competition in the low-wage, low-skill sector intensifies as it inevitably will,
Mississippi will face the same job and income losses felt by traditional manufacturing
industries in other states. Manufacturers must be cognizant of the need to modernize
these sectors to maintain advantage.

Medium-sized companies (20-249 employees) have been the engine of manufacturing growth
in Mississippi in the 1980s (see Figure Ten). Medium-sized companivs have been the largest
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source of new manufacturing jobs and the most stable source of Jobs in the state. The largest and
smallest companies, by contrast, were the least likely to expand in the 1980s. Large companies
were the most likely to decrease in employment terms of all firms. Fully two-thirds of firms
with 1,000 or more employees contracted between 1960 and 1967.

Ram Ten

Job Growth ki MIssisalgi Manufacturers
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Source: Report of the Economic Process Committee

Corporation for Enterprise Development

The S. le Sector. Mississippi's service sector has grown in the last decade and is now the
largest employer in the state. However, service industries in the state have not grown as fast
as their counterparts nationally. Between 1979 and 1987 service employment growth in the US.
grew by 42 percent; in Mississippi it increased by only 17 percent. Employment growth in the
trade and finance sectors also lagged behind the nation. Service sector employment is concen-
trated in low-wage sectors such as private household services. Employment is very low in
higher wage sectors such as business services.

The trade, service, and finance sectors are weak in the state because low-wage manufactur-
ing historically has not demanded many sophisticated support services.

In the service sector, small estsblishments generated the most fobs throughout the 1980s.
Establishments with under 9 employees generated 3 out of 5 new service sector jobs.

Income and Earnings. Per capita income and median family income in Mississippi both fall well
below the national average. In 1980 national PCI stood at $7,298 compared to $5,138 for
Mississippi. Likewise, median family income for the nation stood at approximately $20,000
while Mississippi stood at $14,591.

These income and earnings trends have continued throughout the decade.

Regional Variation. Mississippi is One of most rural states in the country-53 percent of the
state's population live in rural areas. Unfortunately, continuing economic decline in agricul-
ture-based rural areas is not being off-set by emerging new businesses. Large areas of the state
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in particular the Mississippi Delftremain tremulously poor and under-developed, while
growth is occurring in clusters around Jackson, Tupelo in northeast Mississippi, and along the
Cul/ coast.

With high outmigration of whites, all of the inaease in the state's worldng age popu-
lation between 1980 and 1987 was accounted for by blacks. Blacks are more depended on
part-time employment than whites-47 percent of part-time black workers want to be
full-time workers.

6 of 10 new workers in Mississippi will be women or minorities in the next decade.

Missouri
Industrial Structure. The Missouri economy has been hit hard by international competition in
the past two decades. Many of Missouri's traditional manufacturing industries such as leather
goods and apparel and textiles have lost thousands of jobs. The state's once expanding agricul-
tural base is stagnating due to fundamental market changes, soil erosion, and the restructuring
of agricultural financing.

Services have recently surpassed manufacturing as the number one employer in the state.
Nearly 90 percent of all new jobs created in the state between 1984 and 1987 were in services,
trade and finance, insurance, and real estate. A large and growing retiree community in the
state has contributed to growth in the ht*Ith and retirement services (see Figure Eleven).

Overall, the Missouri economy has grown more slowly than the US. economy during most of
the post-WW11 period. Within the West North Central region of the United States, however,
Missouri has shared disproportionately in employment growth during the 1980s.

Figure Eleven

Percent Change in Age Composition
of Missouri's Labor Force, 1920-2010
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Massufacturisig. All of the state's manufacturing job loss occurred in the 1980s; manufacturing
employment increased slightly in the 1970s. By 1986, manufacturing employed only 15 percent
of the state's population, well below the national average .

job loss was greatest in traditional manufacturing industries such as leather products and
apparel and textiles. Several manufacturing industries in the state displayed strong growth
during the 1980s, however. The most impressive employment pins were found in printing and
puNishing, furniture and fixtures, and ina4ruments.

Employment in the strong manufacturing industries in the state have been fairly consistent
over the last two decades. Food products, electric equipment, transportation equipment, and
motor vehicles are the largest manufacturing employers in the state.

Services. Service employment grew rapidly in the 1970s and 1980s. The service sector em-
ployed one quarter of the state's population in 1986 compared to 17 percent in 1969. Services,
Fire, and trade combined employed approximately 53 percent of the state's population in 1986.
Overall service employment is projected to grow 82 percent between 1980 and 2000. The most
rapidly expanding segment of the service sector in this period was business services.
Employment in business services tripled in two decades, employing nearly 20,030 people by
1986.

Fire cot iributed the most new jobs to the Missouri economy after services. Bof real estate
and the bairking and credit industries displayed very strong growth in the 1980s.

Income. In 1960, per capita income in the state stood at $2,103, only 5 percent below the national
average. By 1982, however, per capita income in the state stood 9 percent below the national
average at $10,170. Per capita income in Missouri is projected to slip to 11 percent below the na-
tional average by 2000.

Decline in per capita income is explained simply by fact that the employment sectors that
are projected to grow most in employment terms are the same ones which are forecast to grow
least in per employee pay. By 2000, average annual service earnings are projected to be approx-
imately $200 below the national average and to rank last in average among all industrial sec-
tors in the state.

Regional Variation

Northern MissouriNorthern Missouri's economy is primarily agricultural. In the
1970s and 1980s, Northern Missouri's agricultural enterprises were dominated by grain
production. Many northern towns suffered from declining ovp income and the restructur-
ing of purchasing and marketing patterns. The Northern part of the state has not been
highly successful in developing alternative economic activities to farming. High
poverty and welfare rates characterize many northern towns.

Many northern towns have become retirement communities as older farmers left farm-
ing. The predominance and growth of the nursing and personal care facilities industry,
especially in the northeastern part of the state, reflect this trend.
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Agriculture and farming have industrial "spin-or effects for the region as a whole.
Food processing and wholesale trade, driven by the sale of farm equipment, are two im-
portant employment sectors in the legion.

Southern MissouriSouthern Missouri has traditionally had a more diversified econ-
omy than Northern Missouri. In agrkulture there is greater emphasis on livestock and
dairy. The growth of small industrial production and the recreation industry helped to
offset declines in employment and income as agriculture production declined in the
southern part of the state in the 1970s. With its wealth of lakes and outdoor attrac-
tions, remotion and tourism are slated to be the primary industry in Southern Missouri
by 2000.

The leather and apparel industries are large sources of employment in southcentral and
southeastern Missouri. While these industries continue to be among the largest em-
ployers in the region, they are experiencing large decreases in employment.

Nursing and personal care facilities are growing rapidly throughout the southern part
of the state, reflecting the growing retirement community.

In the southeastern part of the state, declines in the region's older msnufacturing indus-
tries have been offset by employment growth in motor vehicles and equipment and tex-
tiles. As a result, southeastern Missouri has actually seen an increase in manofacturing
employment

The southwestern region of the state has a strong food processing base. Meat products:
poultry processing, and dairy products are growing industries in this region.

Metropolitan Centers such as St. LOWS, Kansas City and Springfield serve as the state's
ma)or metropolitan centers.

In all three metropolitan centers, employment growth has centered around the service,
retail, and financial sectors of the economy. In particular, business services are booming
in metropolitan areas. As commercial developments expand in these areas, more and
more companies are employing the services of subcontractors in areas such as temporary
employment and data processing.

C
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THE IFF EMPLOYER SURVEYS

JFF conducted employer surveys in four states: Missouri, Colorado, Mississippi, and
Indiana. .The purpose of the employer surveys was threefold: Ca) to gauge employers' aware-
ness of and attitudes toward workforce development IWO generally; (b) to determine the quan-
tity and quality of educstion and training provided to workers by employers; and (e) to gauge
employers' attitudes toward public education and training =tunes.

It should be noted that this survey, completed by a self-selected 10 percent of firms sam-
pled, was not scientific. While the surveys returned accurately tepresent the industrial mix of
the state, the 10 percent of employers who took the time to complete them represent a more mo-
tivated and interested sampling of the states employers. Given that this sample represents
employers who may be more inclined than average to deal with these issuesif anything, the
lack of human capital investment the surveys reveal is understated.

JFF used the surveys to explore the differing weights employers gave to skill development,
the nature of skills desired in the workforce, the utility of public institutions in providing edu-
cation and training, and the amount and character of company training investment. They clar-
ify the attitudes and practices of employers to which a public workforce policy must respond
even if these employers are the 'cream of the crop." The most useful comparisons for state pol-
icy de-eiopment are the relative differences within the survey sample.

The folloWng summary highlights similarities and differences across the four states based
c- survey findims. This section is orgar!zed into four parts: (1) general fmdings; (2) workforce
issues in the labor market across four sbtes; (3) education and training practices across four
states; and (4) survey methodology.

Sunrey Methodology

The employer survey was mailed to 10,000 Colorado and Missouri firms and 8,000
Mississippi firms sampled from each state's Department or Employment Securitys database of
employers participating in the unemployment compensation program. In each state the sam-
pling included 100 percent of firms that employ at least 100 workers, no firms that employed
five or fewer employees, and a -andom selection of all remaining firms. In Colorado there were
approximately 1,206 useable responses; in Missouri there were approximately 850 useable re-
sponses; and in Mississippi there were approximately 840 responses.

In Indiana the employer survey was sent to 7,000 firms - 4,000 manufacturing firms and 3,000
service firms-whose addresses were obtained tluough Harris Publishing Company. For manu-
facturing firms, the sampling included 100 percent of firms that employ at least 100 workers, no
firms that employ five or less employees, and a random selection of all remaining firms. No
firm size breakdown was obtained for service firms.
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Firm Size

In general the firms that responded to the survey are representative of the mix of firm by
size in each state.

Miuouri. The greatest proportion of large fir= responded to the Missouri survey. 35 per-
cent of survey respondents had over 100 employees; 25 pavent of respondents had between 11
and 100 employees; and 40 percent of respondents had under 10 empbyees.

Colorado. Colorado had the greatest proportion of small firms by far, fully 71 percent of
all survey respondents in Colorado were firms with under 10 employees; 20 percent of firms had
11-49 employees; and only 9 potent of firms had over 50 employees.

Indiana. Responses from Indiana firms were the most evenly distributed across firm size: 32
percent of firms had under 10 employees; 38 percent of firms had between 11 and 51 employees;
and 30 percent of finns had over 51 employees.

Mississippi. The greatest number of medium size firms responded to the Mississippi survey:
22 percent of firms had under 10 employees; 66 percent had between 10 and 100 employees; and
12 percent had over 100 employees.

Industrial Structure

With the exception of Indiana, the firms that responded to the employer survey are fairly
representative of the industrial sector mix of each state. Colorado and Missouri are largely
service economies with small manufacturing bases. Indiana and Mississippi, on the other hand,
are primarily manufacturing states with relatively underdeveloped service economies relative
to the rest of the nation. The Indiana data is the most distorted due to sampling methods. AT
intentionally over-sampled manufacturing firms in Indiana because the state is so dependent on
manufacturing for its economic health.

Missouri. Apprcodmately 40 percent of survey respondents were service firms; 20 percent
were manufacturing firms; and 20 percent were retail and wholesale trade firms. Theapproxi-
mate employment mix in Missouri is: 30 percent service; 25 percent trade; 18 percent manufactur-
ing.

Colorado. Approximately 41 percent af survey respondents were service firms; 15 percent
were retail and wholesale trade firms; and 13 percent were manufacturing firms. Theapproxi-
mate employment mix in Colorado is: 24 percent service; 25 percent trade; 13 percent manufac-
turing.

Indiana. Approximately 73 percent of respondents were manufacturing firms; 13 percent
were service firms; and 7 percent were retail and wholesale trade firms. The appmdmate em-
ployment mix in Indiana is: 28 percent manufachuing; 24 percent service; 20 percent trade.
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MisaissippL Approximat:ly 24 percent of respondents were manufacturing firms; 24 percent
were service firms; and 29 percent trade firms. The approximate employment mix in
Mississippi is: 26 percan manufacturing: 28 percent service; 20 percent trade.

Sinvey Format

Many of the same questions were asked on all four surveys allowing for synetnatic compari-
son aCTOIS the four states. However, each state's survey was tailored for that stateadding
questions and deleting othen. Hence, kw some oceraions comparisons can caly be made between
two or three states rather than for all four. The Missouri Eid Colorado surveys asked almost
identical questions of firms. The Indiana and Mississippf surveys had somewhat different for-
mats due to JFF's interest in specific issues affecting firms in those states.

General Findings
States Fare Similar Workforce Challenges.

The survey data reveal that firms in states as geographically diverse as Indiana,
Colorado, Mississippi, and Missouri share similar challenges and concerns rnarding workforce
development issues. Firms in all states cite considerable difficulty with labor quality, labor
availability, and the cost of training and retraining employees. Investments in training vary
considerably across states, however. States characterized by a preponderance of large firms
and manufacturing firms invest mote resources in training than states characterized by a pre-
ponderance of small firms and service firms.

Training investments vary by fin,' size arid industrial sedor in all states.

Discrepancies in education and training investments across states correspond to different
mixes of firm size and industrial sectors. The survey data consistently revealed that firms
with over 250 employees are more innovative with respect to education and training than small
firms. Large firms are more likely to offer tuition reimbursement and developmental training to
employees than small firms. Large firms also offer more informal on-the-job training, formal
in-house training, and outside training courses to employees than small firms. Hence, Ii
Missouri, where a third of the state's firms employ over 100 people, employees receive consid-
erably more training than in Colorado, where the average firm employs under 10 people.

Similarly, jFF's survey research revealed that manufacturing firms as well as finance and
transportation, communication, and utilities tend to invest greater resources in education and
training than firms in the service, trade, and construction sectors of the economy. Hence, in a
state like Indiana where a third of the population is employed in manufacturing, more people
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receive training than in a state like Colorado where only 15 peromt of the population is em-
ployed in manufacturing.

Large firms in ell states have more innovative business practices than small firms.

In Colorado and Missouri, 70 to 80 percent of firms with over 250 employees believe they are
innovative when it comes to developing new pleducb. Similaly, 50 to 60 percent of large firms
in theses two states use highly advanced production masses and believe they are innovative
in marketing products. In Missouri, for example, 72 percent oi all finna toe programmable con-
trollers; 63 percent of firms use stadstical process control; and 61 perceM of firms use computer-
aided design.

Firms in manufacturing, finance, transportation, and communication have more innovative
business practices than firms in constntction trade, and services in all states.

In general, manufacturing, finance, and TCFU firms ve experienced greater changes in the
organization of production as a result of new technologies than firms in other industrial sectors.
These firms face greater pressure to upgrade production processes than firms in the construction,
trade, and service industries which tend to be labor intensive and less dependent on technologi-
cal development.

Levels of innovation vary by state, however. Colorado has a small manufacturing sector but
manufacturing is concentrated in large, high-tech firms that use highly advanced production
technologies. Mississippi, on the other hand, has a large labor-intensive manufacturing sector.
Few firms in Mississippi have implemented advanced production processes. For example, only
20 percent of Mississippi firms use computcr-aided design and only 17 percent use statistical
process control.

Improving job-specific skills is the number one reason for providing education and training in all
states.

The kind of education and training firms provide is remarkably consistent across states.
The majority of training in firms in all states is targeted to job specific skills despite employers'
belief that most workers' job specific skills are adequate or better. It is the exceptional firm
that invests in remedial training, though many firms cite reading? writing, and math deficien-
cies in their semi-skilled labor force (see Table One).

Employers in all states prefer in-house training to outsidesources.

Also remarkable is the degree to which employers in all states prefer in-house training and
training delivered by private sources to public training sources. Approximately 80 percent of
employers in all states say that informal, in-house, on-the-job training is a very important
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source of training for their firm. In vivid contrast, roughly 20 peumt of employers all states
view courses outside the firm and apprenticeship program as very important sources of training
for their firm (see Table Two).

Table One
Most Cosmos Ream Pions nod& Training

Indians Colorado Missouri

Job specific sidlls 77% 75% 70%
New technologies 21 7 11

Certification/licensing 14 2 10
Preparing for promotion

of new occupation 7 3 3
Fringe benefit 4 2 2
To enhance reading and writing 2 3 1

Reward for good performance 5 2 5

Source: Jobs for the Future Employer Surveys - Indiana, Colorado, Missouri

Employers do not turn to public education and traMing programs when they seek outside help.

Despite concerns about the cost off training and retraining workers, employers are reluctant
to pursue cost effective public education and training resources. Employers in all states are more

Table Two
Value of Training to Company

Percent of Firms Responding °Very Important"

Indiana Colorado Mississippi Missouri

Informal learning (OJT) 92% 80% 88% 85%
Formal training (in-house) 44 41 49 52
job rotation 31 18 26 25
4-year colleges and universities 15 23
Apprenticeships 20 17 21 21
Courses outside the firm 19 19 25 21
Computer aided instruction 16 15 20
Vocational schools 13 15
Community colleges 8 4
Private preparatory schools 4 5

Source: Jobs For the Future Employer Surveys Indiana, Colorado, Mississippi, Missouri
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comfortable with private training sources such as vendors, consultants, trade and professional
groups than they are with public training sources such as community colleges, vocational-tech-
nical schools, and state customized training programs (see Table Three).

Table Three
Training Sources of Fizms (Within the Past Five years)

Percent of Firms Responding difes"

Indiana Colorado Mississippi Missouri

75% 85%
48 40
40 43
52 45
29 32
20 31
33 38
13 18
ao 21
18 7
10 12
7 7
2 5

17 16
19 17

Source: Jobs For the Future Employer Surveys - Indiana, Colorado,Miuissippi, Missouri

In-house training/staff 59% 74%
Trade or professional group 34 58
Consultants 39 40
Vendors 34 44
4-year college and universities 28 27
Secondary vocational schools 26 20
Technical, juniormr community college 25 16
Adult education 26 23
Apprenticeships 17 20
Chambers of commerce 20 19
Private industry council 13 9
State customized training 5 7
Labor unions 3 3
L.,..cal community organizations 13 25
Proprietary schools 5 8

Employers in all states don't solve the problems they identify.

One of the most striking findings that emerged from the survey data is a gap between the-
ory and practice among employers in all states. While firms in different states are aware of
the economic changes taking place around them and of the impact these changes are having on
labor markets and skill levels, few firms have committed themselves to action.

Employers in all states re...ilize that the workforce challenges they face today will only in-
tensify in the years to come. Many employers anticipate labor shortages in critical occupations
and many report workforce skill deficiencies in precisely those areas that will be more impor-
tant in the future workpIace--communication, problem solving, and prioritizing. Yet few firms
are taking the recessary steps to ensure a competitive workforce for the future. A few examples
help illustrate the discrepancy between what firms think and what they do.
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Two thirds or more of employess in all states say education and training is a good or ex-
cellent investment of company resources, yet the majority of firms interviewed spend
leas than $5,000 annually on education and training.

Employers across all four states felt that workers lacked sidlls in areas such as setting
priorities, problem solvin& and coannumicating effectively, yet the majority of trsining
in all firms revolves around job-speclfic skills.

Employers cite the greatest skill deficiencies among their semi-skilled workers, yet
the majority of training in firms in all stales goes to managers and Fofessionals.

Firms in all states experience considerable difficulty hiring skilled craft workers yet
few firms develop skilled workers in-house.

Firms are concerned about the costs of education and training, but employers in all states
utilize private training sources to a much greater extent than public training sources.

Workforce Issues in the Labor Force
Labor quality is the greatest workforce problem for finns ix each state.

Overall, the most common obstacle to growth for firms in all four JFF states is labor quality
(see Table Four). Nearly half of all firms in Missouri and Mississippi cite labor quality as a se-
rious problem for business growth, while 41 percent of Colorado firms do. Other serious prob-
lems include government regulation and taxes; labor availability; the cost of training and re-
training the labor force; and general labor costs.

Table Four
Percent of Firms Reporting Challenges that Affect GrowthTop Concerns

Missoud Colorado Mississippi

Labor quality 47% 41% 47%
Govt. regulation 46 51
Labor availability 46 27 30
Cost of training 37 37 37
Labor cost 34 2$ 30

Source: jobs for the Future Employer Stuveys - Missouri, CoJorado, Mississippi
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International competition is not viewed as a serious threat to future growth by firms in any
state.

Surprisingly, international competition is of little concern to employers in all four JFF
states. International competition ranked kst on the list of serious probkms for business growth
in all states. In Mississippi and Indians, less than 1 percent of firms felt intonational competi-
tion was a serious problem. This finding is particularly surprising in Indiana, state whose
manufacturft sector is dominated by heavy industty subtle to competition from abroad.

Missouri firms are somewhat more concerned about international competition than other
states. Eleven percent of Missouri firms cited international competition as a problem. The
greater propensity of large firms to compete in the international market place may explain the
relatively greater concern over international competition in Missouri.

A majority of firms believe technology has had a large impact on the structure of their work-
force.

Technology has created new jobs. Less than 10 percent of firms in both states feel technology
has decreased skill requirements or abolished job categories (see Table Five).

Table Five
Firms' Perceived Impact of Technological Change On

the Workforce in the Past Three Years?

Colorado Indiana
Little impact 44% 35%
Created new jobs 13 16
Increased skill requirements 43 39
Decreased skill requirements 2 3
Abolished job categories 6 3
Don't know 8 3

Source: Jobs for the Future Employer Surveys - Colorado, Indiana

Skill deficiencies are greatest among semi-skilled workers ix a'.1 states, bsit employees in all oc-
cupational groups in each state could benefit from sinew basic skillalraissing.

Skill defidencie$ are most glaring among the semi-skilled labor force in all states. Firms
report that semi-skilled workers are deficient in "new basic skills" of computer skills, math
skills, communication skills and problem solving skills (see Table Six). LI:liana and Missouri
report considerably greater skill deficiency in their semi-skilled labor force than Colorado and
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Mississippi. Firms in all states are most satisfied with the job-specific skills of their employ-
ees.

Firms in all states rate the skills of the managerial and profeulonal workforce highest of
all occupational groups. However, most employers feel that even these goups could benefit
from further training in computer slab, communication skills, and leadership skills. In
Indiana, for example, 73 percent of firms say that courses in computer literacy are the highest
education and training peiority in the next three years.

Across the board, large firms are more aidesl of their workers' skills in all occupatiomi
than small firms. Missouri firms' propensity to criticize workers' skills may reflect the high
proportion of large firms in the state.

Firms in all states are experiencing difficulty hiring and recruiting skilled production workers
and technicians.

Labor shortages are the most severe in Indiana and Missiuippi. Over 80 percent of Indiana
firms report difficulty hiring and retaining skilled craft workers and technicians. In
Mississippi, 83 percent of firms report difficulty hiring qualified technicians, and 77 percent
report difficulty hiring qualified skilled craft and production workers.

Table Six
Firms' Assessments of the Adequacy of Various Groups of Workers

Percent of Firms Responding 'Pow or "Fair'

Semi-skilled
IN CO

Skilled
IN CO

Professional
IN CO

Managerial
IN CO

Readins 35% 35% 12% 14% 3% 7% 2% 4%
Math 45 40 13 21 5 11 3 7
Computer 62 53 43 30 21 31 24 28
Communication 50 38 24 23 12 18 10 11

Job specific 25 18 7 11 5 5 4 6
Problem solving 57 38 20 25 9 14 6 11

Adapt and learn 30 29 11 17 7 10 3 8
Attitude 28 28 11 16 6 12 2 9
Teamwork 25 25 12 15 7 12 5 11

Source: ,IFF Employer Surveys - Indiana, Colorado

Despite the overall decline in manufacturing employment, JFF diservered that manuiactur-
ing industries across the country are experiencing a dearth of qualified craft workers and tech-

.
,
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nicians (see Table Seven). Many skilled craft workers are hitting relrement age and training
for skilled craft positions can take several years. These two factors combined are contributing to
labor shortages in this arm throughout the country. In addition, technological change has con-
tributed to demand for new technical skills in many manufacturing workplaces which has gen-
erated an inc-aesed demand for technidans.

In Indiana, manufacturing firms experience particular difficulty hiring qualified machin-
ists, mechanics, and tool and die makers. The glaring lack of skilled production workers re-
ported by Indiana firms reflects in part the high proportion of manufacturing firms that re-
sponded to the survey there. In many cases, the jobs Indiana finns have the most difficulty fill-
ing are precisely those jobs employers cite as most critical for production. This trend will only
worsen as many of the state's qualified craft workers near retirement.

Colorado and Missouri experience less difficulty hiring qualified craft workers and techni-
cians, though the difficulty is still considerable. Between 50 and 60 percent of firms in both
states report difficulty hiring and retaining qualified workers in these areas.

Firms in all four states also report difficulty recruiting and hiring qualified managers, pro-
fessionals, and sales employees. Nearly half of all firms report difficulty in these areas.
Overall, firms in all states report the least difficulty hiring semi-skilled and clerical workers.

Table Seven
Firms' Difficulty in Recruiting and Hiring Qualified Workers

Percent of Finns Reporting 'Much" cc °Same"

CO MD MS IN

Managers 45% 57% 66% 58%
Professionals 50 62 66
Technicians 53 64 83 72
Skilled Craft 56 60 70 77
Operator/Fabricator 44 43 53 55
Clerical/Administrative 43 38 47
Sales and Marketing 52 54 64
Service 45 51 52 55

Source: Jobs for the Future Employer Surveys - Colorado, Missouri, Mississippi, and
Ind iana
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Education and Training Practices Across Four States

The pnwortiati of firms that offer Penal treat* varies asoracosisly by state.

In large part, the percentage of firms that offer formal training in a state reflects the pro-
portion of large firms in the state. large finis are much more likely to offer formal training to
their employees than small firms. Hence, the large proportion of Missouri firms offering for-
mal training to employees reflects the greater proportion of large firms in the state. Similarly,
the relatively low percentage of firms offering formal training in Colorado reflects the greater
proportion of small firms in the Mate (see Table Eight).

Table Eight
Percent of Pions Offering Formal Training

Missouri 69%
Mississippi 60
I-Aiana SS

torado 48

Source: Jobs For the Future Employer Surveys - MluIsalppi, Missowi, Indiana, Colorado

In all states, the likelihood that an employee will receive training, and the number of hours an
employee spends in training, is related to occupational stahts.

Just because a firm offers formal training does not mean all employees receive training. In
all states, professionals, sales and marketing employees, and managers are the most likely to
receive training. Front-line production, clerical and service workers are the least likely to re-
ceive training of all employees.

The amount of time employees vend in formal training varies by state. The majority of all
employees in Missouri firms receive some formal training. In addition, a much greater propor-
tion of skilled, semi-skilled, clerical, and service workers receive formal training in Missouri
than in other states.

Indiana firms provide the least amount of formal training to employees overall. Indiana
firms provide employees with less time in formal training than Colorado firms despite the
higher proportion of firms that offer formal training overall. For example, in Indiana, only 36
percent of firms report that all managers receive formal training and only 10 percent of firms
report that all service workers receive formal training. In contrast, 49 percent of Colorado
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firms report that managers receive formal training and 36 percent of firms report that all
service workers receive formal training.

The majority of firms in all states spout less tisaa WAN asuatally traisthed of emPlorres.

Three quarters of employers in all states say that training is a good to excellent investment
of company resources. In practice, however, few firms invest significant company resources in
education and training programs.

Missouri firms invest the greatest amount of money in education and training programs.
Approximately 113 of Missouri fin= responding to the employer survey reported education and
training budgets of over $20,000 annually; 20 percent of firms spent between $5,000 and $20,000
and 50 percent of firms spent less than $5,000 annually. Missouri stands in contrast to Colorado
where 61 percent of firms spent under $1,000 annually on training. Only 6 percent of Colorado
firms surveyed had annual budgets over $25,000.

Investments in formal training reflect firm size to a great extent, however, and Missouri has
more large firms than Colorado. Large firms that offer formal training to employees invest
greater resources in training programs than small firms, due to a larger labor force. And large
firms are more innovative with respect to education and training practices than small firms in
general.

The most common reason for providing training in firms in all states is to improve job specific
skills.

Over 70 percent of firms in Missouri and Colorado say that the main reason to provide
training is to improve job specific skills. In contrast, however, only 40 percent of Indiana firms
said job specific skills was the most common reason to provide training. New technology was
the second most common reason for providing training in all states. And Colorado firms train
mote employees for new technologies than either Indiana or Missouri firms.

Informal in-house training is the most important type oftrainhsg for employers in all states.

Over 80 percent of firms in Indiana, Missouri, and Colorado rank informal in-house training
as very important. Formal training is also regarded as a very important source of training.
Between 40 and 50 percent of firms in all three states regard formal training as very important

Firms in all states prefer ix-house sources of trainirg to outside sources of training and private
sources to public sources of training.

Only 10-20 percent of finns :n all states view vocational-technical schools, community col-
leges and apprenticeship programs as very important sources of training. Private Industry
Councils and State Customized Training Programs were viewed as important sources of training
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by even fewer firms. Public spumes of training consislimtly ranked high in the least impor-
tant" source of training category. And public somas of training were graded lower by employers
than private sources.

If firms use outside sources of training, they refer private sources such as equipment ven-
dors, trade and professional groups, and emollients to public training sources.

Firms in different states rely on different trainim sources: Missouri firms rely the most
heavily on in-house staff; Cdorado firms use the most trade and rotessional groups for train-
ing purposes; and Mississippi uses the most equipment liendors for training purposes.
Mississippi and Missouri use community colleges as a training source much more frequently than
firms in Colorado and Indisna; but Missouri and Indiana utilize vocational technical schools at
higher rates than Mississippi and Colorado. All states utilize four year colleges at approxi-
mately the same rate.

Overall, firms in Missouri and Indiana rank all sources of training as more important than
Colorado and Mississippi firms. This may be related to firm size and industrial stnicture.
Large firms train more than small firms and thus may regard all forms of training as more im-
portant. likewise, manufacturing firms provide more training than other industrial sectors in
general and thus may view all forms of training as more Important.

Finns in all states are generally satisfied with existing training options but Mississippi and
Indiana are the least satisfied.

Of all four states, Mississippi reports the highest degree of dissatisfaction with existing
training options (see Table Nine). In Missouri and Colorado approximately 70 percent of firms
say existing public and private training options meet their needs. In Mississippi, only 35 per-
cent of firms are satisfied with existing options.

Indiana firma do not have very high opinions of the vocational-technical system in their
state. Only half of Indiana firms feel secondary and post-secondary vocational-technical
schools prepare students adequately for entry-level jobs and few firms felt that vocational-
technical education prepared students for advancement. Despite their negative appraisal of
the vocational-technical system's performance, Indiana firms utilize vocaeonal school more
than other states.
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Table Nine
Firms` Satisfaction with Training Opportunities

Percent of Finns Responding in Each State

MO CO IN MS

Highly Satisfactory 10% 15% 6% 12%
Satisfactory 59 55 63 0
Unsatisfactory 14 10 15 33
Highly Unutisfactory 3 2 4 11
No Opinion ..ia 2 17 11 43

Source Jobs For the Future Employer Surveys - Missouri, Colorado, Indiana, Mississippi
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Sources

Colorado Department of Labor and Employment & U. S. nvpartment of Labor, Bureau of
Libor Statistics, Colorado ES-202, Employment and Wages (miscellaneous data files, 1982 -
1988).

Jobs for Colorado's Futwe, Education and Training IN the Colorado Economy (Fall 1989); Jobs
for Missouri's Futum, Education and Training in the Missouri Economy (Spring 1990); Jobs for
Indiana's Future, Education and Training in the Indiana Economy (Spring 1989).

Missouri Department of Labor and Industrial Relations, Division of Employment Security &
U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Missouri ES-202, 1988 Employment
and Wages Uuly 1989).

U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Mississippi ES-202, Employment and
Wages (miscellaneous data files, 1980 - 1987).
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ME JFF WORKER SURVEYS

Jobs for the Future also conducted employee surveys in two states, Colorado and Missouri.
The employee surveys served three main purposes. Rrst, the surveys indicated workers' gen-
eral attitudes about work and the future. Second, they provided an overview of workers' atti-
tudes, experiences, and the obstacles they perceive to work-Telated education and training.
Third, they provided a profile of workers in each state by gender, race, income, education, re-
gion, and company size. Surveys were 710t undertaken in oeveral stiles due to budget and client
preferences. Colorado and Missouri are a good avss-ledion of the Americaneconomyrepre-
senting a diverse array of occupations and industries. And there are significant differences in
worker experience and attitudes between them.

The worker surveys indicate that most workers recognize they am in the midst of major eco-
nomic change, and that they and their state face many challenges regarding work and the
workplace. Many, but not all, workers are ready to address tnese challenges. Policy implica-
tions for how to improve the delivery of work-related training in both states emerged from
workers' responses. Based on the survey results, JFF recommended ways to restructure and im-
prove existing education and training efforts in each state.

JFF wrote detailed reports on the findings and policy implications from each worker survey.
The following section highlights the similarities and contrasts between the Colorado and
Missouri employee surveys. The section is organized into four parts: (a) methodology; (b) atti-
tudes about work and ..,Ne future; (c) attitudes, experiences, and obstacles regarding work-re-
lated learning; and, (d) a profile of Colorado and Missouri workers.

Methodology

The employee surveys in each state were conducted by telephone and dorepresent a scien-
tific sample. The survey participants, half women and half men, selected through random
digit dialing, were all at least eighteen years of age and were employed either full-time (82
percent of respondents) or half-time (18 percent of respondents).

Phone interviews in Colorado were conducted by Talmey Research and Associates during
June of 1989. Missouri interviews were conducted by Mies Market Research during January of
1990.

The survey instrument was designed by IFF in consultation with Steven Soldz, a clinical
psychologist associated with the Harvard University School of Medicine, and Paul Talmey, of
Talmey Research and Strategy, Inc., (Boulder, CO). Survey statistics were analyzed for Jobs for
the Future, Inc., by Steven Soldz. The survey has a sampling error of plus or minus four percent-
age points.
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A Profile of Missouri and Colorado Workers

In both states, responses to the worker survey were gmuped into three clusters representing
several general attitude factors. Ouster analysis is a atatistical technique that fonns a small
number of subgroups (dusters) of individuals based on similarities in (reponses to a met of vari-
ables. In both states, workers fell into one of three dusters based on thefr responses to the sur-
vey. In Colorado, the three dusters included workers who we termed "the satisfied'; 'the secu-
rity consdous'; and 'the disenchanted'. In Missouri, the three dusters were 'the satisfied%
workers who were not affected by recent tedeology; and `the technologically threatened'. The
differences in dusters between the two states reflect the variation in worker responses in each
state.

The Colorado Clusters

The Satisfied. These people (about 46 percent of respondents, see Figure One) are the
most highly satisfied with their jobs and are least concerned about job security. They
perceive the fewest obstacles to receiving training and are the least likely to report
that they don't need Miningyet they are also getting much of the training they feel
they need or want.

The Security Conscious. These workers (about 30 percent of the sample) are the least
satisfied with their jobs and are most concerned about job security. They are the most
likely to advocate state and corporate intervention to increase trainirg. These people
are in the middle in terms of perceiving obstacles to training and feeling negative about
training programs.

The 'Security

Figure One

Colorado Worker 'Clusters'

woo-

ed' (25%)

Source: Jobs for the Future Worker Survey: Colorado, Stephen Soldz
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The Disenchanted. This poup (about 24 percent of respondents) is somewhat less moti-
vated to obtain training. They are much more likely to view training as simply too dif-
ficult to obtainfor instance, that training costs too much money and takes too much
time and energy. They are more likely to believe that they would attend training only
if their employer required it.

The Missouri Clusters

Satisfied with Work. This group, about 25 percent of the sample, is the most satisfied
with their jobs (see Figure Two). They are by far the lowest in tenns of valuing job secu-
rity and job training, probably because they don't feel threatened by technology or
workplace change. They are more likely to receive as much training as needed or de-
sired, and perceive the fewest obstacles to getting the training they want. In general,
this group is the most positive on attitude questions.

Not Affected by Recent Technology. This group, about 43 percent of the sample, tends to
be intermediate between Clusters 1 and 3 on most characteristics. Perhaps the most no-
table fact about them is that they are much less likely to have been affected by techno-
logical change than the other two groups. They appear to have a desire for more train-
ing, but are more likely than the first group to have to secure this training for them-
selves rather than have it provided by the employer.

Figure Two

Missouri Worker 'Clusters'

The 'Threatened'

naffected` (43%)

The Satisfi

Source: Jobs for the Future Worker survey: Missouri, Stephen Soldz

Technologically Threatened. The most notable characteristic of this group, which
makes up about 32 percent of the respondent sample, is that they feel that their jobs are
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threatened by recent technology, while feeling that tedurology has also reduced job
opportunities. Perhaps not surprisingly, this group strongly values job security. They
tend to be the most dissatisfied with their jobs. This group valuers trainin& but is the
least likely to get needed training five employers and is the most likely group to per-
ceive the cost of training as a major obstsde. These workers are the most cynical of the
groups on virtually evay quesdon.

Comparing Colorado and Missouri Workers

A much higher proportion of Colorado workers are satisfied with their Jobs that+, Missouri
workers.

Significantly more Colorado workers are satisfied with their current status in the labor
market than Missouri workers. In each state, 'the satisfied" duster consisted of those workers
who are the most sstisfied with their job and are the least concerned about job security and
training. Workers who fall into this cluster are mere likely than other workers to receive as
much training as they need or desire; they also perceive the fewest obstacles to training. In
Colorado, 46 percent of workers surveyed fell into this cluster whereas only 25 percent of
Missouri workers did. In both states, workers who fell into this category were more likely to
work in professional and managerial oaupations.

Missouri workers feel more threatened by recent technological developments than Colorado
workers.

Fully one-third of Missouri workers believe their jobs are threatened by recent technology.
This group, the "technologically threatened° are the most concerned of all Missouri workers
about job security. This group values training, but is the least likely to get needed training from
employers and is the most likely group to perceive the cost of training as a major obstacle. This
group tends to be the most dissatisfied with their jobs overall. Workers who fall into this
group are more likely to have earned a high school dipbma than a college degree and are more
likely to work in blue-collar occupations than rvfessional or managerial occupations.

Security conscious workers ix Colorado have a more pro-active attitude toward education and
trainiAg than security conscious workers ix Missouri.

In Colorado, approximately 30 percent of workers fell into the "security conscious' cluster.
These workers are the most concerned about job security; they are at high risk for job loss and are
often stuck and bored in their present positions. However, these workers are enthusiastic about
education and training. They are the most likely to advocate state and corporate intervention
to increase training and 80 percent of them believe their employers should offer more education
and training than they do. This group appears to form a natural constituency for job training
programs. They give the impression that they would pursue education and training opportuni-
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ties vigorously if they see a direct tenefit between education and training and a promotion, a
raise, or increased job security.

In both states, workers who ere the least satisfied with their jobs mid employers receive the
least easeation and training and perceire the greatest obstacles to obtaining additional educa-
tion and trebling.

In both states, those workers who were the least satisfied with their Jobs were also the least
likely of all workers to receive training and the most likely to perceive obstacles to further ed-
ucation and training. In Colorado, 'the disenchanted view training as simply difficult to ob-
tain; they feel that training costs too much money and takes too much time and energy. Nearly
one percent of all "disenchanted" Colorado workers said that education and training costs too
much money. Similarly, in Missouri, approximately 70 percent of the "technologically threat-
ened" duster reported that cost was an obstacle to receiving additional education and training.
In both states, workers who fell into these two categories felt that they, not their employers,
would have to pay for any future job-related learning they received.

Attitudes About Work and the Future
On first glance, workers in Colorado and Missouri appear satisfied with their jobs and employ-
ers; beneath the surface, however, workers' concerns anew.

When asked if they are satisfied with their job and employer, the majority of employees in
both states said they are. Over 80 percent of workers in each state report that they feel they
work for a good company; that they are satisfied with their jobs; that they are satisfied with
the work that they do in their jobs; and that they believe they will be better off financially in
five years. These findings are in direct contrast with the findings of the cluster analysis which
shows that only half of Colorado workers and only one-quarter of Missouri workers are satis-
fied with their cnrrent job status. This discrepancy stems from the survey methodology.

Based on a series of questions related to job satisfaction including questions regarding mental
sfimulation, opportunities for advancement, and training, etc.. JFF determined that only half
of all Colorado workers and one-fourth of Missouri workers fall into a worker duster that can
accurately be described as 'satisfied.° When probed, many workers may reveal dissatisfaction

h their 01) status that goes undetected when they simply respond to a yes or no questions re-
g ding job satisfaction. Hence, workes` initial responses to survey questions regarding job and
fimployee satisfaction may not accurately portray their true ieelings or siturcion.

This type of inconsistency shows up again when workers were asked to di:Puss their co-
workers; in general, workers in both states appear to be less optimistic of their co-workers' situ-
ation than their own. In both stem, tnose surveyed were !els certain that their co-workers do
their jobs well and have the opportunity to advance and be promoted than they do. In addi-
tion, worke. in both states were apt to believt ihat the majority af workers at their place of
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employment were overqualified for and bored with their job. There responses do not correspond
to the finding that approdmately BO percent a workers we satisfied with their ob status.

Colorado and Missouri walkers face similar woriforve challesiges.

Nearly two-thirds of those surveyed in both states feel technology has greatly af-
fected their jobs over the last few yean.

Approximately 90 percent of workers in both states fed that jobs today require a lot
more training and education than just a few years ago.

Three quarters of workers in both states believe pride in one's work has been deaeasing
over the past few years.

Approximately 40 percent of workers in both states believe the people where they
work are bored with their jobs. Approximately the same proportion believe that ma: y
people where they work have far more education, experience, and ability than their
job requires.

Apprmdmatcly 70 percent of workers feel that it takes a person who has just lost a job 6
months or more to find a job as good or better.

In this period of economic change, workers in both states place a high value on security.

Consistent with the findings of the cluster analysis, approximately half of all workers
surveyed in each state say that job security is more important than the opportunity for ad-
vancement on the job. Approximately half of all workers also report that they would like to
work for the same employer over the course of their career--either doing the same type of work
or doing different work.

In both states, having a good salary, medical benefits, and job security were the mo-it impor-
tant attributes in defining a good job. Other job characteristics such as opportunity for advance-
ment, flexible work hours, job training, and child care, which are often viewed as being men-
tial to workers, ranked much lower.

The majority of workers in both states are committed to the work ethic.

Seventy-one percent of Missourians and 65 percent of Coloradans report that they are com-
mitted to both their job and their employer. Only 5 parent of Missouri waken and 7 percent of
Colorado workers say they do not feel a deep commitment either to their work or their em-
ployer. In both states, &proximately three-quarters of those surveyed feel that it is worth be-
ing paid a "bit less" in a job if the job allows you to loan new things.
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Attitudes, Obstac1e:6, and Experiences Regarding Woric-Rebted Learning

All workers believe that trot:tin sled education an needed to kee p p at today's economy,
but Colorado workers Cie Care receptive to the idea of oilman= and treinisrs that Missouri
workers. The survey data revealed somewhat different attitudes regarding work-related
learning among Colorado and Missouri workers. In general, Colorado workers are more recep-
tive to the idea of receiving job, career, ez employment related training or education in the fu-
ture than Missouri workers. Colorado workers are more likely tban Minouri workera to think
training is important for new job opportunities; they are more willing to foot the bill for their
own training; and they are more likely to pursue educadon and training on their own time.

While 77 percent of Colorado workers report that they would like some form of job-related
training in the future, only 63 percent of Missouri workers felt this way. Of those workers who
have not received any training in the past five years, TO percent of Coloradans wanted to re-
ceive training whc..eas only 53 percent of Missourians did.

Similarly, more Colorado workers than Missouri workers believe they will need addi-
tional training Or education in the next few years just to keep the job they have now. Forty-
three percent of Colorado workers feel they will need education and training in the future to
keep their current job compared to 35 percent of Missouri workers. In addition, more Colorado
workers believe that they will have opportunities to use what they learn in job training.

In both states roughly one quarter of all workeis felt they needed more training in reading,
writing, and arithmetic to do their current job better.

More Colorado workers have had experiences with education and training than Missouri work-
ers,

Close to 80 percent of Colorado workers say that they have had some experience with
training compared to 68 percent of Missouri workers which may explain their more positive at-
titude towards future training. In both states, most workers had received training through
trade or professional groups. Four year colleges and universities, community and technical col-
leges, and local community organizations were also institutions through which many workers
have received training (see Table One).

In both states, four year colleges and universities were considered "extremely useful" for
training purposes by the highest proportion of workers.

Among those workers who want some form of job or employment-related training in the future,
the most desired form of training is busixess courses.

In both states, workers who would like to receive additional training mentioned business
courses most often as their desired form of training. Business courses were followed by college,
computer training, technical training, and health and nursing trainirg (sce Table Two).
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Table (Me

Use of Training Resource) for Work-Related Training

Schooltorganization Missouri Colorado

Trade/psofessional group 47% 49%
4-year college/university 31 41
Community/technkal college 34 32
Local community organization 23 25
Public school adult education 20 19
Private trade school 9 12
Chamber of Commerce 3 8
Labor organization 6 6

Spurt* jobs For the Future Worker Surveys - Missouri and Colorado

Table Two
Desired Forms of Training

Training Area Missouri Colorado

Business courses 16% 22%
College 13 17
Computer training 24 14
Health/nursing 7 11

Technical training 14 10
Arts 1 3
La w 2 3
Science 2 2
MBA 6 1

Source: jobs for the Future Worker Surveys, Missouri and
Colorado

Mary workers feel new job opportunities will requfiee additional training.

More Colorado workers (73 percent) than Missouri workers (60 percent) believe that in the
next few years there will be a job they would like to hove and can get under the right circum-
stances. In both states, however, 70 percent of those who believe this way also feel that they
will need some sort of additional training to get that 'ob.
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The majority of workers in both states silky that the primary reason they attended their
most recent training seminar or class was to perform their current job better. However, approd-
mately 20 percent of these workers mid they took their moat recent (muse to advance their ca-
reer or Increase their job opportunities.

Workers prefer certain iiwthods of work-related teaming over others wed tend to pirfer more
formal methods that are used kir Nu by employers.

Formal education and training at the work place is the most popular form of work-related
learning among both Colorado ancl Missouri workers. FUlly 80 percent of workers in both states
said that formal programs at work are a good or excellent methol for learning (see Table
Three).

Many workers feel new job opportintities will require additional training.

More Colorado workers (73 percent) than Missouri workers (60 percent) believe that in the
next few years there will be a job they would Iike to have and can get under the right circum-
stances. In both states, however, 70 percent of those who believe this way also feel that they
will need some sort of additional training to get that job.

More Colorado workers (73 peeeent) than Missouri workers (63 percent) reported that for-
mal programs away from work, sm._ as adult educition classes, are a good to excellent method
for learning. More Colorado workers also felt that learning from co-workers was a good to ex-
cellent method of learning. These trends may reflect Colorado workers' more proactive ap-
proach to education and training issues.

Table flute
Workenet Preferervs on Ways to Lesrn

Percentage of Makers responding "Fxoellenr or "Good"

Missouri Colorado

Informal training by supervisor 54% 48%
Learning from co-workers 60 63
Formal training at work 81 80
Form nal training outside of work 81 73

Source: Jobs for the Future Worker Surveys, Missouri and
Colorado

Based on their experiences, workers have a positive a ttitude toward training.
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Over 80 percent of workers in both states who had beat in a training course or seminar
over the past five years said that they are interested in having more job or employ-
ment-related training or courses.

Over three-quarters of workers in both states felt that their most recent training expe-
rience was extremely or moderately mild in helping them perform their current job bet-
try.

Over half of the workers in both states kit that their most current training experience
was exzemely or moderately useful to them in Laing promoted cc opening up new job op-
porttmities.

The greatest obstacle to receiving education arid teak* incorrverrient tinges and locatioru.

In both states, when workers were asked what they viewed as the greatest obstacles to edu-
cation and training, the greatest number responded to 'not offered at a convenient time or
place". The second and third greatest obstacles were the cost of training and the lack of good
programs. Other serious obstacles were lack of time and energy and lack of information about
what kinds of programs are available (see Table Four).

Table Four
Obstacles to Training

(Percentage of respondents saying "very much" or "somewhar)

Total Missouri Colorado

Not offered at a convenient time or place 54% 64%
Costs too much 49 50
Good training programs not available 40 40
No time or energy 38 33
Don't know what's available 38 30
Know what's available, but not
what to choose 33 30
Lack of child care 18 19
Lack of transportation 19 16

Sonny: Jobs For the Future Worker Surveys - Colorado and Missouri
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Sources

Jobs for Colorado's Future, Attitudes and Obstacles Concern* Work-Related Learning: A
Survey of Colorado Workers (prepared by Jobs for the Future, Inc.XFall 1989).

Jobs for Missouri's Future, Attitudes and Obstacla Concerning Work-Relatei Learning: A
Survey of Missouri Workers (prepared by Jobs for the Future, Inc.XSpring 1990).
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EMPLOYER FIELD INTERVIEWS

While quantitative analysis is invaluable for developing an understanding of h.,w em-
ployers and workers think about and react to =mon* change, numbers alone cannot capture the
essence of the challenges employers and employees face on a daily basis. To understand these
challenges, Jobs for the Future conducted field interviews in the three states of Indiana,
Colorado, and Missouri. In each state, in-depth freerviews wue conducted with managus and
employees in human resource, reduction, training, and personnel departments in firms tepre-
senting the important industrial sectors of the state. PT also conducted interviews with educa-
tors who specialized in employment and training issues.

In each state, the field work was tailored to fit the goals of the state programs. In Indiana,
the field interviews tested the interaction of manufacturers with the vocational-technical sys-
tem. In Colorado, the field work sought to capture the divergent training practices of high-
tech "branch plants" and low-tech traditional industry, and highlight "best practice" exam-
ples for other firms. In MisSOUli, the field work was narrowly geared to explore how the base of
small- and medium-sized manufacturers, particularly in rural Missouri where these firms offer
potential for growth, could improve their education and training practices. In Missouri, specific
policy options were discussed with employers as well. Due to these differences much informa-
tion from the interviews is comparable, and much is also unique to each state (see the method-
ology section at beginning of this chapter).

In general, the field interviews fleshed out many of the findings from the employ er and
worker surveys in qualitative terms, and provided PT with a more comprehensive picture of
the ways employers, workers, and educators think about economic development and workforce
issues. Findings and policy implications that emerged from the fieldwork have informed many
of the recommendations made in the state action plans.

The following section highlights findings from the JFF fielework in Indiana, Colorado, and
Missouri.

Field Work Methodology

Fin, Selection. Drawing on Department of Economic Development data for each SDA in the
three states, JFF conducted regional industrial analyses. The regional industrial analyses
helped JFF identify the key industries in the major geographic regions of each state. Based on
this information, JFF determined which industries to target in the interview process. IFF used
the Harris Directory of Manufacturers and the Harris Industrial Directory for each state to
identify and contact specific firms.

The sampling of firms varied by state according to JFF's research focus in each state. In
Indiana, JFF was primarily interested in manufacturing firms; in Coiorado, JFF selected a cross-
section of large branch plants and traditional manufacturers; and in MisscAni, IFF focused on the
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potential of small- and medium-sized manufacturing firms that constituted a grow* sector in
several parts of the state.

The Interview Process. The object of the field interviews varied according to jFF's research
goals in each state. In Indiana, JFF explored the relationship between the vocational edination
system and employers' training needs in depth; in Colorado, JFF mplored the training practices
of the largest employers in the state's most vital industries; and in Missouri. IFF tested various
education and training public policy options with employers in the state's manufacturing seVor.

JFF scheduled interviews with two or three individuals at each firm to capture the views
of management as well as workers. Interviews lasted appradmately one hour and wee often
supplemented by a tour of the firm. Interviews were conducted and written up by JFF staff.

Separate field interview guides were designed for each state in accordance with JFF's
research objectives in each state. Each interviewer followed the interview guide as closely as
possible to enable systematic comparison across firms.

Colorado Field Work

The majority of Colorado interviews were conducted at large manufacturing firms. Five of
the eleven manufacturing interviews took place at large multi-national high-tech firms lo-
cated or headquartered in Colorado. These firms were chosen because of their status as one of
the largest employers in the state; their importance in defining the state's core industrial pro-
file; their leading role in the national economy in confronting global competition and technolog-
ical change; and their leadership in integrating competitive strategies with business organiza-
tion, physical capital, and human resources.

The additional manufacturing interviews took place at two nigh-tech firmsone matur?
steel industry and three food processing plants. These firms represer ted medium to large em-
ployers located outside the major urban areas of the state. They sl.io represented the diverse
cross section of firms which characterize Colorado's manufacturing sector. The seven non-manu-
facturing firms interviewed were selected on the basis of the need to achieve a representative
balance of Colorado employers and industries-

The Colorado interview guide was organized into five sections: (1) firm profile; (2) occupa-
tional and skill profile; (3) education and training provision; (4) training and organizational
strategy; and (5) links to education providers. The interviews demonstrate that firms of all
sizes in various sectors of the economy face difficult labor force challenges at both the low and
high ends of the occupational spectrum.

)FF conducted one round of extensive employer interviess in Colorado in August, 1989. The
Jobs for Colorado's Future interviews were conducted with managers and employees in human
resource, production, training, and personnel departments in firms across the state, in order to
document the ways innovative Colorado firms are coping with the dynamics of a rapidly
changing labor market. The results of the interviews demonstrate the variety of ways
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Colorado firms are integrating human resource investments with corporate and organizational
strategies. They also reveal the lagging human investment practices of several traditional in-
dustry employees.

Employers' Workforce Challenges and Education and Training Practices

The performance of the semi-skilled workforce is particularly problematic for many Colorado
companies. Many firms complain that their semi-Allied workers lack basic workplace skills
such as reading, communication, and peoblem solving. Firms also complain that turnover among
semi-skilled employees is extremely high, making investments in basic skills training imprac-
tical.

Colorado's large high-tech companies face stiff competWon for high-skill employees. Many
high-tech companies experience difficulty recruiting qualified professional workersespe-
cially qualified female and minority engineers. This shortage has led many high-tech compa-
nies to conduct nation wide employee searches.

The formal and informal mechanisms a company has in plate to deal with workplace chal-
lenges vary considerably by firm size, industrial sector, and technological sophistication. Our
conversations with employers across the state indicate that these three factors, more than any
others, appear to determine the scope of training within a company, as well as the resources al-
located to human resource development. In general, large firms and firms with innovative pro-
duction processes have the most elaborate education and training systems. This finding con-
firms information on firm size and innovation from the employer surveys.

The higher proportion of professional employees a company has, the more likely they are to
invest in all segments of the labor force. JFF discovered that firms with a high proportion of
professional workers provide more training to all workers than firms with predominantly semi-
skilled workers.

Training programs within companies are stratified along occupational lines. Both the amount
and kind of training an employee receives through a company is tied to occupational status.
Several of the firms interviewed had two separate training tracks within a single education
and training department: one for professional and managerial employees, and one for sldlled
and semi-skilled employees.

Factories of the Future: Colorado High-Vech Manufacturing

TIFF interviewed many of Colorado's largest end most innovative high-tech manufacturing
firms. Operating in increasirsgly competitive international markets, the state's largest and
most technologically advanced manufacturing companies are flattening their management
structures and reorganizing social and technological workplace practices to maintain a competi-
tive edge.

9
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Interviews at the state's largest high-tech firms reveal remarkably similar practices slong
managerial, orgardutional, and training lines. Several companies in the IFF sample wee ex-
perimenting with tww forms of workplace organizstion such as quality circles and just-in-time
production schedules.

°People empowerment: "tutal quality unnagement: Nodal-tech; and 'philosophy change°
are popular concepts at large, high-tech manafsctutIng firms throughout Colorado. Overall,
changes in the social and technological organisation of the workplace are increasing skill re-
quitements for workers at all levels. As intesdependence among work activities grows as a result
of reorganiution, high-tech employes need skilled, flexible walkers with the ability to com-
municate effectively and solve problems. These changes, in turn, are having a profound impact
on the way these companies view education and training.

°Education used to be the first thing to go in a budget aunch, today education is viewed as a
major strategic advantage for the company. " (Strategic planner, Storagetek) Today, engineers
as well as production workers must be proficient in new production techniques and must be able
to communicate and comprehend the changes taking place around them. Engineers must be able
to write and communicate work plans clearly, and production workers must be able to interpret
engineers' workplans and implement changes on the production line.

These changes have created demand for training in new production technologies such as
Statistical Process Control, and CAD/CAM, as well as training in effective written and oral
co riununication at the high-sIdll levels. Several firms also offer in-house English as a second
la:fgt.:Age courses for production workers experiencing difficulty understanding work plans they
receive from engineers and production managers.

Factory of the Future: ibisys

Unisys, a computer m3nufactur1ng plant in the South Front Range, is an archetype of the
"factory of the future." The Pueblo plant of 630 full time employees manufactures avionic com-
puters and devices for the Air Force and shipboard computer's for the Navy.

Company philosophy. Unisys managers characterize themselves ss "'sharp and humanistic,"
the managenwnt style as "participative," and the management philosophy as "enlightened."
Unisys managers describe the labor forf:4: as a "family° and take pride in the fact that all of
the managers know the assemblers by name. Three union drives have been launched at Unisys
by the UAW in the plant's five year historyall have failed.

Labor Font. Like many high-tech firms where skill levels have increased due to social and
technological innovation, the Unisys labor force consists primarily of high skill and semi-
skilled employees.

All high-skill employees eers, professional administrators, and managers) at Unisys
have college degrees. Most semi-skilled employees (technicians, clericals, and assemblers)
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have high school degrees, and some have technical or AA degrees from vocational schools or
community colleges.

Labor Availability. The company's greatest labor force problem stems from the lack of a labor
pool already trained in electronics assembly. High school graduates have not developed the
skills required for high-tech assembly such as reading, writing, and basic mathematics, which
means that the company always has to train entry-level workers.

Labor Quality. Literacy is the greatest workforce problem Unisys facesa significant propor-
tion of the assembly we).* force experiences difficulty nadir% work instructions, writing, and
solving simple math problems.

Education and Training. Education and Wining is a high priority at Unisys. The company is
committed to promoting employees from wiCain and encourages employees to pursue degree pro-
grams in order to move up the company ladder.

Unisys reimburses all employees in full for classes taken at outside educational institutions.
The company spent approximately $100,000 on tuition subsidies alone in 1988. In all, the com-
pany spends between $750,000 and $1,000,000 annually on education and training.

Training Department. Like many innovative firms, the company's in-house training program is
two-tiered with one track for high-skill employees and one for semi-skill employees.

In-house courses, workshops, and training sessions for managerial and professional staff are
conducted by the organizational development department.

Unisys recruits all assemblers through the local JTPA program High school graduates at-
tend a two-week training course sponsored by JTPA and Pueblo Community College which fa-
miliarizes them with assembly principles. OrK.e hired, assemblers receive an additional two
weeks of on-the-job training to become certified in soldering.

The Finance Sector: Banking in Colorado

Industrial Structure. Paralleling developments in the manufacturing sector, competitive pres-
sures in the finance industry have led many banks to implement comprehensive computer pro-
cessing systems. New products and service delivery methods provide individual banks with a
leading edge over competition and state-of-the-art technology is the key to maintaining this
edge.

In general, automation of many banking tasks has increased the skill levels required for
Lianking positions. Increasingly, employees at all levels need strong math skills. Because bank-
ing is a service industry, communication, interpenonal, and personal appearance skills are ait-
ical at both high and low ends of the occupational spectrum Lenders as well as tellers must be
able to deal graciously with customers.
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Programmers and data processors are on the front line of technological change at First
National. Computerized credit analyses developed by the bank's programmers have decreased
the time lenders spend on the sales f loans to krge businesses and middle-rnaket customers.

First National Bank of Colorado, which employs 3000 Colorado residents in 21 offices
across the state, has met these competitive pressurer .n part through an extensive education
and trainis4 program.

Education and Training. Individual employee training needs ant determined by formal job de-
scription. However, each employee undergoes an annual performance appraisal process at
which point the evaluator recommends additional sIdUs training. All officers, management,
and professional staff are required to take a minimum of one education or training course per
year to update knowledge and sharpen skills.

First National spends approximately $750,000 annually on education and training. The
majority of this budget goes to outside education and training institutions and tuition reim-
bursernent which is available to employees for work-related courses. The American Institute of
Banking in Denver is First National's primary educational source.

1n-house, development workshops, and management training seminars are split between
company and employee time. AU in-house clerical programs are held on company time, how-
ever. Informal training by supervisors is provided for all positions in the bank.

Labor Force Characteristics. The First National labor force is approximately 35 percent high-
skill employees, 50 percent semi-sIdU employees, and 15 percent low-skill employees. All loan
officers at the bank are college graduates with some accounting and math background.
Computer programmers need developed math, logic, and analytic :kills. Semi-skilled employ-
ees need math, reading, and spelling skills. A high school diploma is required for all bank jobs
excluding cafeteria work. Seventy percent of the bank's employees are women and twenty-two
percent are minorities.

Colorado Health care: Rose Medical Center

Industrial Structure. Technological advances are restructuring the nature of jobs in the nation's
health '.9re induftry. While health care facilities have always depended on a highly skilled
labor force to deliver medical services to clients, the nature of many health care jobs is chang-
ing due to the current shortage of nurses and therapists throughout the nation. The health care
shortage Is generating increased interest in cross training and broadening the training and jab
design of health technicians where appropriate. As in the manufacturing end finance sectors,
these changes highlight the importance of education and training in the field of health care.

With 1600 full time employees, Rose Medical is the fourth largest hospital in the Denver
rr-oTopolitan area. Rose was recently purChased by a profit-oriented corporation. The change
in ownership has contributed to reductions in the labor force and cost containmert measures.
Rose's Vice-President of Human Resources indicated that cost containment, not technological

9 5
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change, Ws* largely responsible for the restructuring that haa occurred at Rose over the past
ciceade.

Labor Force Characteristics. Rose Medical Center's labor force is dominated by high-skill em-
ployees. All managers, supervisors, stases, therapists, and some technicians are tigh-skill and
represent 62 percent of the Center's labor force. Twenty-three percent of the labor force are
semi-skill (clerical employees and some technicians) and 16 percent are low-aldll ( all itervice
workers ).

Labor Quality. Rose struggles with labor quality problems at the low end of the occupational
*pectrumapproximately 10 percent of low-skill workers at Rose are illiterate. According to
the Vice President of Human Resources, illiteracy is usually detected in hazardous chemical
training courses.

Illiteracy is a large concern at Rose Medical Center. Approximately 10 percent of the low-
skill labor force is illiterate but low -skill workers need to read and comprehend English at the
Medical Center to administer special diets to pvtients and to use chemicals properly.

Education and Training. Rose Medical Center has a strong orientation toward education and
iraining. All members of the corporate, executive, end management staff are involved in plan-
ning and bidgeting for education. Supervisors and managers sit on the Training Development
Committee which examines different training issues. The comw.ittee is managed by the Vice
President of Human Resources.

The following goals were stated at a recent strategic planning session attended by senior
mznagement at Rose Medical Center:

Integrate human rcource issues;

Training for all Rose employees;

Determine where future workforce needs will be;

! ide scholarships in labor shortage areas; and

Foster end reinforce work-family balance.

High-skill employees receive the most training at the Medical Center. Educaticm and
training for high-skill employees takes place both in-house and out-of-house.

Many of Rose's high-skill employees attend the University of Colorado's Health Science
Center which is down the street from the Medical Center. Rose has developed an ongoing and
mutually beneficial relationship with die Univerilty; medical students and faculty from the
University serve as teaching affiliates at Rose, while many Rose emplores pursue technkal
and medical degrees at the Health Science Center.

Medium- and low-skill workers receive in-house training. Clerical employees receive some
formal training in professional deveit,pmeni and office automation and technollgy. Low-skill
employees receive informal supervisory and on-the job training.
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Rose spent apprordmately $300,000on eniucation and training ini968. One-third of the edu-
cation and training budget was allocated for tuition reimbursement for high-sldll employees.
This budget excludes resources allocated to managerial training and nursing education.

The Food Processing Industry

Industrial Structure. The food processing industry represents low-tech manufacturing in
Colorado's industrial landscape. Unlike high-tech manufacturing, which requires a highly
skilled labor force and large investments in research, development, and new technologies, food
processing is a lawr intensive industry which requireq very few skills. Jobs for Colorado's
Future interviewed three firms in the food processing industrytwo meatpacking plants and
one tortilla factory.

Meatpacking. Colorado's beef processing plants are large employers with over 2000 employees
each. Both meatpacking plants JCF interviewed are subsidiaries of national meatpacking com-
panies.

The plants are combination slaughterhouses and fabrication plants. Cattle are slaughtered
on one floor of the factory and sent to anothcr floor for fabrication. Fabrication involves cut ting
meat into specific cuts, packaging it into vacuum-sealed bags, and boxing it for cold shipment.
Eve to ten years ago, meatpacking plants were primarily slaughterhouses that provided beef
quarters to restaurants and grocery a, s. Tc,..lay, the plants produce over 300 different types of
cut meat that are marketed under hunt reds of different store labels.

Me: car Food Products. An increase in thedemand for Mod= food proOucts has contributed to
the phenomenal growth at Candy's Tortilla factory in Pueblo. The tortilla factory has ex-
panded from a mom and pop operation of 35 employees ten years ago to a company of 370 today.
The firm produces tortillas, chips, taco Finals, salsa, and bean and cheese dip. Candy's dis-
tributes to restaurants, cafeterias, and supermarkets in the Western states. The company has
distribution centers in Colorado Springs, Denver, and Salt Lake City.

Labor Force Characteristics. Labor force characteristics and labor problems are remarkably
similar in all three food processing firms: the vast majority of jcbs in all three firms are low-
sxill; all three firms depend on the local labor market and hire low-skill workers with no Pre-
vious experience in food processing; each firm uulizes migrant workers extensively; and each
firm experiences remarkably high turnover rates among low-skill employees.

Turnover Rates. At Candy's Tortilla Factory in Pueblo, 70 percent of the labor force is low-
skill and 90 percent of the low-skill labor force is Hispanic. Between January and July of 1989,
half of the low-skill labor force at Candy's quit or was fired. Excel Meatpacking Company in
Fort Morgan, experiences 100 percent annual turnover among low-skill employees. The company
must hire 20 new low-skill employees each week in order to retain three or four that will stay
longer than three months. Similarly, Monfort, Inc. (a meatpacking factory in Greeley) rou-
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finely hires 3.5 workers for every opening in order to fill a position. Most low-akill meatpack-
ing workers leave within the first few weeks.

High hanover rates mom low-skill employees it the greatest labor force problem facing
food processing firms: esettpacidag employer: experience 100 percent turnover annually.

High turnover rates are the result of job dissatisfaction and poor working conditions. Low-
skill jobs at food processing plants are repetitive and physically strenuous. Eight and ten hour
shifts on the assembly line result in repetitive motion syndrome and injuries for many workers.

The Director of Human Resources at Candy's told JCF that production employees regularly
twist, fall down, hurt their backs, and break fingers and =Ides on the job. This factor is espe-
cially problematic for Candy's employees because the company does not provide health insur-
ance until an employee has been with the company for 18 months.

Educatior and Training. Unlike innovative firms, managerial status is not necessarily
equated with more training in food processing firms. Neither production workers nor managers
receive extensive formal training in food processing firms and the vast majority of training for
all employees is informal on-the-job training.

Meatpacking. The inherent dangers of working with knives make safety the number one
education and training priority for meatpacking firms.

All new fabrication employees at Monfort spend the first day on the job in general safety
classes. Workers are taught how to get their hands in shape for heavy lifting and repetitive
cutting motions and then put immediately onto the line. Supervisors and fellow cutters provide
on-line models and new workers gradually pkk up speed making the cuts. The company holds
regular shift and cutting line meetings to involve workers in identifying production problems
and suggesting solutions.

Excel Meatpacking Company is in the process of implementing a three-week training pro-
gram for entry level workers that involves orientation to the company and the union, a physi-
cal examination and drug test, and basic plant operations such as safety and emergency evacua-
tion Excel emphasizes safety run 1 quality precautions from the beginning. For the first week,
new fabricators are placed on the Nmezzanine" where they learn knife sharpening techniques
and practice making beef cuts.

Mexican Food Products. Production workers at Cindy's tortilla factory spend two weeks along-
side a co-worker to learn production techniques. Experienced production workers serve as train-
ers. During the two-week training period, the employees serving as trainers receive an increase
their hourly wage.
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EMPLOYERS AND EDUCATORS INTERVIEWED POR COLORADO FIELD WORK

Manufachuing

Martin Marietta, Denver

Hewlett Packard, Loveland

Storage Technology, Louisville

Unisys Corp., Pueblo

Ball Aerospace, Broomfield

CF&I Steel Corporation

Dixon Instruments, Grand Junction

Coors Ceramics, Grand Junction

Pabco Insulation, Grand Juncfion

Candy's Tortilla Factory, Pueblo

Excel] Meat Packing, Fort Morgan

Monfort, Inc., Greeley

Retail

King Soopers, Denver

City Market, Grand Junction

Finance

Colorado National Bank

Services

Rose Medical Center

Education

Dave Anderson, Dean, School of Industry and Technology and Dean, Director of Vocational
and Technical Education, Mesa State College.
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Indiana Fieldwork

WF conducted two separate rounds of field work in Indiana. The first round, conducted in
August of 1988, was a broad attempt to familiarize JFF staff with the ways employen and edu-
cators in the state think about employment and training issues gratefully. The vast majority of
finn interviews were conducted with manufacturing firms due to Indiana's historic reliance on
manufacturing employment. Educator intenfiews were conducted with the disectors and deans
of vocational and technical education at Indiana and Purdue Universities and with directors of
secondary vocational-technical schools.

The second round of field interviews, conducted in Febnury of 1989, consisted of a series of
focus groups with workers, and in4epth interviews with selected supervisors and human re-
source managers in martufacturing, finance, and health senaces. These interviews provided the
qualitative foundafion for a report on occupational analysis that IFF conducted for the Indiana
Commission on Vocational and Technical Education (ICVTE). This report provided ICVTE
with: (1) information on changing occupational skill requirements in the Indiana economy; (2)
recommendations on how to perform useful occupational analysis; and (3) detailed analysis of
occupations critical to Indiana's manufacturing and health service sectors Lacluding first-line
supervisors and registered nurses, licensed practical nurses, and health tedtnologists.

Jobs for the FUture's work in Indiana was sponsored, in part, by the Indiana Commission on
Vocational and Technical Education. As such, a large component of JFF's work in the state re-
volved around analyzing employer and employee needs and practices and developing informa-
tion on the changing skill requirements in industries pivotal to Indiana's future. This informa-
tion, gained in large part through field work, was necessary for thinking about how to
strengthen the vocational learning system of the state.

Employers' Views on Critical Occupations and Changing Skill Requirements
in the Indiana Economy

Indiana employers cited managers, engineen, and operators as the most "oriticar occupations.
Employers in manufacturing firms across the state agreed that these three occupations were the
most critical to smooth operation. This set of occupations is consistent with the set idenfified
as Ncriticar by educators, though vocational educators are not in the business of educating man-
agers.

Employers don't feel workers understand how the economy is changing. Several employers felt
that workers don't understand recent changes in jobs. They also felt that job losses wese a result
of structural change rather than cyclical change. Employers suggested that this lack of under-
standing contributes to infledble attitudes on the part of workers.

Indiana employers want technical workers with strong interpersonal and problem-solving
skills. Technical prowess is paramount in skilled manufacturing occupations; however, many
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employers noted that without conununication and interpersonal skills, technicians and engi-
neers would not be able to cervince line worker; that their ideas should be implemented.

Indiana employers want adaptable workns but feel many waters me resistant to change.
Several employers said that workers' lack of adaptability inhibits company productivity.
Many employees resist taldng on new reeponsibilities that would contribute to more flmdble
production and teamwork. One human resource director said the largest personnel problem she
faced was not being able to move her first-line supervisors to different locations in the plant.

Lack of basic skills le a serious problem in sem.kkilled manufacturhs implicate. One human
resource director estimated that 25 percent of her canpanys operators have below a sixth grade
reading level and that 50 percent have below a sixth grade math leveL This lack of basic
kills in the workplace makes it difficult to implement quality control.

Indiana employers don't feel the high school system adequately prepares young people for the
work place. All the employers interviewed felt the high schools were inadequate; one person-
nel manager gave the system a D-, while others said that high schools failed to teach human
skills of communications and interpersonal relations. By contrast, the Indiana Vmational and
Technical College System (Ivy Tech) received more favorable reviews with an average grade
of B.

Educators' Views on Critical Occupations and Changing Skill Requirements
in the Indiana Economy

Educators see their greatest challenge to be convindng students of the importance of higher edu-
cation. Because the Indiana economy has revolved around high-paying manufacturing jobs that
do not require higher education, residents of the state have come to expect that a high school
education will serve them well. Educators stressed the need to convey to students that today's
manufacturing jobs require greater education levels than those of past decades.

There is a tension among educators regarding the role of vocational educationsome educators
gave job specific skills top priority while others gave general education top priority. The vast
majority of educators cited "prepare people for employment' as their primary goal. However.
many educators recognized that narrow vocationalism will not serve studenb in the long run.
Vocational school and Ivy Tech directors stressed the importance of teaching students to think
critically, to communicate effectively, azd to deal with change. University educators sug-
gested that the vocational system and Ivy Tech were too focused on job-specific skills.

Vocational educators feel that manufacturhig occupations, particularly computer-based occupa-
tions, are the most critical to the future of the state's economy. Vocational educators were well
aware that the inaease in automated production processes has meant that most manufacturing
workers need to develop some level of technical sophistication in their jobs. Ivy Tech represen-
tatives told JFF that the programs most in demand were in electronics and computer assisted
manufacturing.
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Very few formal channels exist for communication between educators and employas in the
state. When asked how they decide what programs to offer, almost all educed:ors mentioned
some sort of 'advisory board" that included local employers, but few educators specified other
formal mechanisms for obtaining employer input into the curdculum development process.
Several educators expressed a deske for mote communication with employers. Of the educa-
tional instftutions interviewed, Ivy Tech appeared to be the most responsive to employers' de-
mands.

Some, but not all educators anticipate changes in program aaniculum because of economic
change. Several educational institutions admitted that curriculum change is slowed by red
tape and resource lineation. Others said that they have broadened their curriculum to place
more emphasis on basic skills, computer, and nursing programs.

jobs for Indiana's Future Occupational Analyses and Recommendations to the
Indiana Commission on Vocational and Technical Education

Field interviews with employers and employees were a critical component in JTP's recom-
mendations to the ICVTE regarding appropriate strategies for occupational analysis. Field in-
terviews and review of the state's economy with knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of
various approaches to occupational analysis served as the basis of six recommendadons JFF pre-
sented to ttm. ICVTE regarding occupational analysis.

In particular, the Indiana field interviews helped JFF identify occupations at the "stress
points° of the economythose jobs in which new requirements are the most dramatic, or where
the occupation is central to the continued competitiveness of the firm. Thmugh field work, JFF
Wentified first-line supervisors as a critical occupation in manufacturing, and registered nurses,
licensed practical nurses, and medical technicians as critical occupations in the health care in-
dustry. JFF conducted detailed analyses of these occupations for the ICVTE to demonstrate the
utility of both quantitative and qualitative methods in occupational analysis. To give an ex-
ample of how such an enalysis may result in focusing on diffetent occupations than a more tradi-
donal approach might identify, JFF used these criteria to identify the 10 top-ranking occupa-
tions of concern for the ICVTE. They are:

middle managers;

first-line supervisors;

sales agents;

manufacturing engineers;

mechanics;

techni cians;

tool and die makers;
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machinists;

legistered nurses;

licensed practical nurses;

health teclmologists; and

clerical and administrative support.

In comparison, reviewing the IDETS 1990 occupational keecast (1985 update) for occupations
projected to have the highest demand-4n volumewould have resulted in Usti% computer op-
eratives, registered nurses, therapists, health technicians, technologists, dental hygienists,
drafters, computer programmers, cashiers, secretaries, receptionists, machine tool operators'
tyuck drivers, and science technologists. The Hudson Insiitute, in its report Indiana's Vocational
Education System listed food service, health services, personal services, marketing, blue collar
production workers, clerical occupations, and technicians as the primioy occupations of voca-
tional content. Occupations such as therapists (not strategically important to key industries)
and food service workers (not particularly training intensive) do not rank on JFF's list as occupa-
tions central to the ICVTE's near-term focus.

EMPLOYERS AND EDUCATORS INTERVIEWED FOR INDIANA FIELD WORK

Potter and Brumfield, Princeton

Bristol-Myers, U.S. Pharmaceutical and Nutritional Group, Evansville
Chrysler, Kokomo

Eli LillyChernicals Manufacturer, Lafayette

Allison (a subsidiary of General Motors), Kokomo

Electric Data Systems Corp. EDS, Indianapolis

Cummins EnginEs, Columbus

Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NIPXO), Hammond

Education

Kent Eskridge, Vocational Diirector, Evansville/Vanderburgh School Corporation

Dr. Bill Spence, Dean of Occupational Education, Vincennes University

Dr. Victor Baldi, Vice-President, Ivy Tech, Evansville

Phil Nine, Director, Purdue University Statewide Technology, IUPUI, Columbus

Paul Bippen, Director IUPUI, Columbus

Ed Brown, Director Vocational Services, Ivy Tech, Lafayette

Jim Hickson, Central High Vocational School, Greenwood
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FEBRUARY 1969

blanufadming

Dela) lectronics, Kokomo

Financial Services

Lafayette Life Insurance, lAfayette

First Federal Savings and Wan, Lafayette

Bank One, lAfayette

Health Services

Focus Group on Allied Health Occupationshuman resource representatives from
Methodist Hospital, St. Vincent's Hospital, Indiana University Medical Center,
Indianapolis

Elizabeth Hospital, Lafayette

Wabash Valley Hospital

Arnett Clinic, Lafayette

School of Nursing, Purdue University

Education

Ivy Tech: Ken Martin, Interim Dean of Regional Operations, De.an of Instructdonal
Operations

Rilyn Gipson, Director, Employment and Training Consortium

Neal Pedro, Director, Upper Wabash Vocational School
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Missouri Field Work

JFF conducted one round of extensive employer interviews in Missouri in Februaly of 1074).
The central purpose of the Miuouri field interviews was to test a number of different ptil,*4 -

policy options for improving education and training efforts of tie public and private secWrs.
JMF sought employers' reactions to innovative education end training idetu such as work-based
learning, the use of regional employment and training coordinators, and regional em-
ployer/education consortia. In particular, JMF taigeted small- to medium-sized manufacturers
who were viewed by ITT and the IMFadvisory board as the prime audience for enhanced work-
force preparation initiatives.

Missouri has a good mix of traditional manufacturers who potentially could serve as a
growth sectorparticularly in rural parts of the state. JMF incorporated the more general
training concerns of large-scale manufacturers in a series of regional Congiessesincluding St.
Louis and Kansas City. Employers' reactions to various policy proposals served as the basis for
several discussions of Jobs for Missouri's Future Advisory Board regarding state policy options.
Discussing education and training policy issues with employers also contributed to recommenda-
tions made in Human Investment in Missouri, a report written for the Missouri Office of Job
Development and Training by Jobs for the Future.

The Missouri interview guide was organized into five sections: (1) firm background; (2) pro-
file of the workforce; (3) the changing nature of Missouri's workforce; (4) education and train-
in.g; and (5) evaluation of the current public education and training system.

The public policy innovations tested through the field interviews came under section five of
the interview guide. ln this section employers were asked to consider whether they would ini-
tiate or participate in certain public policy innovations to improve the quality of workers and
education and training n their region. These policy proposals were selected for testing based on
Wrs tesearch of the education and training system in Missouri:

Work-based Learning. The idea behind work-based learning is to provide non-college bound
youth with exposure to the workplace and to begin developing skills that would lead to a
skilled career path. Employers were asked whether they would be willing to sponsor work-
based learning programs in their firms. Participation in such a program would require employ-
ers to contract with local vocational technical schools on a regular basis for part-time workers.
Vocational-technical students who meet certain grade requirements would be eligible for the
work-based learning programs and would receive aedit for their work experience.

Regional Industrial Education and Training Coordinators. Employers were asked whether a re-
gional industrial coordinator who initiates, coordinates, and administrates employer training
needs with appropriate educational and institutional services would be useful. The idea be-
hind an industrial coordinator is to streamline the education and training system so that em-
ployers do not feel overwhelmed or uninformed regarding education and training options.
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Information would be centralized making access to education and training resources simple and
direct.

Regional Employer/Educe 3mt Consortia. Employes wee asked if they would consider partic-
ipating in regularly scheduled meetings ill their region where employers and vocational or
community came administrskus and educions meet to discuss regional employment and train-
ing needs regarding basic and tob-specific skills ?be idea behind the consortia is to coordinate
curriculum design with employers' needs to meet the needs of students, workers, enployes, and
educators more effectively.

In addition to testing policy ideas, the Misaouri field weak helped JFF gauge the extent of
skill deficiency and competency in the Missouri labor force; the extent of education and training
in the private sector; and employers attitudes toward and relationships to existing educa-
tional institutions.

Workforce Challenges Faced by Missouri Employers

Missouri employers face a severe shortage of skilled maintenance people, technicians, and me-
chanics. In conversations with employers tk-roughout the state, the lack of skilled employees
emerged as the greatest workforce problem firma face. From boat-building firms to poultry pro-
cessing plants to dairy manufacturers, the lack of skilled workers is inhibiting productivity.
Many firms are conducting statewide and beyond searches to fill their skilled positions.

Technological change is contributing to the lack of skilled labor in many Missouri firms.
Several firms with which JFF spoke described how unskilled jobs were becoming skilled jobs be-
cause of the introduction of new technologies. In poultry pnxessing, a rapidly growing industry
in Missouri, the introduction of automated deboning machinery has created demand for mechan-
ics, electrical technicians, and refrigeration technicians. But as one human resource director in a
poultry processing plant told jFF, these positions are by far the most difficult to fill.

Many employers feel that the lack of community colleges in their area exacerbates the short-
age in Allied labor. Community colleges in Missouri are clustered in the major metropolitan ar-
eas of St. Louis and Kansas City; hence, in several areas of the state, there are no community
colleges. Several employers with whom JFF spoke felt that the lack of community colleges
their area left them with an under-skilled labor force. Employers said that college-bound stu-
dents leave their home towns and the students who remain often do not complete high school.

Many employers depend on the secondary vocational tedmical system to train skilled workers.
Many employers who need worker:, trained in basic technical skills depend on their area voca-
tional-technical school for a supply of young workers with technical knowledge. Their assess-
ment of this system is a 'mixed bag." In particular, there am many strong schools, and many de-
scribed as weak or irrelevant to firms' needs. Firms that require detailed knowledge of auto-
mated production processes felt that the vocational-technical schools were not particularly
helpful with more advanced training because they do not have sophisticated enough equipment
on which to train students.
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In general, employers felt that education and trainiog programs wee haphaurd and poorly
organized and publicized. While employers wee aware of many public education and training
programa and opporttudties, many suggested that the public education and training landscape Is
confusing. Many companies don't know where kw go when they wed training that they think
they can find in the public system. In addition, the paperwork and time required to participate
in state programs and receive state funds mere an obstacle for many employe's. Employes' im-
pensions of the public education and training landscape wee also confirmed by the discuselon
DT held with educators.

Missouri employers said they don't have any problem filling low4k111, low-wage jobs.
Employers suggested there is an over-supply of low-skill workers seeking employment While
semi-skilled and skilled positions go wanting, enployers said that they receive hundreds of
applications for routine manufacturing positions such as assembler. High school dropouts in
particular seek entry-level manufacturing jobs in Missouri fimu.
Illiteracy is a major concern in manufacturing industries with high proportions of low-skill
workers. Many employers noted alarmingly high rates of illiteracy among their low-skill la-
bor force. Because many firms don't require high school diplomas or adminieter competency
tests upon hiring, the lack of basic reading and writing skills do not show up until workers are
on the ob. Several employers said illiteracy prevented workers from performing their basic job
tasks competently, while others wee concerned about workers not being able to read warning
and hazardous material signs.

Employer? Reactions to Work-based Learning Initiatives
JFF tested employers' rexee!.Ins to "apprenticeship-style" cooperative school/work learn-

ing arrangements as a mrAns of meeting their skill needs. In general, tmployers' reactions to the
idea of work-based lea-fling were mixed. While some employers felt work-based learning pro-
grams could help them develop a supply of semi-skilled and skilled workers, others felt that
high school students were simply too young and too immature to operate effectively in an indus-
trial workplace.

The lack of aldlled workers in many parts of the state made the idea of work-based learning
and apprenticeship programs very appealing to many Missouri employers. Many employers
saw work-based learning and apprenticeship programs as a way to develop future skilled
workers. Instead of having to conduct extensive searcher ior skilled employees, several en-
ployers felt that work-based learning in conjunction with school learning would generate a
qualified pool of entry-level technical workers. Employers disagreed, however, over whether
work-based learning would work best with high school or college etudents.

Several employers said they would prefer to hire part-time employees from local universities
or community colleges rather than high school students. Maturity was cited several times as a
concern in hiring workers. Several employers felt that high school students simply lacked the
maturity and responsibility to operate effectively in the workplace two or three days a week.
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Employes said they would be much more comfortable with the idea of training someone who
had already graduated from high school and had demonstrated a desire to learn and improve
his or he' skills by attending some sort of post-secondary institution.

Many employers were concerned about the liability issues involved in having teenagers in the
workplace. While many employers thought that employing high school students on a part-
time basis was a good idea, the majority of employers TR spoke with wee concerned with the
liability issues involved in having teenagers in the workplace. Several employers felt that it
would be hazardous to have high school students handling heavy machinery because they lack
maturity. One employer suggested that if the state wanted to institutionalize work-based
learning programs it should take on the liability responsibility associated with high risk
levels in manufacturing. The liability issue emerged as employers' number one concern with re-
spect to work-based learning programs.

In general, the jobs for which employes would be willing to hire high school students are not
the MIAs of jobs that would lead to career development or mastery of a creft JFF fount that
the firms that would be willing to hire students are often firms that need routine task, er-
formed. The higher technology firms that place a high value on education are less likety to
feel that students have the appropriate sVls to perform tasks. Hence, firms that might par-
ticipate in work-based learning programs might not be the best candidates for developing a
work ethic or practical skills for °good' jobs.

Many employers questioned the efficiency of work-base learning for the firm because they felt
that part-time employees are not a good investment Several employers told jFF quite frankly
that they would only consider work-based learning if the labor market became so tight that
they couldn't hire workers any other way. In general, these employers felt that the investment
the company would have to make in training a young part-time worker would simply not be
worthwhile.

Employers' Reactions to Education and Training Coordinator Initiative

In general, employers were very enthusiastic about the idea of institutionalizing a rose for
an education and training coordinator in various regions of the state. 'The idea of a single infor-
mation source for all education and training resources in a region struck employers as a much
more efficient and practical method for pursuing education and training than that which cur-
rently exists.

Through interviews, JFF discovered that a number of informal regional education end train-
ing coordinators already odsts in the state. However, each coordinator is affiliated with a
different educational institution (generally a vocational-technical school or a community col-
lege) which makes the system confusing to employers.

According to one informal coordinator affiliated with Crowdei Community College, the
state's education and training system suffers from a lark of coordination. The coordinator told
117F that four regional education and turning coordinators have been working throughout the
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state to match employers' training needs with public resources but that it is a very haphazard
and poorly organized system that employers do not utilize. Regional coordinator positions are
not institutionalized in a systematic way but emerge in different institutional settings as the
need arises.

Employers expressed a desire for a more coordinated system. In general, employe= ex-
pressed the following concerns regarding an education and training coordinator position

Employers said they would be nun likely to utilize state programs sitil apply for state cus-
tomized trebling funds if they could depend on s reliable coordinator.

IFF sensed that many employers !mew that state programs and fands existed to help them
in the &Arad but that they felt overwhelmed by the system and didn't know how to access it.
The idea of vesting all of this information in one regional coordinator was very encouraging to
many employers struggling with training issues.

Employers felt that education and training coort'inators should be independent. In general, em-
ployers felt that education and training coordinators should not be affiliated with any particu-
lar educational institution. Employers want to make sure that the coordinator is objective and
will recommend the best training resources for their needs.

Employers wanted an education and training coordinator familiar with private and public edu-
cation and training ream yes. Another reason employers reject an education and training coordi-
nators affiliated with a particular educational institution is that they want to know about
private training options as well. High-tech companies in particular do not feel that public ed-
ucation and training resources have the appropriate technologies with which to train their
workers.

Employers felt that an education and training coordinator should make quarterly visits to em-
ployers to let them know what training resources are available. All employers -vhci favored
the idea of an education and training coordinator felt that the coordinator should visit firms at
least once a quarter and meet with the human resource and trairang directors.

Employers' Reactions To Regional EmployerlEducation Consortium
Employers responded positively to the idea of meeting regularly with other employers and

education and training representatives in their region to meet common training needs.
Employers felt that regular meetings could cut costs of training for all employers and also reduce
overlap in terms of the courses and programs offered.

In general, it appeared that companies that were having difficulty meeting their training
needs were more enthusiastic about the idea of working with other employers, than companies
who were meeting their training needs through extensive in-house programs or companies who
had very few training needs because of the preponderance of low-skill jobs in their firm.
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Employers who had attended regional meetings in the put said that there was a high co.e-
gree of territorialism. Many felt one prerequisite to successful employer consortium was for em-
ployes to understand the mutual benefit of devising collective soludons to common probkais.

JFF discovered a strildne example of employes woridng together to meet common training
needs in Lebanon, Missouri. In Lebanon, the shortage of Wiled maintenme workers was so
6.;ate that employers teamed together lo develop a maintenance training program so that
companies 'wouldn't keep stealing each other's maintenance people' Human resource di-
rectors from eight firms worked with the education and training coordinator for the voca-
tional technical schools in Service Delivery 9 to seam state customized training funds for
the program. The state provided 70 percent of the funding required to get the training pro-
gram off the ground; the eight participating companies provided the additional 30%. The
courses would run through tie area vocational school and would focus on different aspects of
repair work in an industrial setting. Once the program is running smoothly, any company in
the area and any residents of the area would participate. Classes were scheduled to begin
in fall of 1990. Lebanon employers hope that this education and training innovation would
provide them with a skilled pool of maintenance workers from which to choose in the years
to come.

EMPLOYERS AND EDUCATORS INTERVIEWED FOR MISSOURI FIELD WORK (partial
list)

Paul Mueller Company, Springfield

Hudson Foods, Springfield

Zenith Corporation, Springfield

Wire Rope Co., St. Joseph

Mid-American Dairy, Springfield

Detroit Tool, Lebanon

Tracker Marine, Lebanon

Workwear Cztrp., Joplin

Alcan Cable, Sedalia

Kelsey-Hayes, Sedalia

ABB (Asea Brown Boveri, formerly Westinghouse Inc.), Jefferson City

Brown's Shoe Co., Owensville

Shirley Evans, Dean of State Fair Vocational Technical School, Sedalia

Nancy Jones, Industrial Coordinator, Crowder College, Neosho



THE JFF FOCUS GROUPS

The Purpose of Group Discussions
Croup discussionsknown to public saitude specialists as "focus groupe--are an Weal

research tool fer understanding how people think about issues. 'They provide an opportunity to
engage people in conversation and to probe beneath the surface of peopk.'s opinions and identify
underlying motivations mid assumptions. Group discussions help identify the language people
use to talk about specific topics, and how people react to various personal and policy options
regarding substantive issues. Thus, it becomes possible to understand where people "start" a
discussion on particular issues, uncover what they know and don't know about these issues,
identify their perceptions and misperceptions, and determine areas where informational and
emotional obstacles prevent them from seriously considering the issues and options for action.
Moreover, group discussions reveal how people's views change as they have the opportunity to
learn more about 4n issue, and to discuss it over time. Jobs for the Future's approtach to group
discussions throughout the -ates was to understand not only "what" people think about their
role in a changing economy, ut 'how" and "why. These types of findings are difficultif not
impossibleto obtain from public opinion surveys.

The JFF focus groups were analyzed to reveal how people talk and think about economic and
job-related issues in each state. The guideposts for this analysis were: (1) what are the points
of consensus among the group participants; (2) what are the areas or topics of discussion where
people clearly divide into grcups with different points of view; (3) what are the informational
or erxttional obstacles that prcvent people from seriously considering an issue and options for
acti on.

Group Discussion Methodology
Focus groups were conducted in different regions of Indiana, Colorado, Missouri, and

Mississippi. Participants included residents of rural, urban, and suburben areas and
agricultural, manufacturing, and service sector employees. Each group discussion omisisted of
approximately 12 people representing a cross-section of the population of each region in terms of
age, race, occipatbn, and income In each state, the focus groups were organized by a different
discussion group sponse,- JFF provided local discussion group sponsors with worksheets designed
to help them recruit the appropriate demographic mix of focus group attendees.

Each group lasted about three hours and was led by a JFF-trained moderator. In the first
half hour, focus group participants were introduced to each other and to the purpose of the focus
group itself. Following introductions, participants engaged in a two hour discussion. The group
discussion concluded with dinner and refreshments. The number of focus groups conducted varied
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somewhat by state as did tecruitment methods for focus coup participants. To respect the
privacy of focus group participarcs, all participants west ranted anonymity.

There are. of course, limitations to group discussions like focus groups. 'The research
technique is qualitative. Thus, the observations detailed in this report should not be mistaken
for findings fvom a random sample survey. They are, tedmically speaking, hypotheses that
would need to be validated by relisble quantitative methods befote being considered definitive.
The observations are, however, suggestive of how residents in each state view economic and job-
related issues.

Substance of the JFF Focus Group Discussions
In each state, focus group discussion centered around six inter-related issues: (1) the state's

overarching character; (2) the state's economy today; (3) the state's future economy; (4)
workplace terms and issues; (5) education and training; and (6) information sources. These issue
areas constituted the substance of gmup discussion in all four states.

State Character. Participants were asked to describe what makes their state unique:
how do they view the state's character; what are its strengths and weaknesses; how do
people in the state perceive regional boundaries, etc. This general information helped
'FT understand the extent to which people in isifferent states identify themselves with
particular regions, cultural-economic or political groupings, and helped JFF develop a
language with which to communicate with the natives of a state about their economic
future.

The State's Economy Today. Participants were asked to share their ideas about the
health of the state's economy today: the types of changes that are taking place; the
strengths and weaknesses of the state economy; how the economy varies by region, etc.
This information helped JFF understand people's perceptions about the economy, the
level of anxiety regarding economic change, and what information (if any) people need
in order to be more accurately informed about economic isms.

The State's Future Economy. Participants were asked to discuss their vision of the
future to probe: how optimistic (or pessimistic) are people about the state's future
economy; why people hold the views they do, etc. This intormation helped JFF
understand the degree to which people are optimisfic about the future as well as their
apprehension about the changes taking place. It also helped JFF identify the public and
private actors people believe are responsible for shaping the state's future economy.

Workplace Terms and Issues. Participants were asked to respond to terms like job
training, continuing education, critical thinking skills, communication skills, and
teamwork. Participant responses to these terms enabled JFF to understand what these
concepts mean to people (i.e. do people respond to these terms in objective or personal
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terms). Participant responses also helped PP gauge how aware people are of the need
for new and different skills as dictated by broad changes occurring in the workplace.

Education and Tribal% Participants wee asked if they fed the need to think about
and act on education and training. What &Ws do peopleconsider most important to get
and to keep good jobs? What expectations do people have about education and training
at this point in their lives? Do people need more information regarding available
education ..nd training programs? This infomtation helped 'FT understand how people
feel &bout training, who they believe needs training, and the emotional or factual
obstacles that people encounter when thinking about training te.g. training is important
"but I don't need Itn.

Trusted Information Sources. Participants were asked to identify the information
sources they trust, read, and to which they respond or listen regularly. This information
helped jfF identify the best vehicles for reaching the public on economic and workforce
issues.

Voices of the States: A Review of the Focus Group Results
Reports on the focus group discussions weie written foreach state. At the core of each report

is a detailed presentation of observations based on the six issue areas covered in each focus
group. On the basis of these observations, PT made a series of recommendations about how best
to approach economic development and workforce preparation in each state. In addition to
specific observations and recommendations, PP discerned a consistent set of themes that
characterized how residents of each state react to and think about economic development and
workforce issues. While similar themes were expressed in all group discussions, the specific
nature and texture of these themes varied according to each state's culture, history, and
economy. The following is a brief summary of the common themes ire found in group discussions
in each state.

General Themes from the Focus Group Discussions
Taking effective, broadly-supported action on economic and job-related issues requires

consideration of the general themes that characterize the way residents in each state think
about economic change and workforce issues. State themes serve as a framework for deciding
what type of action should be taken in a stste; what sort of information residents need; and how
willing residents are to act once they have information. Hence, state and regional leaders
should be aware of these themes and integrate them into plans for economic development and
workforce preparation.

Citizens of Indiana who call themselves Hoosiers are anxious about the economic changes
they see taking place around them. While they are generally optimistic about the state's
economic health, they have witnessed a rapid decline in manufacturhtg employment in recent
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years and fear the onslaught of service lobe. The growth of the service economy in the state is
threatening to many Hoosiers. They believe service Jobs are low-aldll and low-wage and don't
offer economic security. Many Hoosiets believe the middle class of the state is being 'squeezed
our by industrial restructuring. Hoosiers tecognize that the changes taking place in their
economy will require workers to develop new skills but ma- y people are resistant to the idea of
change.

Coloradans Ire more proactive than residents of other states; they possess a clear
understanding of changes in the economy and are already pushing state and regional leaders to
develop plans for economic growth based on shared values of conununity and individual
responslility. Coloradans want control over economic growth in their communities. They are
tired of large corporations that are more concerned with reaping economic benefits than
developing a healthy, diversified economy with good jobs arwl good wages; they are tired of
plans that only benefit public and private sector leaders. Coloradans want economic growth
strategies developed from the a'bottom-ur and Coloradans feel strongly that community leaders
and residents must play a role in the planning process.

Missourians are relatively passive regarding economic and workplace clung& they
recognize that changes are taking place in the economy in the abstract, but they don't have
enough specific information about these changes to interpret them with regard to their own
lives. As a result, Misscr.arians don't believe they need to prepare for or act on economic and
workplace changes until they are directly affected. Missourians are also particularly concerned
about the mismatch between Jobs and skill levels. They see workers with specific skills, such as
farmers, being put out of work and settling for jobs for which they are overqualified. The
mismatch can result in frustration and apathy according to Missourians. Despite these problems,
Missourians are optimistic about their economic future. They are hopeful that the state will
meet the economic challenges of the fu.ture successfully.

Mississippians ate frustrated by historical and cultural traditions that hold back progiess;
they feel that complacency, racism, and self-interested local leadership inhibit the state's
ability to develop its human and economic resources. Mississippians are tired of the prevailing
negative attitude concerning the state and want an upbeat approach to solving probIrms. They
believe it is time to project a positive message to themselves and to others about the state. A
key element to a new positive image I. debunking the low wage my'Li'' that has haunted the
btzte. Mississippians don't believe that the states economic future lies in more low-wage jobs.

Workplace and Education and Training Issues Raised at the Group
Discussions

In developing education and training programs in the workplace and in the public sector,
policy makers and employers need to consider the attitudes workers hold about education and
training. Residents in some states are more eager to pursue further education and training than
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residents L4 others. Programs must be designed that nrspond to people's concerns, fears, and
questions regarding the nature of new jobs and skills in their region and state.

Hoosiers generally believe that many jobs of the fait= will requite new Alb. But most
Hoosiers think about education and training in instrumental tam Most are only inteested in
education and training as a short-term hwestment; they want Pr see direct results related to
their work. In general, Hoosiers have a positive attitude toward existing education and
training programs in the state; they feel the system is worldng properly but that people need to
be encouraged to use it. Thus, education and training need to be discussed in conaete terms in
Indiana. Workers need to understand the potential benefits of education and training in tains of
their ewn career path.

Caoradans believe their fellow workers already have good skills though they admit
workers may need to improve their skills to match the jobs of the future. Many Coloradans feel
there is a surplus of educated, qualified workers in the state. Like Hoosiers, Coloradans think
of education and training in job spedfic terms. Colowdans have a positive disposition toward
educstion and training but they want to know that it will pay off. Hence, education and training
opportunities in Colorado need to be communicated in terms of jobs not in terms oi abstract
changes taking place in the economy.

Missourians believe that the current educabon system does not prepare young people to enter
the workforce, but there is little consensus on what the focus of education should be. Some people
feel schools should stress :lb-specific skills while others feel the education system should
provide students with broad basic skills. Despite the lack of consensus, participants in every
community automatically pointed to education when asked to offer solutions to the problems in
Missouri's economy. The preponderance of low-wage, low4kill jobs in the state caused many to
quesfion how education will help young adults if there aren't enough good jobs to go around.
Hence, in Missouri, a dialogue on education must be promoted so that a consensus can emerge on
what needs to be done. In addition, Missourians need more information about the benefits of job-
training, vocational education, adult education, and other ways to increase skills.

Mississippians believe that adults need better skills if the state is to capture or to create
high-wage jobs. Many question the utility of education ard training if there are not enough
good jobs for those people with skills. Mississippians believe that the future economic success
of the state lies in improving tie education of today's children. They feel that educational
progress begins when parents instill motivation in their children. Mississippians need a better
understanding of the link between education and training and the creation of more and better
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THE JFF REGIONAL CONGRESSES

Developing Consensus Through Regional Congresses
JFF spor.sored regional conferences in Colorado, Miaow:, and Mississippi to solicit the

informed opinions of community leaders fivm throughout each state on questions tegarding
economic change and development In each state, regional leaders discussed a wide range of
topics related to economic development from financing small business, to workforce skill levels,
to the quality of public education. JFF believes that making real `progress on economic and
workforce development issues in a state requires input from regional leaders in business,
government, education, and community organizations. Generating debate and building consensus
among these sectors at both l'ae state and regional level is critical for developing sustainable
plans for action. The regional congress process was vital for developing region-wide and
statewide recommendations for economic and workforce development strategies in each state.
Through the regional congress process, JFF made acre that recommendations for action in each
state represented the informed thinking of as many community leaders as possible.

The Congresses also established a constituency for change in each region, a critical
ingredient to successful implementation of JFF recommendations. For many participants, the
Congresses represented the first occasion to meet with other community leaders to discuss
common problems. Through identifying and discussing economic end workforce problems, a
consensus emerged in each region about what steps should be taken to solve these problems.
Many participants expressed a need for an ongoir .egionsl forum to foster continued discussion
of issues raised at the Congresses and to t.itablish plans for regular updates on the
implementation process.

Based on discussion group results in each congress. Jobs for the Future developed a summary
of "cross-cutting themes° for each state. These themes reflect attitudes and ideas which
consistently appeared in the Congresses.

The Regional Congress Method
Regional congresses were held throughout each state between 1989 and 1990. In Colorado

there were five regional congress sites; in Missouri and Mississippi, there were six regional
congresses. Following JFFs recommendation, the Governor of Indiana concluded his own regular
congresses after the JFF one-year program.

For all regional congresses, regions were selected by natural economic and cultural
boundaries within each state. The regional congresses in each state were designed to establish
communication between key sectors of the community SD that a consensus could be developed
among community leaders on the most critical issues facing their region. In the states where
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two or more rounds of meetings wee held (Colorado and Mississippi), the first meeting was
designed to diagnose the economic and wrickforce problems in their regices. The input from this
first set of Congresses helped JFF gauge how aware each region of a state was of economic and
workforce challenges. They also helped JFF develop a seise of the most pressing issues facing
the state overall and those problems unique to particular areas.

In each state, the first regional congress session began with a brief introductory presentation
to acquaint attendees with the preliminary findings 01 1FF on both statewide and region-
specific economic awl occupational trends. The attendees wetve then briefed on the object and
methodology of the regional ccmgresses. Following introductory remarks, attendees broke up
into groups to discuss designated topics. Facilitators were assigned to each roup to guide and
record the discussions. Each facilitator was provided with a regional congers instruction guide
prior to the Congresses. Facilitators helped participants identify the chief economic and
workforce issues they faced and discuss possiNe solutions. At the end of two one-hour discussion
sessions, participants reconvened and discussion group facilitators presented the findings and
conclusions of each group to the entire congress.

The breadth of topics covered in the first round of congresses varied according to each
states prior experience in dealing with economic and workforce development issues. In
Missouri, where a good deal of self-analysis along these lines had occurred, the congresses were
focused spedfically on workforce preparation issues. In Mississippi, where less self-evaluation
has occurred, the first round of congresses covered more general economic development issues. In
each state, the results of the first set of congresses served as the basis for final recommendations
for regional and state action.

In the second set of regional congresses, JFF presented its final research findings and
recommendations in the form of a strategic plan to congress participants. In each state, congress
participants responded to and discussed JFF's findings and recommendations and considered
whether JFFs recommendations accurately reflected the consensus that emerged in the first set
of congresses ree..--rding economic and workforce problems. Congress participants were then
asked to develop a locally responsive )iction plan based on the overall state recommendations.
In developing locally responsPie plans, participants considered how specific policy
recommendations could be implemented in their regions; what the obetacles to implementation
would be; and what help the region would need from the state to carry out implementation. As
with the first set of congresses, the range of topics in the second set of congresses varied by state
according to the specific set of recommendations made by JFF. (In Missouri, where only one
round of Regional Congresses was held, problem identification, solutions, and alternatives for
action were discussed together.)

Congress Attendance
In ail t` .t :se states, participation in the Congresses was by invitation only. The meetings

were not designed as "public forums" where the discussion wou`l be dictated by whoever
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showed up and whoever managed to talk the most. Rather, the half-day sessions were
composed of individuals selected for their leadership role in business, government, eductition,
labor or community organizeOn. Because developing consensus in each region was one of the
main objectives of the congresses, the same individuals were invited to participate in both
congresses.

Results From The Colorado Regional Congresses
The Colorado cengresses were co-sponsored by seleciftl regional spawn including US West

Communications, Public Service Company, and the Community College and Occupational
Education System. Workshop sponsors invited participants based on their knowledge and
experience of economic and workforce issues. Attendance ranged horn 18 to 42 participants in
each congress.

Methodology
Session One

The Colorado Congresses were tightly structured to elicit the most comprehensive view of
the workforce in each region and to provide all participants a chance to voice their concerns and
ideas. Partidpants were divided into four groups by sector: private, public, education, and non-
profit. Each group worked through vety specific worksheets which ssked questions relating to
the economy, the workforce, and the learning system of the region. The worksheets were
designed for two main purposes: first, to help jobs for Colorado's Future undestand more about
workforce issues in each regional economy and the resources needed to help make local
workforces more competitive; and second, to help local leaders identify and analyze ways to
improve and to strengthen the workforce in their area.

After each sector completed their respective worksheets, all participants reconvened. The
facilitator for each sector briefly summarized the worksheet results of each sector to the entire
congres&

Session Two

In the second round of Congresses, JCF presented preliminary statewide research findings
and recommendations. Congress participants were divided into discussion groups that
responded to the statewide recommendations and developed frameworks for local action.
Participants worked through four worksheets to accomplish these two goals. The first set of
worksheets, which related to statewide goals, asked partidpants to determine the usefulness
of statewide workforce initiatives and to rank priorities. The second set of worksheets were
related to local goals and asked participants to determine local priorities and develop local
initiatives. (See technical assistance products section.)
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After the worksheets were completed, discussion groups pdoritized local initiadves by
vote. After discussion group votes, the entire congress reconvened to decide which three
activities the regions thould pursue.

Session rem

In session three, JCF resented the findings and recommendations of A CC to Action, The
Jobs for Colorado's Put= Action Plan to congress partidpants who responded' to the findings
and recommendations and developed locally responsin action plans. Participants considered
how the recommendations of the Action Plan could be implemented in their communities and
what kind of help they would need for successful implementation.

Cross-Cutting Themes At The Colorado Regional Congresses
General Themes
Economic Outlook

Coloradans are concerned over the loss of middle-income jobs. As the economy continues to
diverge in Colorado, the differences between those people making a good living and those
struggling to survive has been exacerbated. Workshop participants believed this trend would
continue without intervention.

Growth in the tourist industry and low-wage service sector place strain on community
services and increase the income gap between the haw,i and the have-nots. Participants were
skeptical of the long-term value of tourism to their communities. Because wages are low in
tourism jobs and because few tourism related jobs offer benefits, the growth of these jobs means
the community would have to take on the expense of services such as subsidized health care,
housing, and other necessities.

Coloradans prefer a diverse industrial structure and small- to medium-size firms.
Participants did not want their economies based on one or two large companies, because this
dependence makes them vulnerable. However, participants that wanted to encourage small
business growth wanted small businesses that provide employee benefits.

Coloradans prefer the growth of dean, light industries. Light industryparticularly
manufacturingwas viewed as a statile form of economic growth. Every region was clearly
concerned about the quality of the environment and said that economic development would
have to meet the environmentsl standards of the community.

Coloradans are developing regional approaches to economic development. Representatives
from all regions noted the beginning of new, legionsl cooperative efforts to foster economic
growth in their regions.
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Workforce Issues

The idea of developing a "competitive workforce is still new to many Coloradans. While
many participants had grappled with workforce issues, the majority of participants lacked a
clear understanding of the demographic and training issues that many Colorado regions are
facing today and will face in the future.

Colorado's workforce is bifurcated. AU regions described a dichotomous labor force. One
group of workers is characterized by high levels of education and training; the other with low
basic skill levels in reading, writing, and mathematics.

High school graduates do not understand the requirements of the workplace. Several
regions mentioned that new high school graduates did not understand the business environment
In general, participants felt that many graduates did not understand the importance of
appearance, punctuality, and attendance.

Coloradans have a strong work ethic. Participants reported a stable native workforce that
was very productive and dedicated. Many participants added, however, that loyalty and
high productivity were lacking in low wage service sector jobs.

Coloradans work for lower wages than people in other states. Participants feel that
Coloradans accept lower wages because they enjoy the lifestyle in the state and because union
activity is lower than in other states. Participants viewed these attributes as strengths of the
workforce.

Minorities are under-represented in the workforce. All regions reported the lack of
minorities throughout the labor force. Southern Colorado reported that minorities were well
represented in the public sector, however, and Northwest Colorado felt that the lack of
minorities reflected the fact that fewer minorities reside in Northwest Colorado than in other
parts of the state.

Women aPe under-represented in the workforce,particularly in management. Participants
felt that women were not represented equally throughout the workforce. Lack of women at the
management level was a concern ton most regions. All regions felt that women were better
represented at the lower levels of the workforce and in the public sector. Several regions were
also concerned that women were paid less for the same work performed by their male
counterparts.

The Learning System

Coloradans feel that high school graduates lack basic skills. All regions were concerned
about the lack of basic skills in high school graduates. The ability to read above= the fifth
grade level and perform basic math problems were of particular concern.
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Coloradans are very concerned about the dropout rate. Congress participants want to put an
end to high dropout rates and alienated teenagers. Suggested solutions to these rtlated
problems varied by region but early cMIdhood prevention and motoring were mentioned by
virtually every congress.

Educators need to work more closely with me- ben of the business community.
Representatives from all regions remarked on the need a more sustained interaction between
the business and education sectors. Participants felt that integrating business and education is
the only way to build a workforce which will meet the needs of businesses while still
delivering a wide range of educational opportunities.

Business and education partnerships will be key to meeting adult training needs in the
future. While most congress participants have not precisely identified the types of
partnerships that will be beneficial, there is clear sense that the role of community colleges
with employers will increase in the future. Customized training is viewed as a promising
solution to the rapidly changing work enviromnent.

Rural regions are concerned about the delivery of adult education. Metropolitan regions
were satisfied with the variety of adult education and training programs offered ill their
areas. Rural Coloradans, however, are frustrated with the lack of education delivery Jr their
areas. Several congresses suggested telecommunications and satellite-learning as a solution to
the problem, as well as the need to create other non-traditional delivery systems.

Coloradans want mare information on adult learning opportunities. Participants felt that
accessing appropriate adult education and training is a frustrating and confusing process. To
make access to programs easier, participants suggested disseminating easy-to-understand
information to all residents in Colorado about existing programs and options.

Educating the public, community leaders, and the legiglature about workforce issues is the
key to change. Most congress participants voiced an increased need for public education
regarding workforce issues. Participants felt that more Coloradans and leaders need to know
that the average person will confront five to seven career changes in their lifetime and that a
high school education does not guarantee job success. Because change is becoming the standard
operating procedure in the workplace, the concept of life-long learning is imperative for all
Coloradans.
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Results From The Missouri Regional Congreues
Methado':gy

The ?ICS chosen for discussion in the Missouri congresses approached the central issue of
workforcv preparation from complementary pesspectives. By focusing on the =tamers of the
workforce development system the discussion enmuraged community leaders to look at the
state's need to build an educated and trained workforce far the next century with new eyes.

In each of the six regional congresses, attendees participsted In lee of three discussion
groups which addressed workforce preparclion issues from a specific angle. The first group
discimed workforce preparation issues from the employes' perspective considering employers'
needs for skilled labor. The second group discussee workforce preparation from the workers'
perspectif denng how workers mn obtain the education and training they need to get and
keep a good job. The third group discussed workforce preparation from a cortonsusity perspective
considering how local labor markets and learning institutions can perform better.

In the first hour, each discussion group concentrated on identifying the major workforce
issues that exist in their community. Each group listed between five and ten issues that they
believed needed attention. Following initial discussion, each group prioritized issues in order
of importance.

In the second hour of discussion, each group identified solutions to the most important
problems. Each group was asked to consider whether solutions involved action at the state or
the local level and which sector (government, business, education, labor, and community
organizations) had the greatest responsibility kr implementing a solution.

At the conclusion of the discussion gmups, the entire group reoanvened in a general session
where facilitators summarized each group's priority issues and solutions.

Cross-Cutting Themes Of The Missouri gional Congresses
General Themes

Improve access to quality work-related learning acrou the workforce. This goal embraces
three essential components: (a) to tn. e education and training far more accessible to a greeter
percentage of the workforce; (b) to make education at &Nevelt; more work oriented; and (c) to
assure that the learning needs of the workforce ate addressed maws the full spectrum of need

to address the Wong support for the concept of lifelong learning).

Assure greater coordination and communication in the planning and operation of education
and training services. This notion expresses the need for education, business, and governmental
sectors to work together in a fundamentally different wayin a formal, systematic
collaboration better to define ways of preparing stucients and workers for productive careers.
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Enforce far greater accountability in the peovision of education and training services.

Participants pointed out the need for dearly articulated, outcome-oriented performance
standards for dasses, courses, procams, and other co nuniUnenb of swum The flip side of

the cresdon of standards is the revision of a system of incentives (and disincentives) for

reaching them to respond to the need for greater accountability among schools and other
training institutions in meeting the desired standards.

Greater customisation and individualization of learning. This theme reflects the attitude
that learning is a highly individual process, a fact that must be accounted for within
institutions in accommodating different lemming styles and the need for individualized
attention. Also implicit in this vision is a recognition of the need to educate the public for the

real cultural and ethnic diversity that exists in the state's population

Challenges From The Employee's Perspective

Employees want job security. Workers seem to have an increasingly tenuous relationship
with their employers and don't always understand their long-term prospects for earnings,
promotions, or even keeping the job they have. This anxiety would be relieved by a clear
commitment from employers to stick by their entployees and help them keep up with changes in
jobs through upskilling and retraining. Solution: Responsibility for addressing this concern lies

chiefly with private sector employers, many of whom need to make a change in their corporate
culture to accommodate the new labor force. Tied with this solution is the need to establish a
clear system of incentives and rewards for workers who pursue work-related training.

Employees want employer and community support to meet pressing family needs.
Conference participants expressed concern over adequate day care, health care, and
transportation in their regions. Participants also want employers to provide workers with
sufficient flexibility in work schedules and benefit packages so they can juggle their work and
family needs responsibly. Solution: Responsibility for addressing this concern lies with both
communities and employers, who need to find new and better ways of collaborating to assure the
availability of basic services, child care, transportation, and health benefits.

Developing and maintaining high motivation and a strong work ethic across the labor force
is viewed as a major challenge. Congress participants acknowledged that many cunent workers
and new workers lack the motivational skills and work ethic necessary to be successful in their
jobs. Solution: Addressing this concern, according to the Congresses, may involve reaching into
schools earlier in a student's secondary education to develop stronger work values. This solution
would include focusing greater education on workplace needs through more and new opportuni-
ties for cooperative learning, internships, on-the-job training, etc.

Employees want better access to information about skills and jot 2,. Congress participants
felt that workers lacked understanding of the skills required for today's jobs. According to
participants, employees don't understand how important basic skills such as reading, writing,
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and problem solving are in the workplace. Emplores are Mat less cognizant of the need for
new basic skills such as ammunication and teamweek. Paniciports alto expressed the need for
easier access to htformation about whine job opportunities lie in each region and to the
education and training resources available in eadt region. Solution: Responsibility for
addressing this concern lies with both government and business. Partidpants recommend& that
the state become far wore active in usenNing and disseminating job informationwages,
occupations, and skills needed, which in turn depends on the much gteater involvement of the
private sector in providing such information to the government and to intermediary institutions.

Challenges From The Employer's Perspective

Employers have difficulty finding sufficiently skilled and technically trained workers.
Solution: A combination of short-temi and long-term actions: first, employers as a group must
begin a process of making greater investments in their existing workers, to help move workers
along in skills upgrading; and second, employers and education and training institutions must
begin working in fundamentally differed ways in order for schools better to understand the mai
skill needs of businesses.

Many entry-level workers are not equipped with bale skills. Solution: Establish better
communication and closer linkages between the educators and the private sector. Congress
attendees recommended giving employers direct input into the development of work-oriented
curricula in secondary and post-secondary institutions.

Employers want to lower turnover rates in jobs that are not glamorous. Solutions: The
private sector and the community need to have a greater understanding of the kinds of work
that are available. Congress attendees thought that a large percentage of younger workers and
students have very unrealistic expectations of work life, which leads to anxiety and
dissatisfaction with careers and personal growth. Employers need to do a better job of informing
schools an4 the government about jobs where workers are needed, and the fact that many "non-
glamour* occupations pay well and require high-tech skills.

Employers have difficulty developfing and maintaining high motivation and a strong work
ethic aaoss the labor force. Congress participants taking the employers perspective described
the same issues and solutions as the worker discussions concerning work ethic. Both groups
agreed that many current workers and new workers lack the motivational skills and work ethic
necessary to be successful in their jobs. Solufion: Addressing this concern, according to the
congresses, may involve both reaching into schools earlier in a student's secondary education to
develop stronger work values and focusing meter education on workplace needs through more
and newer opportunities for cooperative leamirig, internships, on-the-job training, etc.
Employer groups also identified the need for greatly improved labor-management relations,
better communication about what is expected, and empowering employees with greater
autonomy in return for moee accountability.
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Employers are concerned about how it/ meet the growing cost of employee benefits.
Solutions: Attendees believed that employers should play greater financial role in the
provision of benefits, but that a great deal of work needs to be done (a) to quantify the returns
that devolve to a firm that makes service investments in its workers; and (b) to continue
promoting the growing labor shortage, and that firms may need to offer greeter benefit
packages as incentives to attract workers in a labor-short environment.

Employers are concerned that pstblk education and training is too inaccessible. Congress
participants were concerned that physical and psychological obstacles to receiving training
prevent workers from seeking additional training outside of work. Solutions: Invest in more
training that is delivered to employees on-site, during work hours, and is fully integrated with
the work environment.

Challenges From The Community's Perspective

Communities need more complete integration of workforce preparation issues and local
economic development planning. Congress participants identified four problems facing
communities: the lack of sufficiently skilled and technically trained workers; the growing lack
of available high-quality jobs; the lack of information workers have about existing jobs; and
the arms-length relationship between education and the private sector. Solutions: Develop
better coordination and communication between businesses and the education sector. Specific
solutions included:

greater representation of business on planning councils of public institutions;

greater business participation in cooperative learning, mentoring, and shadowing
programs;

better business definition of skills and jobs that we in highest demandincluding the
clear communication of need to the education sector; and

business/parent/education planning groups.

Communities are not organized to identify and to address key workforce-related human
service needs. Few communities, if any have a clear vision of what a fully developed human
service system looks like. Participants felt that literacy training, retraining, sUlls assessment,
fob counseling, and day-care are all critical components of an ideal human service system.
Communities need to develop consensus about human service needs before they call develop
strategies to meet these needs. Solution: Attendees suggested holding a combination of com-
munity forums and new multi-sector organizations to provide analysis, planning, and
leadership on workforce issues. Such efforts will necessitate strong business, worker, and parent
participation.
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Most communities exhibft a low degree of coordination in the planning and provision of
public sector services. Solana): Local government and carnmunftrbased organisations need to
develop greater aoss-agency planning for human services and education, induding addressing
transportation, day care, and health issues.

Communities are not adequately communicadng the imporbace of education and of life-
long learning. Solution: Coinnumities need to identify and to promote of basic skills end new
basic skills and to have a broader conununity discussion of these needs. They also need to
identify role models for young people and within companies to show that working hard can pay
off.
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Results From The Mississippi Regional Congresses

Methodology

&Nam Ow

In Mississippi, congress attendees participated in one of four discussion groups depending on
their personal preferences. The discumion groups were focused aramd issues of (1) workforce
preparation; (2) providing public facilities and infrastructure services; (3) financing small
businesses; and (4) developing technology and transferring it to the workplace. These areas
were selected for discussion because they are the primary areas of concentration of the Special
Task Force on Economic Development which sponsored the congresses. These issues can provide
a useful framework for weighing and selecting policies that can influence economic change in
ways that prc vide greater opportunity for the people of Mississippi.

In the first hour of discussion, each gmup concentrated on identifying the major issues in
their designated area. Typfrally, ten to fifteen issues were identified by each group. These
issues were then ranked in order of importance by a group vote and the five issues with the
highest overall ranking were selected for further discussion.

In the second hour of discussion. groups identified solutions or recommended strategies for
the most critical issues. Each group was asked to identify strategies appropriate for local or
regional action as well as state action. In addition, groups were asked to decide whether these
strategies could be implemented over the short-temi (up to three years) or the long-term.

At the conclusion of the discussion groups, all participants reconvened in a general session
where facilitators presented the conclusions of each group.

Session Two

In the second round of Congresses, membe.. of the Special Task Force for Economic
Development Planning presented their vision of economic development for Mississippi and top
priority recommendations of their final report Seizing the Future: A Commitment to
Competitiveness. congress participants responded to both the vision and the recommendations
and considered how recommendations could be implemented at the local level. Discussion
groups were organized around implementing the report's major objectives: developing
competitive people, competitive businesses, and competitive communities. In addition, congress
participants in each region established a process for regular update and improvement of
strategic plans for their region.
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Cross-Cutfing Themes Of The Mississippi Regional Congresses
General Themes

Mississippians aro eager to discuss issues of scossonsk chow. Congress participants were
eager to discuss economic and workforce issues facing their communities. Participants
repeatedly remarked that they need a forum like the congresses to meet and discuss their
aammon problems. The enthusiasm of participants suggests that lasders at the state and
regional Irv& need to manize regular forums where community representatives can engage
with one another in dialogue. There is an under-utilized reservoir of concern and commitment
among Mississippi's citizens.

Community leaders are corwented about the lack of economic opportunity is the state. The
vast majority of congress participants were well informed about problems afkcting economic
growth in Mississippi. Participants were deeply concerned that the gap between economic
opportunity available to residents of Mississippi versus that available to residents in other
states was widening. Many participants felt that the state's failure to invest in human
resources was at the core of the widening gap.

Community leaders are impatient with state leadership. Community leaders displayed a
fairly sophisticated understanding of the economic changes facing the state. In fact, community
leaders appear tv be well ahead of their counterparts at the state level in terms of their desire
for change and their anderstanding of what changes are necessary. Community leaders
expressed frustration in state leaders ability to achieve political consensus and political will
around issues of economic change and workforce development.

Lack of leadership is a pressing issue for Missiuippi. At every congress and in almost every
discussion group, the conversation seemed to turn almost invariably to the subject of leadership
development. There is a strong sense that state and local organizations need to place more
attention en programs and policies that promote leadership development. Participants agreed
that public and private sector employers and educational institutions all need to provide more
opportunity for individuals to develop leadership skills.

Mississippians view regional cooperation as pivotal to developing solutions to common
problems. At discussion groups at every congress there was discussion of the appropriateness of
regional cooperation to pursue solutions to common problems. The importance of regional
mechanisms was especially strong in the discussions of infrastructure and business assistance
programs. It was also raised in discussions on education, worker training, technology transfer
and applied research.

Congress participants want to tuns the state's low self-esteem into self-reliance. As one
participant noted, Mississippi is afflicted by a collective "welfare mentality' that permeates
both people and institutions. At the individual level, participants recognized a strong reliance
on local and state government for special favors or economic support. At the state level,
participants recognized an over-reliance on outside institutions such as the federal government
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or the Tennessee Valley Authority for both program initiatives and financial support. Even
within economic development circles, participants noted the historic emphasis on recruiting
plants from other states rather than strengthening existing companies. Participants want to
develop a new vision for Mississippi based on self-reliance. The notion of self-esteem leading
to self-help resonated through discussion at almost evey congress.

Leaders acknowledge that racial divisions sire hampering econossic development iss
Mississippi. In virtually every congress there was frank discussion of racial divisions in
Mississippi. Many participants felt that Mississippi had come a long way in developing racial
harmony but the majority felt that Mississippi has a long way to go. Most participants agreed
that the deep poverty of Mississippi's black population constitutes a fundamental barrier to
economic opportunity for all people in Mississippi. While the welfare coots alone are
staggering, most partidpants were more concerned with the loss of human potential and the
continued erosion of Mississippi's level of workforce reparation than with the fiscal burden.

Preparing The Workft Te For Tomorrow's jobs

There is an urgent need to improve the quality of basic education ire the schools. Most
participants feared that young people graduating from high school lacked basic skills such as
reading, writing, math, problem solving, decision-making, leadership, and creativity skills.
There was a general sense that the public education process should be made more rigorous and
more demanding in what it expects from students. Solution: Emphasize cultural education as
part of the core curriculum in the public schools and implement higher standards of
accountability for teachers, students, parents, and administrators.

The lack of an educated adult workforce is viewed as a major drag on development. The
discussion groups called for new approaches to adult education and worker training. The
importance of literacy education efforts among the current work force was stressed. Solution:
Aggressive promotion of continuing education and establishment of incentives to employees and
employers tor higher skill development in the workplace.

The self-esteem of students mot be improved through effective counseling arid support
programs.. Participants expressed concern that the low self-esteem of "at risk" young people
inhibits their ability to learn in school. Solution: Increase early childhood intervention and
education program efforts for the "at risk' population.

More effective public education requires involvement of businesses, communities, and
parents. At every congress there was discussion of the need to improve and expand involvement
in public education. There was particular concern about how to increase parent involvement in
education. Solution: More parent-teacher contact and increased employer participation in
schools through mentoring, tutoring, and cooperative oducation.
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Providing Public Facilities and Infrastructure Services

Lack of remise to support state and local infrastructure seas I. a large concerts ix
Mississippi. Many participants saw the need bo find new sources of revenue t co support the
infrabtnicture burden, especially at the local level. There was little enthusiasm for increasing
general revenue tax faits, however. Inequities in lemma between richer and poorer counties
and between rural and urban counties were also an area of concern. Solution: Aggressive
application of user charges and pay-as-you-use flnandng schemes.

Solid waste disposal is major environmental concern. Many congress participants
expressed concern about the solid waste disposal problem in the state. Several attendees
predicted the emergence of a solid waste crisis with existing landfills reaching capacity.
There was also considerable concern about hazardous and toxic waste disposal. Solutions
Regional cooperation and more aggressive recycling programs.

Water availability and water quality are large concerns. Solution: Review of current
regulations governing water use; development by state and regional authorities ofa long-term
water resources plan; and a state mandated water conservation plan.

Financing Small Business

The state seeds to improve the way it markets and administers existing programs. At
every congress, private sector representatives stressed the need for the state to improve its
marketing and communication about existing programs. Private sector participants stressed
that banks and small businesses are unaware of the finandng help that is available. Concern
about "red-tape and over-centralization of state financing efforts was also expressed.
Solutice: Develop materials to explain programs to applicants; revise and simplify
application procedures; get banks more directly involved in the administration ofprograms;
adopt rigorous standards of accountability and integrity; employ more experienced financial
experts.

There is a need for more risk-oriented financing including equity capital. Congress
participants identified a need for more risk-oriented financing in the small business sector,
particularly manufacturing. The most cited needs related to equity capital for growth-oriented
small companies. Solution: Establishment of venture capital programs with special emphasis
on early stage seed financing end more creative use of the loan guarantee authority of the state.

Technology Transfer

Manpower limits are the greatest obstacle to technology development out transfer in
Mississippi. Almost all participants agreed that the low quality of public education has
contributed to severe shortcomings in the technical proficiencies of existing workers. There was
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a consensus that poor public edundon threatens to retard fuNue growth in this area by failing
to prepare future job ent- Its v.ith solid bask skills. Participants also felt that more education
and training must go to ak.alts already in the workforce. Solution More resources for meth and
science education; more cooperative work-study program and better communication between
business, educators, parents, and students about the need for stronger skills in the workplace;
and establishment of incentives in the worickce for adating employees to upgrade their skills.

Faistiv teclosology trargfer meekarrisms ere Not doing a good job of marketing their services
to small busirsesses. Participants agreed that current technology transfer mechanisms
(community colleges, the Department of Economic Development, universities etc.) are not well-
coordinated and probably need additional resources to do their job properly. Participants felt
universities should strengthen their research and development capacity end focus more directly
on applied research which responds to market needs. Solution: Establishment of state-
supported, decentralized delivery system that concentrates on manufacturing and agribusiness.
System should emphasize programs to help small companies understand what kind of
technology would be appropriate for their industry. System should also provide information
about where help in adopting appropriate technology can be obtained.
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Sources
Jobs for Missouri's Future, Report on the Miaow* Regional Congresses for Workforce
Preparation (prepared by Jobs for the Future, Inc.XAugust 1990)-

Jobs for the Future,Inc., Report on the Mississippi Regional Congresses for Workforce
Preparation (prepared by Jobs for the Future, Inc.Xfanuary 1991).
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A STATE AGENDA FOR THE NINETIES

The need to change is clear.

The 'system` must also change in response to the new realities deacribed in this documeni The
key to our national progress, everyone has agreed, is eduction and training; but now this must
be reformulated to meet the new demands of a difierent workplace. U we are to advance as a
nation, high-skill, high-wage careers must be within the reach of all. All Americans,
whatever their background are entitled to the prospect of a future unfettered by the poverty or
deprivation they experienced as children. Translating the appeal of that vision into the stuff
of everyday life is this country's enduring economic challenge.

It has become abundantly clear that America is at risk if it simply accepts the underlying
economic and occupational changes that are shaping the future. American companies are losing
the chance to grow not just because of inadequate worker skills but because of their inadequate
investment in improving skills. Many communities, many companies, and key state leaders still
need to be convinced that education and skill improvement is the key to economic growth. But
no major sector of society is investing adequately in helping people work smarter. Many in
government and the private sectorby inclination, reflex or force of habitsUll hope to get by
with business as usual.

We see the need for a new paradigm for economic development that actively promotes
education and the polishing of workplace skills. It must realize that high-skilled jobs are the
dividends paid to investments in people. It must reflect local needs and draw on local strengths.
It must bring public and private sectors together into a common enterprise to build a better
future. Above all, it must be designed to keep the jobs that we have today while creating better
ones for tomorrow. Once developed, this paradigm, this new agenda for economic development,
needs to be promoted on a vast scale.

A New Agenda
A new agenda for the nineties has to be based on the economic realities in which we find
ourselves today. The agenda must be grounded in ambitious principles designed to point youth,
our workers, and our communities toward a different future. Its fundamental premise must be
that individuals in the United States have the right to create their own futures. Any economic
development plan not organized to transform that truth into operating reality is seriously
flawed.

Objectives
1. Economic Development Depends on Human Development

This first principle is the foundation of the new agenda for the nineties and beyond. Adherence
to this fundamental belief must become second nature to state and local officials interested in
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economic development. They mustcome to undesstand that economic development is not hicks
and mortar, not fancy new technology or even trendy new msnagemeht styles. Lconomk devel-
opment starts and finishes with the people in the community.

To be improved, human investments must be sees u developing and maintaining an integrated
eystem for learning, not as diuggregated piecespublic and private, ekmentary or secondary
education, and higher education. States and communities must WI:Wen their views of what
needs attention and, in doing so, expand their notions of integrated workforce development
systems.

It is important to know how well schools are doing. But if 70 or BO percent of a state's future
workforce is already on the joband if 60 to 70 percent of the statel high school griduates are
migrating elsewhere in search of employmentthen it is also important to know how well the
adult education and training system is doing.

More than anything else, states need to begin seeing adults as a basic resource. The traditional
view of pouring more funding into existing educational institutions does not serve well the
reality that a state's future will depend on those who are adult workers today. In response,
states, businesses, and education institutions must begin to use the workplace as a learning
place, to deliver learning where the people are.

2. Emphasize Lifelong Learning

One key to future success will be the development of public and private sector partnerships
with a broader view of necessary human Investments. Most states invest a majority of their
education funding in traditional schools and institutions of higher education.

Schools and colleges are important But other needs are also important to economic
competitiveness. The targets of these other investments are the people outside of the K-12
range, outside of the colleges and universities: those in early childhood, those who need to
learn in the workplace, and older workers who are in need of retraining. Responding to these
needs can pay tremendous economic and human dividend&

States need to have a system of lifelong learningasystem of education that meets the needs of
individuals and workers from cradle to grave, a seamless web from the perspective of the user
that allows learners to move in and out easilyas their education and training needs change.

States need to refocus educational systems to engage the majority of the workforce, present and
future. Today, the 50 percent of our students who are not college bound have very few credible
opons to develop the skills that tedmologically-minded employers need. Our system largely
abandons drop-outs; it offers little in the way of an integrated approach to the transition
be: Amen school and work; it reaches adult workers in a limited, haphaurd way. As a result,
we find, many companies do not use or trust public institutions to help their workers.
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Recommendations

With these principles as a guide, outlined below are nine major recommendations toward which
state economic policy in the nineties should be directed.

I. Develop an Integrated, Market-Driven System of Lifelong Learning

States need to undertake a variety of initiatives to make education and training more
accountable, more able to provide a closely integrated lifetime of skill enhancement, and more
sensitive to the needs of employers and workers.

These would include such actions as:

Strategic planning for education and training at both the state and the job-market
Ie. -el;

Better articulating the transitions from high school to work and from high school to
higher education;

Credentialling the learning that takes place outside of the school system;

Development of an aggressive public strategy to bring the private sector into the
market, demanding more of public institutions through consortia, financial incentives,
and public-private partnerships; and

Development of an aggressive public-education campaign, with public and private
leaders explaining and demonstrating how education and skill enhancement leads to
better jobs.

2. Develop A System Tbat Makes Existing Institutions Accountable To Serve Workforce
Needs

It is time to introduce the principle of accountability to the workforce preparation system.
Among education and training institutions and public job training program, it is virtually
impossaile to measure what we get for what we spend. Public education budgets reward process
but not performance; i.e., they pay for enrollments but not for learning or skills acquisition.
There is no 'consumer information' for employers or employees by which to compare the
perfonnance of institutions and programs.

Further, the educational and training resources available are diverse, apparently unrelated,
and confusing. Many people and companies become frustrated by the complexity of the system
and abandon public education or turn to private sciurces for Wp.
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There is an urgent need fon

State and local clearinghouses or information systems capable of providing uniform,
usable information about economir change, skill needs, jeb opportunities, and training
requirements at the labor-market level;

Providing information tn small business owners about literacy resounxi and other
training programs available to their employees through the local education and
training system;

Development of common measures of performance for institutions, and Ow
establishment of sanctions for non-performing institutionsand programs; and

MakIng performance information for education and training providers accessible to

employers and workers

3. Encourage Work-Based Adult 'Training

Marty companies have taken pioneering steps to invest in their people to achieve continuous

improvement. Several action steps suggest themselves as ways to cash in on the tremendous
opportunities for accelerating the amount and quality of work-based learning:

Secure the commitment of top management, making training part of the company* plan;

Find ways that allow the private sector, as the chief beneficiary of new training
arrangements, to pay most of the cost of the training, using public investments

strategically as leveraging incentives' like tax credits and loan pools;

Develop the ability of public sector institutions to train at the worksite during working

hours;

Keep education closely linked to work tasks;

Design and encourage training for front-line workers, not just for management and
professionals;

Ensure that training is continuous, not just a one-time affair;

Encourage companies to demand more of local educational institutions; and

Offer incentives for the development of small-business consortia.

4. Improve the Transition from High School to High Skill Careen

Our research convinces us that communities and states cannot effectively pursue new human
resource investments without addressing the needs of the 'forgotten half,' those high school
youngsters who are rot planning on attending college. States and private companies must
achieve a closer integration of school and work, between academic and occupational learning,
and between classroom and work-based learning. Cfie promising model is the creation of
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stnsctured work-based learning opportunities for young people beginning with their last years
of high school and extending through the tint two post-seconday education years.

Such progams should seek to build on the best practices of our European and Asian competitors
who have well-developed caner ladders. Yet they must also provide the flexibility and
personal incentives that American Mudents demand. A youth initiative provides an easily
understood means to transform the lemming system radically, motivating young people and
linking them to employers and higher-education opportunities. It also ensures that technical
training will enjoy the same prestige as college-track schooling and offer the same
opportunities and rewards.

These school-and-work transitional programs should seek to do the following:

Arrange employment opportunities in key local industries with complementary in-
school learning;

Provide credit and aedentials for work-based learning;

Ensure that students in technical areas are prepated for advancement toward higher
education if they so choose;

Encourage achievement early in high school; and

Enhance the status of vocational-tedmical schooling.

5. Clow the Emerging Skills Gap

One of the most significant economic realities in any community is generally not well understood
or acknowledged. It is the existing gap between the skill? businesses need and the skills
available in the workforce. It is an inherently moving target, with skill, demands changing
with the advent of new technologies, new markets, new products, and new ways to organize
woçk within a firm.

This gap is never fully identified in any standard economic and employment data. The gap is
usually only dear in hindsight, meaning that policymakers end up responding to skill needs as
they were and not as they are today or will be in the near future.

Awareness of such a hidden sidlls gap gives policymakers a leg up in constructing a new
education and training agenda. It calls for a detailed examination of private sector skill needs
in light of what the public sector is providing. It calls for new relationships between the
private sector and public education and training institutions and programs. It calls for new
ways of helping workers understand the role of an objective skill assessment in helping shape
an education plan to achieve economic security.

By defining what is needed in the workplace and what is being provided by public and private
trainers, analyses of the 'skills gap' galvanizes employer interest in issues of human resource
development. It is a critical first step toward developing and maintaining the kind of skilled
workforce a community needs if it is to meet competitive challenges at home and abroad.
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6. Involve Cidzens in the Debate over Solutions

At each stage of its development the United States has placed ib faith in the inherent good
sense of the average citizen. The problems of maintaining economic growth and standards of
living for this generation and the next are a central concern today of the average dtizen. They
are entitled to inform the thinking of local and state leaders on these matters. Even more
significant local and state leaders need to undentand public thinking on these issues as well as
how dtizens can be involved in charting a course ahead.

Involving everyone in the process permits polkymakers to emphasize that everyone has a
stake in the outcome as well as a responsibility for making the desired outcome real. This
presupposes building a constituency for change at the grass-mob level, using tie language and
understanding of citizens to pave the way for the change process. People must understand what
is happening in their economy and they must understand that they alone can ovate the
necessary impmvements. -

Lasting and effective change requires strong 'bottom-up pressure, but it also needs visionary
leadership to pull the process along. State leaders need a broad base of support if they are to
help change American life, and the people at large need a challenging vision of what they can
accomplish.

7. View Workforce Issues Through the Lms of Subsiate Regional Economies

Workforce skills must be understood and met in the context of operating labor markets, not in
the context of theory or statewide data. Our examinations of regional information in each state
convinces us that policy-makinr has to be sensitive to dramatic substate and regional
variations. Policy developed for Colorado's urban and suburban Front Range will have little
relevance on the Western Slope; initiatives developed to respond to the needs of St. Louis
almost certainly will not work in southwestern Missouri. Concepts applicable to rural Indiana
and its comparatively healthy small towns cannot be transplanted to rural Mississippi, which
has a far different set of needs.

Effective strategies must include:

Development of a local capacity for economic development and workforce preparation:

Creating new community and regional fonuns for strategic planning of human
investment and workforce preparation decisions, and for coordinating institutions and
resources; and

Designing programs that are managed locally and not by statewide bureaucrats.

Job-training strategies in particular mut be geared to the realities of the local labor market.
Essential to this is the creation of flexible funding and innovative programs to shift attention to
the differing needs of states, regions, and communities.
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To be fully effective, this localization' of resources and control must be accompanied by
strategies that require participation by the uses of the programsby individuals, local
businesses, and by conummities.

In other words, in this new conception of government, public investments must be structured to
leverage private htvestments. Rather than a system of entitlements or local aid, they must
become a bridge to self-sufficiency and responsible initiative. The message should be tho we
will invest in you if you will invest in runelf."

S. Build the Demand far Rights Skills

Many of the other Tecommendations that appear in this report focus on ways to build a structure
to develop higher skills within the workforce. States must also give a high priority to
building the demand for higher sidlls within their state economy, as well. Put another way,
states must give the highest priority of their economic development to modernizing the existing
industrial base.

Many companies around the country have shown that they can restnicture themselves into
high-performance organizations capable of competing on a global scale. These businesses
combine the -latest in production technologies with innovations to make the highest quality
goods and senrices. The strategies to accomplish this all emphasize quality and the continuous
improvement of worker productivity.

The strongest demand for new and higher-order skills come from these companies. But
comparatively few businesses have even attempted to adopt a high-performance profile. State
economic development in the nineties must help build demand for higher sidlls by encouraging
more existing industries to adopt a high-perfonnance posttne. States can:

Assure that they have technology transfer programs in place that help smell and
medium-sized companies gain access to available production technologies;

Encourage groups of companiesbusiness or trade associations, or several companies
located within a single communityto work together to identify and solve common
workforce needs;

Make sure that all state business development programs incorporate a component for
human resource development; end

Encourage larger companies to promote technology assessment, management assistance,
and training along supplier networks (larger companies have the internal resources
that their smaller suppliers lack).

9. Attack Workforce Challenges on a Scale Large Enough to Make a Difference

Most state interventions, whether job-iraining programs or manufacturing modernization, affect
only the smallest tip of an enormous iceberg.
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The public sector can undertake a variety of strategies to leverap significant or dominant
investment and ownership in training from the private sector. Many kinds of initiatives can
reach And involve large numbers of people if they are meted, funded, Ind owned Indy by
the private elector. Small-business training consortia, apprenticeship programs, dropout
prevention, modernization efforts, and many other effective programs can be convened by state
leaders and encouraged by the strategic use of inomtives.

A aitical component of this effort is the need to confront the misplaced notion that workers
who need retraining are somehow `failures.' The private sector can be the public sector's most
effective representative on this issue arguing that training-47 adding to skillsodds to
workers' income, their value in the company, and their importance to the community.

A New Policy Process for the New Agenda
Assuring progress in responding to economic transition on the scale that is dearly needed
suggests that states undertake a new public policy process. Thee realities are clear. Ant,
achieving the new agenda will be accomplished, in part, within the context of the westing
political climate. Tuditional political debate over goals, over the allocation and investment
of scarce resources will continue. The situation in the states today is one where extraordinary
pressure exists to meet short term needs with fewer resources. It is not a climate that encourages
significant innovation.

Second, solutions will require an unprecedented degree of collaboration between sectors
between business and labor, government and the private sector, and between state and local
agencies. For example, business, labor, and education should all work together to prepare an
integrated curriculum for new youth transition programs. Without formal collaboration, the
goals of learning at, and for, the workplace will not be met.

Finally, implementation that involves maintaining alliances and relationships among groups
with fundamentally different political imperativesmanagement and labor, corporations and
small business owners, the profit and non-profit worlds, traditional educators and adult
trainersover the long-term. There are no quick fixes. States can no longer hope that limited
action at the margin of public policy will have the desired effect. New structures must be
created both to institutionalize the ability to respond quickly to constantly changing conditions
and to remind the diverse actors of their common stake in success.

These are the new rules that states should follow in defining the process to accommodate
change:

Take the long term view. Economic transition creates challenges without regard to the
terms of office of state leaders or the budget and legislative cycles. States should seek
to institutionalize a process that is able to withstand changes in political
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administration and avoid getting caught up in biennial debates over funding based on
changes in the state's fiscal position.

Keep an open dooradmit into the policy debate a wide variety of sectors and interest
group& Advisory boards should be comprised of leaden from business, labck,educasIrt,
community organizations, and state government. They should also include key
representatives Across several state agencies as well as the state legislature, and
attempt to balance state-level with local-level leadership, including private citizens.

Nurture new relationships. These advisory groups offer a way for leadership from
different sectors to work together on common issues. They should use their power to
build new and permanent collaborations that are part of a more effective multi-sector
approach to public policy.

Give the process high visibility within the state. In almost every case, appointments
to multi-sector advisory groups should be made by the governor of the state, who should
demand a dear set of recommendations for action. Regional meetings, awns meetings,
media publicity, and other techniques should be used to bulid awareness of and support
for new policy initiatives.

Inform the 'process° with appropriate strategic information and chokes. This report
points out the need for states to collect and synthesize new kinds of information that is
not otherwise easily available. This includes diagnostic information about the nature
of economic change and the skills implications. It means knowing a bt more about the
outcomes of investments that the state already makes in a variety of programs and
institutions. And it means sharing success stories from elsewhere ht the state and the
nation that may have applicability in the local setting.

Make participants feel responsible for implementation. The action plan that results
from the policy debate will challenge every sector to behave in new and different
ways. Participants in the policy process must include leaders from a range of groups
willing to commit themselves to promoting the new action plan among their
constituents.
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A Better Tomorrow
These are trying times for the American worker. Foreign competition and wrenching economic
change in the 1980. promise to accelerate in the 1990. as Europe prepares to unite, newly
industrialized countries continue to advance, znd army costs dueaten to rise.
Now our resilience is being tested anew. But Americans have always known how to stop, how to
change directions, and how to channel their energies into productive new directions. We must
do so again.

It is time state leaders stopped and framed the need for change in their communities in
compelling new ways. Our research indicates that the public will respondthat the public is,
indeed, eager for an authentic restatement of traditional American values in the context of the
economic demands of today.

It is also time we changed direction. We must stop thinking of employment and training issues
as isolated components of the nation's economic dilemma and come to understand them as part of
a comprehensive whole. The traditional approach to dealing with social problems in the
United States has tended to be fragmented and piecemeal. It has left behind a legacy of
disjointed, if well-intentioned, programs. If we are to clearly gauge priorities and understand
interconnections among different pieces of the economic development puzzle, communities must
integrate individual views, business impressions, and public data into a unified whole.

Such integration, of course, is precisely the responsibility of leadership in a free society. It is
the most diftwaltand therefore the most importanttask facing those who would channel
public energies into productive new directions.
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New Jobs by Cognitive Skill Level

Skill Level

Skill
Description

Sample
Occupations

I 3
Skil Lov*1

4 5

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 3
Rote

Memory
Diagnostic

we of
concepts

(application
and

interpretation)

Diagnostk
use of

concepts
(application

and
interpretation

requiring
perception of

causality)

Systamatk
*Ming

(perception
of multiple

causal
relationships)

Synthetic
reasoning
(concept
formation
thsough
pattern

recognition)

Occupa. ons
Office

Machine/
Computer
Operators

Metal
Working

Operatives

Cleaning
Service

Workers

Other
Servkt

Workers

Laborers

Soles Oaks

Secretaries

Food
Service

Workers

Transportation
Equipment
Operators

Science
Technicians

LPNs

Accountants

Salo Reps

Metal
Craft

Workers

Priniing
Crafts

TCPU
Crafts

Other
Craft

Workers

Nurses

Medical
Workers

Lawyers

Sales
Managers

Insurance
Sales

Construction
Trades

Slue
Collar

Supervison

Engineers

Scientists

Physicians

Writers &
Artists

Computer
Specialists

Other
Prof...Iona!

Workers

&novo JFF Asalysis of U.S. Stacey of Labor Statistice and SOICC data.
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New Job Growth by Psychomotor Skit, Level

1

Skill Level

Skill
Description

Sample
Occupations

2 3
Ski Lev*

4 5

2 3 4 5
Perform Manipulate Manipulate Precision Predsion

bulk goods pods manipulation manipulation
movement (eye-hand (eye-hand of goods or of pods

of goods coordination) coordination monitoring (under
under time
pressure)

several

events or
several

coordinated
precision

movements
under time
pressure

time
pressure

and
responding

to
unpredicted
situations)

Occupations
Cleaning Computer Engineers Scientists Physans
Service Specialists

Workers Secretaries Science Medical
Social Technicians Workers

Laborers Scientists Office
Machine Nurses Metal Crafts

Lawyen Operators
LPNa Other

Accountants Metal- Craft
Working Health Workers

Sales Operatives Technicians
Managers

Other Writers/
Insurance Operatives Artists

AlSents
Construction

Technical Sales Trades
Representatives

Printing
Blue Collar Crafts
Supervisors

TCPU
Food Service Crafts

Workers
Mechanics

Source JFF Analysis of U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and SOICC data.
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Now Jobs by Factual Knowledge Skin Level

I

Skill Level

Skill
Desalption

Sample
Occupations

2
WI Laval

3 4

Level i Level 2 Lavel 3 Wel 4

No
pertkular

factual
knowledge

required

Some
spwializsd
knowledge

in a
partkular

Seld

In-depth
Mow ledge
in a Reid
or a body

of
information

I

ht-depth
knowledge
in several
fields of

bodies of
inforrnetion

e

Occupations

Claming
Service

Workers

Laborers

LPN's

Silas Clerks

Secretaries

Office Machine
Workers

Other
Clerical
Workers

Metal
Working
Operators

Other
Operators

Food
Service

Workers

Health
Workers

Personal
Workers

Science
Technicians

Medical
Workers

Health
Technicians

Computer
Specialists

Writers/
Artists

Accountants

Salts
Managers

Insurance
Sales

Technical
Sales Reps

Blue
Collar

Supervisors

Engineers

Scientists

Physicians

Social
Scientists

Lawyers

Other
Managers 4

Officials

,

Source JFF Analysis el U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and SOICC data.
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New Jobs by Motivational Sid Loyal

Skill Level

Skill
Description

Sample
Occupations

2 3 4
SkE Levet

$

bevel 1 Level 2 Level 3 Levi 4 Level 5 level 6
Security

(subsistence
money)

Affiliation
(desire to be/
work/interact
with others on

other than
task-related

matters)

Precision
(desire to be

accurate,
attention to

detail)

Integration
Oa lbe OD

coordinate/
orchestrate
the work of

others)

Entrepre-
agues)
pursuits

(desire to do
new and

innovative
things)

lefluenee
(desire to

lead, inspire
others to do

things)

Occupations
Sales clerks

Office Machine
Operators

Metal
Working

Operators

Cleaning
Service

Workers

Laborers

L.PNs

Other
Clerical
Workers

Food
Service

Workers

Health
Service

Workers

Personal
Service

Workers

Engineers

Scientists

Science
Technicians

Nurses

Physicians

Medical
Workers

Computer
Specialists

lavirn
Accountants

Construction
Trades

Metal Crafts
Workers

Mechanises

Printing
Crefts

Other
Ptofeesional

and Technical
Workers

Blue Collar
Supervisors

Other
Managers

and Officials

Insurance
Sales Agents

WO Reps

Other Sales
Workers

Social
Scientists

Writers 4
Arzists

Sales
Managers

Administrators

Inspectors

Source: IFF Analysis of US. Bureau of Libor Statistics and 50ICC data.
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0 .

Skill Lavel

Skill
Desaiption

Sample
Occupations

New Jobs by Interpersonal Skill Level

2
---,Tv. Allow

3
Skil Loyal

Indiana
0013rido
Missouri
Masi

D Mations!

t'Z'S

4

Level I Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 1

Works
alone

Works with
othen on

tasks

Works with
others

(influencing
individuals

to do
something)

Works with
others

(Influencing
wingers or

influencing a
group (n an
established

pattern)

Works with
others

(influencing
it group of
people as
a whole)

Occupations

Office
Machine/
Computer
Operators

Metal crafts

Mechanics

Printing crafts

Other crafts

Metal
Working

Operatives

Cleaning
Service
Workers

Other
Service
Workers

Laborers

Physkians

Medical
Workers

Social
Scientists

Accountants

Sales clerks

Health
Service
Workers

Nurses

I.PNs

Lawyers

Sales
Managers

Insurance
Sales

Soles Reps

Other Sales
Workers

Blue Collar
Supervisors

Writers &
Artists

Administrators

Inspectors

Source: IFF Aealysis ef U.S. Bureau ef Labor Statistics and SOICC data.
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